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I Higdon to seek Senate leadership post

FRIDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

STAFF REPORT
The Murray Ledger & Times

Mostly cloudy
Tonight: Mostly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of thundershowers. Low around 70.
South wind 10 to 15 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny and
breezy with thunderstorms
likely. High 85 to 90. Chance
of rain 70 percent.

WORLD — NATIONAL
WASHINGTON — Mikhail S. Gorbachev's economic squeeze on
Lithuania moves across center stage at the summit today even as he
and President Bush lock in long-sought limits on nuclear missiles and
sign a treaty ceasing production of chemical weapons.
WASHINGTON — George Bush took it with grace, but Mikhail
Gorbachev did it again. He upstaged the president just as he had
grabbed the spotlight from Ronald Reagan.
WASHINGTON — Children under 18 are fined $25 if caught
smoking cigarettes in Woodridge, Ill., one of the few places where
laws against smoking by minors are enforced.
CORAL GABLES, Fla. — The 1990 Atlantic hurricane season
begins today amid dire warnings that killer storms on the East and Gulf
coasts in the last two years may have been harbingers of a new era of
destructive storms.
MONROVIA, Liberia — As rebel troops closed in on the capital, a
U.S. Navy flotilla stood off the Liberian coast to evacuate Americans
if necessary, the Pentagon said. President Samuel Doe refused to resign
and vowed he would be the last to leave the

In hopes of keeping some state
Senate power in western Kentucky,
Sen. Greg Higdon of Fancy Farm
plans to run for the Senate leadership position alit will be vacated
by Sen. Helen Garrett of Paducah
next January.
Garrett, defeated in Tuesday's
Democratic primary by Paducah
City Commissioner Bob Leeper,
has served as Senate majority whip
since 1982.
The whip and all other leader-

ship positions will be selected by
Democratic senators at the organizational session in January 1991.
Higdon said he has talked to several colleagues and believes he has
an excellent chance of winning.
"I think that fact that a western
Kentucky legislator has held the
position for the last nine years will
give another western Kentuckian
an excellent chance of winning it,"
Higdon said.
Sen. John (Eck) Rose of
Winchester, Senate president pro
tern, agreed Higdon's residence
should give him an advantage.

"I think there would be some
inclination on the part of the other
Democratic senators to have someone from western Kentucky in that
position," Rose said.
Senators informally agree to
spread leadership positions so all
regions are represented. Other leadership posts are now held by senators from eastern Kentucky, central
Kentucky and LouiLIville.
Rose said he knew of no other
senator seeking the position at this
time.

Greg Higdon
Eyes leadership post

(Cont'd on page 2)

Duane Maxwell:
one of a growing
number of people
trying recycling

Opening day

By MARK COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

In Duane Maxwell's home, if
you don't crush your aluminum
soda can under your foot when
you're finished, you hear about it.
In fact, you had better wash it
out first, too.
Those requirements have nothing
to do with wanting neat garbage. It
has a lot to do, however, with
wanting a neat — and useful —
world.
Maxwell is just one of a growing
number of residents who have
begun their own environmental
crusade by separating and recycling
their garbage, a measure he hopes
will pay off in the long run.
"I just figured, 'Well, it keeps
from having to dig out ore for tin
cans and cutting down trees for
paper,— according to Maxwell,
who said the Earth's diminishing
resources
are
vastly

STATE
LOUISVILLE — Incumbent Republican Sen. Mitch McConnell has
been endorsed by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. His Democratic opponent, Harvey Sloane, has been endorsed by the AFL-CIO. To
McConnell, that pretty much sums up the two candidates.
FRANKFORT — A group pushing for public financing of congressional campaigns says it is the only way to have election reform.
SALYERSVILLE — A 1986 Magoffin County child sex-abuse case
has received so much publicity that unbiased jurors have been hard to
find in the rural eastern Kentucky county.
COVINGTON — The rain-swollen Ohio River has created a potentially dangerous situatio, for boaters because of driftwood and caused
costly disruptions to construction along the banks.

Newly-selected National Scouting Museum Director Mark A. Hunt opens the door for the Boy Scouts of
Murray's Pack 57 Friday morning marking the beginning of the 1990 summer visitation season and
Hunt's first day on the job. Pictured at right is Pack 57 leader George Bartnik. The museum will be open
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a week through Sept. 3.
photo by Mark Cooper

(Cont'd on page 2)

Staff

SPORTS
SAN DIEGO — ARCO has
agreed to contribute $15 million
toward the construction of an
Olympic training center in
exchange for marquee rights to
the facility, the U.S. Olympic
Committee announced.
Further details of the agreement are being withheld until
June 16, when USOC officials
are scheduled to meet in San
Diego and attend the • groundbreaking for the nation's first
warm-weather training center in
suburban Chula Vista.

Rainfall taking its toll on many in county
The Stanley Cup

By KRIS FAZI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The bophy arrerded to the sinners of
Uhe Wird.Hockey Lague
diemplonehip is turned alter Lord
Frederick Aritvur Sterioy. II.doneled
the cup to the NHL In 1893.
SOURCE Niteroi

BUSINESS — FINANCE
CHICAGO — Employees seeking to buy UAL Corp. for $4.54 billion did well in landing Chrysler Corp.'s Gerald Greenwald to head the
effort, but still need a top executive with airline industry experience,
analysts say.
HIGHLAND PARK, Mich. — Chrysler Corp. scrambled to realign
its top management and fill gaps created at a critical time by the resignation of Vice Chairman Gerald Greenwald and other executives.
DALLAS — Striking bus drivers have proposed an employee buyout of Greyhound Lines Inc. to rescue the company from possible
bankruptcy brought on by their walkout.
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The constant rainfall throughout
May has been a problem, especially
for those who depend on good
weather to make a living.
About 7.8 inches of rain fell during May, said John Ed Scott,
weather observer for Calloway

Folk Festival
in LBL slated
for June 9-10
at Homeplace
GOLDEN POND, KY. — A festival geared to authentic folk
music, storytelling and genuine
19th century trade items and foodstuffs will celebrate its second year
June 9-10 at TVA's Land Between
The Lakes (LBL) national recreation area.
The festival was created in 1989
to celebrate the rich heritage of
music, storytelling, and trades that
chronicle the region of the nation
where the Tennessee. Cumberland.
Ohio, and Mississippi River merge.
Site of the festival is LBL's
Homeplace-1850, a 60-acre living
history farin with 16 authentic log
structures that re-create a typical
farm of the era.
Last year's celebration attracted
2,500 people, despite unfavorable
weather, and this year organizers
are expecting as many as 5,000
with an expansion of activities.
This year, there will be 14 multi(Cont'd on page 2)

County.
"We had more rainfall last year,
but it was more concentrated not
'
spread out like this," he said.
Ted Howard, extension agent for
Calloway County, said the main
problems for farmers is finishing
planting corn and setting tobacco.
Corn is usually planted in late
March and early April, but rain has

delayed its planting; corn needs
120 to 130 days from plant to
harvest and farmers are having to
cut it close. Howard said some farmers may plant soybeans or grain
sorghum in its place.
Jamie Potts, a local farmer, said
he has already chemically prepared
his ground for corn; the chemicals
would kill a soybean crop.

"Corn also has more problems
with insects if it is planted late,"
Potts said. "If it's planted in early
April, when the life cycle of insects
isn't at its peak, you have fewer
problems."
Howard said another problem is
tobacco plants are growing too
(Cont'd on page 2)

Sticker search

Murray Police officer Dean Alexander stops a Murray resident at the intersection of Story and Meadowlane Friday morning searching for liicle city stickers which are mandatory for city residents. The fine
fot non-compliance is $5 plus the cost of the $35 sticker. City stickers can be purchased year-round at the
city clerk's office.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper
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Festival...

A Harrowing Experience

(Cont'd from page 1)
cal performances in the afternoons
and evenings, numerous musical
workshops, 20 authentic trade
demonstrations with sales, children's hours, and folk dancing.
To ensure realism, festival coordinator Ed Graves says only acoustic instruments are allowed and
trade demonstrations are required
to be consistent with those skills
practiced in the mid-19th century
and performed in the same handworked manner.
Items may be sold only if the
tradesperson is actually working on
them during the festival. Foods of
the era will be the only foods
allowed in the festival area and
they must be prepared in authentic
style using similar equipment.
Other foods will be available off
the farrnsite on the road leading to
the farm from The Homeplace
Interpretive Center.
Performers will include:
— Sally Rogers of Abington,
Connecticut, who brings a national
reputation along with her guitar,
banjo, and mountain dulcimer;
— Bertha Wenzel of Paducah,
Kentucky, whose performances of
river music are collected in the folk
music archives of the Smithsonian
Institute in Washington;
— "Ramblin" Ray Ricketts of
Fayetteville, Arkansas, one of the
finest musical saw players in the
country;
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Joe Foster, a local ffirmer on Johnny Robertson Road, takes advantage of a rare sunny afternoon to harrow his tobacco fields. The process is used to break up the surface of the field which aids in drying the SOH
for better plant growth.
Staff photo by Krim Fazi
maturing too quickly.
"If the weather doesn't change
shortly, the farmers will be in a
predicament," Potts said.
Area resort owners have also
been adversely affected by the
weather.
"It has hurt the docking business
some," said Sue Williams, owner
of Cypress Springs Resort. "People
just aren't out; it's not fun when
it's cold and rainy. Our local regulars are keeping us going."
"Fishing is one of the main
attractions here," said Jeff Russell,
a clerk at Kenlake State Resort
Park,"and if it is raining they can't
get out."
Russell said the fish will not bite
when the lake levels are adjusted
because the water is unsettled.
"We have also had some hotel

Rainfall...
(Cont'd from page 1)
quickly in the plant beds because
of the excess rain.
"Ideally plants should be eight
inches tall and about the diamter of
a pencil when they're planted,"
Howard said. "But they're kneehigh now. Some farmers are talking
of cutting out the buds to set them;
that's not a good practice."
Hay farmers are also suffering
from the excess rain.
Howard said alfalfa farmers have
missed one crop of alfalfa because
of rain, and those who grow
orchard grass and clover are getting
poorer quality because the hay is

Maxwell...
(Cont'd from page 1)
underapprec iated.
To help combat the problem.
Maxwell separates all aluminum,
newspapers and glass containers in
his garbage and stores them for
local recyclers. Cans, which are
crushed and stored in paper bags,
must be washed to keep from
"leaking all over the place."
His roommates have learned the
separation habit, Maxwell said, but
purely by choice. "I may say something to them if they don't, but I
don't force them. It's up to them."
Other residents, however, don't

take to recycling as quick or as
often, Maxwell said, a problem that
will have to change soon if the
earth's resources are to remain for
future generations.
Maxwell, who has separated his
garbage for the past two years, said
many people don't feel the need for
recycling because they can't see
the problem.
"Some people feel if they don't
see it, it doesn't happen," Maxwell
said. "They don't realize how
dangerous this is. We haven't seen
the world run out of resources yet
so we're not going to be concerned
about it when it does."
Another problem facing residents
is a logistical one: recycling cen-
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reservations cancelled due to the
weather," he said.
The plumbing business is suffering, too, said Jimmy Lamb, owner
of Lamb's Plumbing and Mechanical, Inc.
"It's hard to work when it's raining," he said."We have to tamp the
ground back to work and you can't
when it's wet."
Paint contractors are feeling the
pinch, too. Dorothy Danner, wife
of contractor H. T. Danner, said it
was hard to get outdoor jobs done
because the paint must be allowed
to dry, and it cannot with frequent
rainfall.
Unfortunately, the problem may
get worse before it gets better; local weather forecasts predict rain
throughout the weekend.
ters in the area are few and far
between.
"The problem with recycling is
that there rarely is a market enough
to keep a recycler in business for
long," according to Melvin Henley,
who heads a sub-committee on
recycling for the Purchase Area
Development District. "When
there's no market, it drives everyone out of business."
Several scrap metal businesses in
the area, however, will accept aluminum cans for recycling
including:
• Johnson's Scrap Metal, S. 4th
Street, Murray; 753-2937. Rates
are 40 cents per pound.
• Manning's Scrap, S. 4th Street,
Murray and Kirksey; 489-2803.
Rates are 40 cents per pound.
• Murray Recycling, U.S. 641
North, Murray; 753-0467. Rates
are 40 cents per pound.
Local markets, however, do not
support recycling centers for plastics or paper.
Maxwell said the U.S. could take
a lesson from European countries
which make recycling mandatory.
"It's bigger over there," Maxwell
said. "They have dumpsters set
aside for each (recyclable
material)."
Currently, 25 state& including the
District of Columbia, Illinois, West
Virginia and Tennessee, have
adopted comprehensive recycling
laws which may include mandatory
waste reduction goals, mandatory
source separation or mandatory
curbside or drop-off recycling.
Many other states are beginning
to consider mandatory recycling
programs.
•
"Recycling is just like anything
else that's new: it's going to take a
while to catch on," Maxwell said.
"To me, it just makes sense to
recycle. We are going to strip this
Earth clean and then where will we
be?"
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Higdon...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The whip helps measure support
on major issues prior to formal votes and serves on the Legislative
Research ComMission, the administrative arm of the General
Assembly.
A leadership position heightens
influence and usually spells favor
for the leader's home district when
projects and legislation come up.
"I think senators will be looking
for someone who would help continue the unity and loyalty that has
existed in leadership," Higdon said.
"The fact that I have had a close
working relationship with all of the
leaders should help me."
Higdon was the first chairman of
the unofficial western Kentucky
legislative caucus, and he thinks
that is a plus.
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Company awaiting developer's
decision on Columbus landfill
WICKLIFFE, Ky.(AP) — Westvaco Corp. will be forced to sell a
1,000-acre site in Hickman County
where a proposed landfill would be
built if a Tennessee developer
ignores an unfavorable straw poll,
a company spokesman said.
John Horrell, of Nashville, has
said the landfill would not be built
at Columbus if residents objected.
But he remains undecided in the

wake of Tuesday's informal poll
that showed 1,365 county residents
against the landfill and 510 for it.
The landfill would cover 750
acres of the tract and could bury
20,000 tons of baled garbage daily,
said Horrell, owner of a company
called Alternate Waste Disposal.
Westvaco merely had a nonbinding "oral agreement" with
Horrell that the landfill would not
be built if residents objected, said
Dick Boyd, the company's public
affairs manager.
Boyd told The Paducah Sun during a telephone interview Wednesday that the company "is going to
honor the terms of the option.
...The decision has to be made by
Mr. Horrell."
Boyd said the option has nothing
in writing about community support, but does have a clause "that
the actual conveyance of the land
won't take place until he has the
necessary permits from the state of
Kentucky. So we built safeguards
into that."
Joy Webb, spokesman for the
Coalition to Save the River Counties, said his group would press its
case against the landfill in Frankfort if Horrell seeks a permit from
the Cabinet for Natural Resources.
Less than a day after the victory,
protestors arrived by motorcade at
the Westvaco paper mill in Wickliffe and began picketing.

What

STAFF REPORT
Murray Ledger & Times

The National Museum of the
Boy Scouts of America opened for
the summer season today at 9 a.m.
and highlights the weekend's
activities.
The museum will be open from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. seven days a week
through Sept. 3. Admission is
$4.50 for adults, $4 for senior citizens, $3.50 for children ages 6-12
and free for children under age 6.
Admission to Gateway Park is an
additional $1.50.
A 4-H Horse Camp will be from
6 p.m. today through 6 p.m. Sunday at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. The
camp is sponsored by the Pennyrile

(Neil to Cain's AMC Jeep)

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — President
Bush and Soviet leader Mikhail S.
Gorbachev headed today toward a
new round of summit talks shadowed by disputes over Germany
and Lithuania but assured of yielding agreement on long-sought
curbs on strategic nuclear weapons
and poison gas.
Before he met with Bush at the
White House, Gorbachev summoned leading members of Congress to the Soviet Embassy for an
exchange that was expected to
focus on trade, arms control and
Gorbachev's economic squeeze on
the breakaway Baltic republic of
Lithuania.
Bush and Gorbachev were
upbeat after their initial talks Wednesday, even though they concluded they would be unable to
resolve the issue of German unification before Gorbachev leaves

arrived from corporate headquarters in New York City. Andrews
interrupted a division staff meeting
to talk with protest leaders.
"It was our intent to get them to
possibly look into their option and
see if there was some kind of legal
way out of it," Webb said.
He said Andrews responded that
he first would speak with Horrell
"to see how he felt about" the
straw-poll defeat, and then review
the option.
Boyd said, however, that
Andrews "explained to them that
we have given the developer an
option and that's a legally-binding
agreement" despite the heavy
opposition.
Weeks before the vote, Horrell
said publicly that his company
would not build the landfill if most
residents were against it. But just
before the election he said he
would proceed with the project
because he had enough support.
After Tuesday's vote was
announced, Horrell said only that
he would have a formal statement
next week about his plans after
carefully reviewing the precinct
tabulations.
If Horrell applies for a permit,
the coalition will probably picket
state environmental protection
offices, Webb said.
Her husband, Ward Webb, said
immediately after the votes were
tabulated that the group ultimately
will file suit to block the landfill if
Horrell doesn't back down.

and Purchase 4-H Horse Club and
the Cooperative Extension Office
of Paducah.
The Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival will be Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Sunday
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Kenlake
State Resort Park. There is free
admission and free parking.
The Republic Savings Bank will
be sponsoring a charity tennis tournament Saturday at 9 a.m. at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts at
Murray State University.
Play will include men's and
women's A and B division singles,
doubles, mixed -doubles and
women's doubles. Finals for the
tournament, which is raising money
for the W.A.T.C.H. Center in Murray, will be Sunday at 10 a.m.

Sunday. They left the German
question for their foreign affairs
experts to tackle later.
However, both U.S. and Soviet
officials today saw encouraging
signs in the summit exchanges over
a united Germany and its future
military role.
"Now we are moving closer to
each other," said Soviet Foreign
Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov, interviewed on ABC-TV's
"Good Morning America."
Although the German issue
won't be settled at the summit,
Gerasimov said, "we understand
better the arguments" and that is
"a very good sign for the
summit."
Both Gerasimov and chief U.S.
arms negotiator Richard Burt,
interviewed on the same program,
said European security arrangements must be overhauled as a
result of dramatic changes in EastWest relations.

TOBACCO INSURANCE
—Reduced Rates—

We Sell!

'Special Discounts For Large Producers
"Call Us For A Quota Today'

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.

Hwy. 641 North
759-1505

Webb said the hastily-arranged
protest was organized after the
group got a tip that Andrews had

Bush, Gorbachev ready
to sign nuclear and
chemical arms accords

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center

After talking with Boyd outside
the plant, Webb and a few others
were ushered inside to talk with
Westvaco Senior Vice President
Lee Andrews.
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— Greg Jowaisas, one of the
Ohio Valley's premier folk art revivalist, from Covington, Kentucky;
— Lois Hombostel, one of the
country's leading mountain dulcimer performers and instructors.
— Guy Carawan of New Market, Tennessee, a master of the hammered dulcimer, banjo, and guitar;
— Judy Domeny, an Ozarks
musician who is a regular performer at Midwest traditional music
festivals.
One-day tickets to the festival
are $5 for adults and $3 for those
under 18; Two-day tickets are $8
and $5; children under six are free.
There are several hundred campsites in the developed campgrounds
of LBL, but no other overnight
accommodations. Just outside LBL
boundaries are several private
resorts and four State resort parks.
In addition to the festival, visitors will have the opportunity to
explore the 170,000-acre recreation
area, including the buffalo herd,
the nature center, and other visitor
attractions.
For more information, write Four
River Folk Festival, Land Between
the Lakes, 100 Van Morgan Drive,
Golden Pond, Ky 42211-9001, or
call (502) 924-5602, extension 238,
7 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. (central time),
Monday-Friday.
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302 N. 12th
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Murray State University ROTC appoints officers

Bryan D. Bacon, a criminal justice major at Murray State University
and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army reserves, is having his
2nd Lt. bars pinned by his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bacon,
Madisonville. 2nd Lt. Bacon received his commission in ceremonies
held recently at the University. Obtaining his appointment through
the University's Reserve Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program,
2nd Lt. Bacon will be assigned to the Individual Ready Reserve while
completing requirements for his baccalaureate degree which he will
receive in December. He will, then, be assigend to a reserve unit
where he will drill one weekend per month while pursuing his regular
civilian career. During his ROTC tenure, 2nd Li Bacon was a member of the Color Guard and Pershing Rifles and was the B Company
Squad Leader and the Cadet Battalion Intelligence Officer. He
received the Color Guard Service Award.

FRIDAY,

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville has been selected as the
first city in the nation other than
Washington. D.C., to play host to a
round of important international
trade talks, officials announced
Thursday.
The Market Oriented Sector
Selective talks — or MOSS talks
— June 11-14 will focus on automotive trade issues between the
U.S. and Japan.
Among those attending will be
Commerce Under Secretary for
International Trade J. Michael Farren and Naomichi Suzuki, vice
minister for international affairs in
Japan's Ministry of International
Trade and Industry.

In addition to the MOSS talks,
the Auto Parts Advisory Committee, a group of industry representatives, will meet with the American
and Japanese delegations.
"Our community is very proud
to gave been selected as the host
for these historic talks," said Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Dave Armstrong. "With two Ford
Motor Co. plants here and the Toyota plant nearby in Georgetown,
the outcome of these discussions is
of the utmost importance to the
entire region."
The talks are the result of a 1986
agreement and recent discussion
between trade officials from both
countries.
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SALE

Set of 4
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Supplex Shorts by USA

OUTDOOR LIGHT
SALE
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Betty L. Anderson, a political science graduate and newly appointed
officer in the U.S. Army Reserves is having her 2nd Lt. Bars pinned
by her sisters, 1st Sgt. Joyce Roszumny of Ft. Hook Tex., and Mrs.
Linda Nunn of Blytheville, Ark. 2nd Lt. Anderson received her degree
and commission in ceremonies held recently at Murray State University. Obtaining her appointment through the University's Reserve
Officers' Training Corps (ROTC) program, 2nd Lt. Anderson was
selected for reserve forces duty in the Chemical Corps Branch. She
will be assigned to the 370th Chemical Corps of the U.S. Army
Reserves, located in Blytheville, Ark., where she will drill one
weekend per month while pursuing her regular civilian career. She
plans to enroll in law school in the fall. During her ROTC career, 2nd
Lt. Anderson was a member of the color Guard and Pershing Rifles.
She was the Bravo Company Squad Leader and the Cadet Battalion
Asst. Personnel Officer. 2nd Lt. Anderson is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. David Anderson, Holland, Mo.
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Louisville to host U.S.-Japan
delegates for auto trade talks

John D. Wolfe 11, a senior manufacturing engineering tech. major at
Murray State University and a newly appointed officer in the U.S.
Army Reserves, is having his 2nd Li Bars pinned by his cousin, Miss
Rachel Duncan of Dahlp,ren, Ill. a retired Li Col. who served as a
nurse in the U.S. Army Air Corps in Greece, in World War II, and
his father David Wolfe, also of Dahlgren. 2nd Lt. Wolfe received his
commission in ceremonies held recently at Murray State. Obtaining
his appointment through the University's Reserve Officers' Training
Corps(ROTC) program, he will be assigned to the 890th Engineering
Company of the Tennessee National Guard located in Paris, where he
will drill one weekend per month while completing requirements for
his degree which he will receive in May, 1991. during his ROTC
career, 2nd Lt. Wolfe was a member of the Alpha Company Platoon
Leader and the Ranger Company Commander. He earned awards of
MS II Military History, Scholastic Achievement, Superior MS II
Cadet, and Academic Achievement. He attended the Airborne School
at Ft. Benning, Ga., and received the Parachutist Badge.

Lowell W. Dunn, a political science major at Murray State University
and a newly appointed officer in the U.S. Army is having his 2nd Lt.
Bars pinned by (left to right) his mother, Ms. Linda S. Dunn of Almo,
and his girlfriend, Valeria Hatton of Murray. The son of the late
Chester L. Dunn, he received his commission in ceremonies held
recently at Murray State University. 2nd Lt. Dunn obtained his
appointment through the University's Reserve Officers' Training
Corps (ROTC) program. He will be assigned to the 117th Infantry
Mech Unit of the Tennessee National Guard, located in Covington,
where he will drill one weekend per month while completing requirements for the baccalaureate degree, which he will receive in May,
1992. During his ROTC career, 2nd Lt. Dunn was the A Company
Commander and the Cadet Battalion Commander. He attended the
Air Assault School at Ft. Campbell, and earned the Air Assault
Badge. He also earned the awards of Academic Achievement; Superior MS III Cadet; Scholastic Achievement; Distinguished Military
Student and Superior MS IV Cadet.
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Filippo-Totti°
Great style, great fit.

Prices Effective Fri.,

sat. & Sun.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
Office Phone 759-1400
759-4080 - Catalog

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
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PERSPECTIVE
OK-TK
By Tom K. Wilson

Glory Daze

r•

The first region high school baseball tournament was played recently at
Johnny "Don't Call Me Ronald" Reagan Field, provided the park ain't a
catfish paylake by now 'cause of the May showers.
These days I talk a better baseball game than I play. In my prime time,
Vince "Lightning" Coleman could stop for a Redhot en route and still
beat me from home to first by three steps. Now, 15 years (and 50 pounds)
later, I'd have to steal a silver stallion and spur him hard to make a race
of it.
My best fastball in the good young days might've broke 80 miles an
hour. Here and now it probably don't exceed the speed limit.
At Fancy Farm, a dozen years back a lucky swing of my Louisville
Slugger knocked one into the scrub trees in left center. Despite the
"shonstop" between second and third, I "slud" home safely and beat the
weak throw. Now I'd have to borrow a rebuilt cannon from Cobb's Battery (the Civil War re-enactment unit) to blast it that far.
I had a friend, was
a big baseball player,
back in high school. He
could throw that speedball
by ya, make you look
like a fool, boy. Saw him
the other night... but all he
kept talking about was glory days...
glory days...
"Glory Days," Bruce Springsteen.
My high school, Carlisle County ("Hello mother, hello father. Here I
am at may alma mater"), not noted for its baseball teams, won the first
district title my senior year, 1978. Our team, the Comets, shoulda won in
1975 but not even our three star senior citizens: .400 plus hitting first
baseman Ronnie Burge, hard-throwing ace pitcher Dewayne Polivick and
catcher (and basketball standout) Thomas Jenkins, could take us from first
district frustration to first region renown. I had the dubious honor of
going down swinging and ending our first and last tournament game that
year.
But in '78, the Comets' journey left a tale to tell. We felled the Ballard
County Bombers like a stinger missile-bearing Afghan turning a Soviet
pilot into a dead Red and pushed the Fulton County Pilots onto a sandbar.
We drew a bye (which made us the "good-bye" boys) and faced the St.
Mary Vikings,'baseball berserkers of that year ("Lord, protect us from the
fury of the Norsemen"), in the first region semifinals, Brooks Stadium.
Paducah. I was hoping we'd play in West Kentucky's Fenway Park, the
old on-campus Murray State baseball field (a victim of progress, R.I.P.)
but sometimes you gotta settle for the second place.
I pitched for us underdogs and we were barking with joy like a real dog
chasing the chuckwagon to his bowl when we took a 3-2 lead into the
bottom of the seventh (Me and my usually alert catcher, Clint Davis, mistakenly thought it was the top of the inning; that's a big "E" for error on
the temporarily brain-dead battery for anyone scoring the game.) Anyway,
with the bases loaded, I hung a nickel-curve in the geographic center of
the plate like an apple begging to be picked. The batter (badder for us,
gooder for them) smacked it where we weren't and the game was over.
The score was settled. Them: 4, us: 3.
To say we nine men out were disappointed is the major league understatement of the season. The game didn't end there for me. I've replayed
it in my head more with my fastball, if only the umpire (who called the
"Umpire State Building" home) hadn't hollered that balk talk, if only the
nerdy elastic band holding my glasses on my head hadn't snapped... If
Escorts had wings, po' folks could fly.
If you rememer losing a crucial game only yesterday — and we can't
all be Robin Williams in the movie "The Best of Times," replay that
game and win — time dulls disappointment (aren't I helpful?). But you
had to be successful enough to play that tournament game or whatever in
the first place.
And though Grantland Rice's famous words have become a cliche', the
sportswriter's verse still rings right:
For when the One Great Scorer
comes to write beside your name,
he writes not if you won or lost
but how you played the game.

LOOKING BACK
By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
The concrete slab for new Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
building on Sycamore Street
Extended will be completed this
week.
Kelly Williams, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William H. Williams, will
serve as an intern beginning June 2
on staff of U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Democrat of Kentucky, in
Washington, D.C.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James David Gargus,
April 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
William Richie Watts, May 15; and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
Pritchett, May 20.
Twenty years ago
•
Glen Sims, county extension
agent in 4-H, is being transferred
from Calloway County to Todd
County effective June 15.
Two Murray girls, Mary Virginia
Hamilton, 17, and Joette Walker,
18, died of injuries sustained in a
one-car accident on Johnny Robertson Road on May 30.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan McKinney, May
20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Koenecke, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.

Thoughts in
Season
By Ken Wolf
The best thing about "country" styinp are their graphic, colorful languor — designed to make the
point to anyone, learned or not.
Consider, for example, the contrast
between saying! Be sure not to
give offense to someone who is in
a position to harm '0u," and the
following remark attributed to TeaCarden Hull, Franklin
' 'a Secretary of State:
Never bunk an aft*, satil
"idler you heve crossed the river.

Philip Harrell, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Colson and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Pea, May 26;
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Ramsey
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Collins, May 27.
Thirty years ago
Toni Burchett, Clifton Pittman
Jr. and Charles Ray Henry of Calloway County will be among 22
Senior 4-H members selected to
represent 11 UK-TVA Test
Demonstration Farm Program
Counties for a trip to Fontana Village, N.C., June 7-11. They will be
accompanied by C.O. Bondurant,
area extension agent.
Bethel Richardson, Certified
Public Accountant of Murray,
spoke at Western Conference of
Kentucky Hospital Association at
Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Rome Elkins will
be married for 50 years on June 3.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Adolphus Wilson.
Forty years ago
Making soil tests to determine
need for specific chemicals on
farms in Calloway County has been
approved as a 1950 ACP practice,
according to Q.D. Wilson, chairman of County PMA Committee.
The 95 Drive-In Theatre on
Hazel Highway will open on June
2, according to Enido Nucci, owner. The opening feature will be
"Calamity Jane and Sam Bass"
starring Yvonne DeCarlo and Howard Duff.
Mr. and Mrs. Buron Jeffrey were
honored at a dinner at Sue & Charlie's Restaurant at Aurora by the
faculty of Lynn Grove High School
on May 24. They have been teachers at Lynn Grove for several
years. He will become superintendent of Calloway County Schools
on July 1.
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Tax public officials for S&L calamity
Hundreds of people have called
or written to express their anger
over the massive savings and loan
scandal. And their frustration at the
thought of thousands of pin-striped
thieves going unpunished because
the federal government whimpers
that it doesn't have the resources to
catch and prosecute them.
Most of the readers ask the same
question: 'Is there anything I can
do?"
Individuals shouldn't have to ask
that question. We elect public officials, giving them power and status. Our taxes cover their salaries,
perks, pensions and the cost of
their crazy spending schemes.
In return, we expect them to
keep an eye on such matters as the
savings and loan industry. Obviously, they didn't. If they had, we
wouldn't be looking at the biggest
collective financial fraud in American history, which could wind up
costing us $500 billion. That's
more than $2,000 from each man,
woman and child.
They goofed, we're going to pay
and there's nothing we can do
about that except kick ourselves for
electing too many yahoos to public
office.
But there is something individuals can do about gaining some
measure of revenge, which is better
than nothing.
You can form your own pressure
group, your own lobby. All it takes
is a pen, a sheet of paper, a stamp
and an envelope.
Then send a letter to your congressman, saying something like:
"Dear congressperson:

"I've read that more than 20,000
cases of possible S&L fraud and
embezzlement have been referred
to the Justice Department, but that
only a small fraction are being
investigated. Most are gathering
dust and will probably wind up in a
dead-end file.
"The excuse is that they don't
have the manpower or the money
to do the job.
"Look, chum. Congress helped
get us into this mess by making
laws that opened the vault for these
thieves. So the least you can do is
make sure that the crooks don't go
sailing off on their yachts.
"I can't beat a lousy parking
ticket. If I don't pay my taxes,
Internal Revenue will take my
house. If I don't pay my electric
bill, the company turns off my
lights.
"And you're going to tell me
that these birds can steal billions
and there's nothing poor little you
— the legislative branch of the federal government — can do about
it?
"Here is my answer. If these
executive suite thieves are not

brought to justice, I am going to
hold you personally responsible.
"By that I mean I wlll_not vote
for you, regardless of how cuddly
and voter-friendly your campaign
commercials are. And I will urge
my family and friends to do the
same.
"So between now and the next
election, I expect you to keep me
fully informed on what you're
doing.
"Congress spends money on
everything else. You even have
your own gym, for pete's sake. So
root around and find enough
scratch to hire More investigators
and prosecutors.
"And I don't want you sending
me any vague, bland, soothing,
simple-minded letters about how
you share my concerns and assure
me that you will vigorously pursue
the proper course of action, and
blah, blah, blah. If you send me
anything that stupid, I'll forward it
to a nasty columnist who will print
it and everybody will laugh at you.
"Just don't sit there, fellow, Do
something. I want action. Catch the
bastards. Or find a new line of
work."
And while you're at it, you
might dash off another note to
President Bush, White House,
Washington, D.C. Say something
like:
"Dear Mr. President:
"About this S&L thing. It began
while Ronald Reagan was president
and you were his loyal sidekick.
Tell me, was everybody in his
administration taking naps?
"Now you're in charge, but your

Justice Department says it just
can't handle the 20,000 or more
pocket-stuffing clam
"I suggest you find a way. Never
mind 20,000 points of light. Give
me 20,000 well-colfed S&L scalps.
"If the Justice Department
doesn't have enough money to hire
people, ask Congress. They can
read your lips.
"See, you could be in big trouble. When the next presidential
campaign starts, how will it look if
thousands of S&L bandits are merrily knocking balls around their
Texas county clubs or cruising
around the Florida Keys?
"Remember how you flailed
Mike Dukakis with those Willie
Horton comrnrcials? Well, how are
you going to feel if your opponent
shows some swanky fellow on a
polo pony who says: 'Hi-, I'm a
crooked S&L guy leading the good
life. Thanks to George Bush's Justice Department, I have millions
and you don't. Ha, ha, ha to you,
suckers.'
"So if you are thinking about the
re-election thing, 1 suggest you do
something about the shortage of
money thing and tell your Justice
Department to get going on the
investigations and prosecution
thing, or you might be one of those
who has to settle for the one-term
thing.
"In other word, Mr. President, it
is time for the catch-the-bastards
thing."
Don't just sit there. Start writing.
And if you have any red ink, use ii
They do.

Fatal attraction
What an extraordinary wager
George Bush is making on this
week's guest in Washington. Truly,
he has bet the ranch.
So as not to emliarrass Mikhail
Gorbachev on the Nienimit's eve,
Mr. Bush turned a cold face to
Lithuania, costing himself a goodly
slice of public esteem. To give
Gorbachev cards to play in the
Kremlin power game. Mr. Bush
agreed to trade concessions, even
as Gorbachev choked the Baltic
republic unconscious. To get an
arms deal they need more than we
do, James Baker said yes to virtually every demand of the Soviet general Staff.
Is Gorbachev so indispensable a
peacemaker, so invaluable a partner? If so, if his dreams are of
peaceful commerce, why, then,
does he insist of retaining the right
to modernize a rocket force, the
SS-18, whose power and accuracy
give it but one rationale: Capacity
to destroy the U.S. missile arsenal
in its silos?
In the Reagan years, Moscow
agreed to cut the SS-18 force in
half — from 308 missiles to 154.
Even as they did so, however, the
Soviet were secretly developing the
SS-18 Mod-5, whose 10 warheads
are so accurate that 154 of these

KENTUCKY
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have at least the same killing power as the older 308.
Why would Gorbachev risk a
failed summit in Washington to
keep such a force? Why does he
resist curbs on the mobile missiles
his factories are turning out like
sausages? Why did he plant his feet
in concrete, until Mr. Baker yielded
and agreed to restict the range of
U.S. air-launched cruise missiles
— slow-moving, retaliatory weapons — to only 372 miles?
One need not be a weapons
expert to understand the logic:
Moscow wants a START treaty
that leaves intact its power to obliterate the U.S. arsenal, for one reason: If, 10 years, from now, a confrontation comes, Moscow will
have the upper hand.
But, what motivates us? Why
was James Baker less willing to
risk summit failure, to protect
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Thursday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
8-8-3.

America's deterrent, than Mikhail
Gorbachev was, to insure he could
threaten that deterrent? Are photos
ops, headlines and cover stories,
from the biggest arms deal of the
Cold War, that important?
"If Mr. Carter had come home
with this treaty, he'd be hooted out
of town," says The Wall Street
Journal. And those now expected to
embrace this treaty would have
been the ones doing the hooting.
Smarting from the attacks, Mr.
Baker said his critics have long
opposed arms control. Fair point.
But, we opposed them, because
Moscow has cheated on every
agreement it signed, and because
arms control has proven a false and
deceptive measure of Soviet intent.
Moscow agreed to the ABM and
SALT I treaties, as it plotted to rearm Hanoi to attack Saigon, and
Egypt to attack Israel; it signed
SALT II, 18 months before it
invaded Afghanistan.
•
What 1989 taught us is that real
peace does not come from arms
control agreements or back-room
deals between communist diplomats and capitalist deal-makers. It
comes when the enemy of peace —
the Communist Party, its ideologues, militarists and police — is
thrown out of power. The man to
whom Mr. Baker made his concessions, the man in whom Mr. Bush
has invested his prestige, Mikhail
Gorbachev, heads the party that is
the last great impediment to peace.
At whom does Mr. Gorbachev
rage today?
Is it not the Baltic republics that
seek freedom, Boris Yeltsin who
would challenge him in free elections, the demonstrators who want
to be rid of the Communist Party?
Why are we siding with him, rather
than with them?
As we head into the summit, Mr.

Bush needs to ask himself: Does he
truly "want perestroika to succeed," if perestroika means holding
Lenin's empire together by force,
Soviet retention of a first-strike
arsenal, and Russian troops indefinitely in Europe?
Because this is what Mr. Gorbachev appears to want.
Even as the Soviet ruler flies to
Washitston, it seems clear his
interests and ours no longer
coincide.
America's interests lie in seeing
the constituent republic of the
U.S.S.R. break free. Gorbachev
intends to hold Lenin's empire
together by force. Our interest lies
in seeing the SS-18 missile force
atrophy into obsolescgnce, ending
the greatest external threat to U.S.
security. Gorbachev and his generals would rather see the summit
collapse, than lose his strategic
asset in a crisis — or, God forbid,
conflict — with the United States.
We want to see Russia's patriots
come to power, Mr. Gorbachev
leads the party those patriots would
put on trial.
If the Gorbachev-Shevardnadze
bus no longer seems to be going in
our direction, it is time to get off,
and wait for the next one. After all,
it is not capitalism that is in a state
of collapse; it is not the U.S.A. that
appears in a terminal crisis. They
need us more than we need them.
Summit meetings are to politicians what charity balls are to
socialites, a place to shine and
show off, a source of clippings for
the scrapbook. Sometimes, they are
harmless; but, several have been
debacles, like Tehran and Yalta;
and some have led to crises, JFK
and Vienna. And, itis hard to think
of any that did more for freedom
than the simple decision of the
German people to march to the
Wall and tear it down.
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Today is Friday, June 1, the 152nd day of 1990. There are 213 days left
in the year.
Today's
Highlight
in
History:
On June 1, 1813, the U.S. Navy gained its motto as the mortally
wounded commander of the U.S. frigate "Chesapeake," Captlin James
Lawrence, was heard to say, "Don't give up the ship" during a losing
battle with a British frigate.
On this date:
_
In 1792, Kentucky became the 15th state of the union.
la 1796, Tennessee became the 16th state.
In 1801, Mormon leader Brigham Young was born in Whitingham, Vt.
In 1868, James Buchanan, the 15th president of the United States, died
near Lancaster, Penn.
In 1888, California got its first seismographs as three of the devices
were installed at the Lick Observatory.
In 1926, actress Marilyn Motive was born in Los Angeles.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Andy Griffith is 64. Singer Pat Boone is 56.
Actor Ckavon Little is 51. Actor Rene Auberjonois is 50. Opera singer
Frederica von Stade is 45. Rock guitarist Ron Wood is 43.
Thought for Today: "Chi parla troppo non puo parlar sempre bene."
(He who talks much cannot always talk well.) Carlo Goldoni, Italian
dramatist (1707-1793).
— by The Aseediale4 Press
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Wuest and Mason wedding planned Rev. Ercel Carter to be honored Sunday
Dr. and Mn. Ron Wuest(1 2011
Brookhaven, Murray. announce the
engagement and approaching marrisige_of their daughter. Stacy, to
Bryon Taylor Mason of 1511 Diuguid Dr., Murray.
The groom-elect is the son of
William Muon of Rt. 2,Hazel, and
Mrs. Judy Warren of Rt. 2, Murray.
He is the grandson of Robert and
Avanell Ekdahl of Grand Rivers.
Miss Wuest is a 1985 graduate
of Calloway County High School.
She is employed full time at
Maurice's.
Mr. Mason is a 1984 graduate of
Calloway County High School. He
is anending Murray State University majoring in Health and Safety
Engineering.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, July 14, at 7
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel.
A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

for 50 years in ministry at Locust Grove
A special service to honor the
Rev. Ercel Carter for his 50 years
of service in the ministry will be at
Locust Grove Nazarene Church on
Sunday, June 3.
Rev. Carter began his ministry in
Missouri and preached his first
message on June 3, 1940.
Since that time he has preached
200 revivals while pastoring churches in Illinois, Missouri, Kentucky
and Texas. For the last 18 years he
has been installing technician for
Sears and has been a minister for a
church in Flora, Ill., and Locust
Grove church at Kinsey.
The Locust Grove committee has
a goal of 100 letters and a collection of $5,000 for a scholarship

Stacy Wuest and
Bryon Taylor Mason to marry
Colorful imports
planted each year
NEW YORK (AP) — America
plants about 1.6 billion flower
bulbs every year, and threequarters of them come from
'abroad.
Most of these imports — 90 percent — are from Holland, says the
Netherlands Flowerbulb lnformation Center, and the most popular
spring varieties are tulips, followed
by narcissus, hyacinths, crocuses
and irises,
Home owners buy 70 percent of
the bulbs available. Others who
plant bulbs are landscaping firms
and professional growers of cut
flowers or potted plants.

1

Futrell-Cardile wedding June 23 I
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Futrell of 3238 Drayton Woods, Memphis, Tenn.,
formerly of Murray, announce the approaching marriage of their daughter,
Melanie Carol Futrell, to Anthony Paul Cardile of 2241 Meadow Glade
Lane, Memphis, son of Micheal J. Cardile of Mammoth Spring, Ark., and
Mrs. Carol Quinn of Jackson, Miss.
Miss Futrell is the granddaughter of James and Vinell Patterson of New•
Concord and of the late B.W. and Ethel Miller of Lynn Grove.
Mr. Cardile is the grandson of Anthony Jachinno and the late Mrs.
Mary Jachinno of Sacramento, Calif., and of Mrs. Ethel King and the late
James Martin King of Summit, Miss.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School and
attended Murray State University. She is currently employed as comanager at The Limited in Memphis.
The groom-elect is a graduate of South Pike High School, Magnolia,
Miss., and of Southern Technical College, Jackson, Miss. He is employed
by Leaf Inc. as a draftsman.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, June 23, at 7 p.m.
at Bellevue Baptist Church, Memphis, Tenn.

Baby, dismissals,
expiration listed
by local hospital

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR SATURDAY,JUNE 2, 1990
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Though it's a good time for diaToday's financial developments are
logues with close ties, you could go positive, but you may not utilize your
overboard now in entertaining others. leisure time wisely now. It could be a
A business matter seems unclear at do-nothing day for those who are
present.
lackadaisical.
TAURUS
SAGITTARIUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec.21)
You'll make some headway now in
Extravagant urges need curtailing
business, but there is a danger of you now. A partner remains a stabilizing
wasting much time. Be skeptical of influence. You'll be spending time
those who make extravagant proposi- with your friends today, but watch
tions.
self-indulgence.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You certainly can have a good time
You'll have to be discriminating
now, but must guard against excess now about what offers you accept. A
spending in the pursuit of pleasure. In genuine opportunity could come
romance, you need to keep your feet today, but it's up to you to recognize
on the ground.
It.
CANCER
AQUARIUS
(June 21 toJuly 22)
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll have a better time enjoying
Give yourself plenty of time now to
this day with family rather than get to where you're going. Delays and
having guests over. Remember, too, interruptions are inconvenient, but
to get some private time for yourself. still you should have rewarding times
You'll want to tackle an Unfinished today.
project.
PISCES
• wars
LEO
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
miSIO0
(July 23 to Aug.22)
When away from home today,
You'll enjoy being with your friends you're tempted to use credit
today, but there's much you'll hear unwisely. In romance, you may meet
now that you should take with a grain someone who is insincere or who
of salt. There may be something that doesn't have his or her act together.
you're putting off.
YOU BORN TODAY are sensitive
VIRGO
and cooperative. You have a good
sit imagination and may be drawn to
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
There are some business interests such interests as music, poetry,
that you'll conclude to your satisfac- dance, and art. You have a strong
tion now, but you're inclined to go need for financial security and will
overboard when having fun today. work hard to achieve your ends. You
Watch your spending.
have the ability to commercialize
LIBRA
your artistic talents and you work
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Zet well in partnerships. Both the arts
You may be unsure how to handle a and sciences are likely to appeal to
domestic situation that arises today. you. Birthdate of. Sally Kellerman,
Don't fall for someone's extravagant actress, Edwin Way Teale, naturalist,
business proposition. Travel is a plus and Ifedda Hopper, gossip columnist,
now.

One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Thursday, May 31, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hutchens baby girl, parents,
Janice and Jon, Rt. 1, Box 159,
Hardin.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mildred Corbin, Rt. 1, Box
136, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Renee
Evans, Rt. 2, Box 3B, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
David Pace, F33 Mur-Cal
Murray; Mrs. Massolette Canon,
RL 8, Box 1025, Murray;.Fred Barton, Rt. 7, Box 96, Mayfield;
Mrs. Norette Hill, 304 South
16th St., Murray; Helge Nelson, Rt.
1, Box 665A, Hardin.
Expiration
Hyla C. Keel, Rt. 1, Box 59,
Hazel.
laYA}31
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(R)

Back to the

Future 3

(PG)

Wire

11
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Song

(PG17)

(1:30)
(3:40)
700
10:10

7 10
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(C)

A

(Formerly Theresa's Country Kitchen)

Opening Monday, June 4
Monday-Thursday 5 a.m.-3 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 5 a.m.-9 p.m.
Closed Sundays
901 Coldwater Rd.

ristocats

Bargain

(c)

s w,

I':

Matinees

Everyday
Starting Juno 2

753-8054

Rent youir rrimie, • at the mo‘ies! i
1151t4 c he...int i .a, 7.%.1•3 4 1 3 :
Open 11.inn to 111.pni

AFTER 23 YEARS

Buckingham Ray,

Ltd.

Finest Quality Men's And Ladies Clothing And Accessolies
_LOCATED AT 970 CHESTNUT STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY

GREAT 100,000 GOING
OUT OF BUSINESS SALE
INVOLVING EVERY ARTICLE IN OUR STORE

EVERYTHING • STOREWIDE

NOW AT LEAST

41'107i711'10 O"!

WE ARE GOING OUT OF BUSINESS!

Men's: Suits, Sportcoats, Dress Shirts, Dress Slacks, Jeans,
Sport Shirts, Casual Slacks, Walk Shorts, Belts, Jackets,
Top Coats, All Weather Coats, Shoes, Ties, Robes,
Pajamas, Sweaters, Billfolds, Socks, Underwear;
Ladies: Dresses, Blouses, Slacks, Skirts, Separates,
Sweaters, Shorts, Tops, Po-Ordinates, Purses, Scarfs,
Jewelry, Belts, AND MUCH MORE! ALL MUST BE SOLD!

, Family Restaurant

Tcs

THE END IS NEAR!
LAST BAYS OF
THIS GREAT SALE

AMERICA'S FINEST

7:45
11.00

of the

South

Rev. Ercel Carter

Corbin - Kingsridge - Christian Brooks - Arrow - Polo - Sero
Pendleton - Cross Creek - Haggar - Farrah - Thompson - Sansabelt
Canterbury - Burlington - Dexter - Rockport - Nautica - Jockey
Munsingwear Hanes - London Fog - Herman Geist - Ruff Hewn
Koret - Cambridge Dry Goods - Woolrich - Misty Lane - Crazy Horse
Ambitions - David Brooks - Robert Scott - Saddle River - Echo - Joyce
L.A. Directions - Marisa Christina - Regina Porter and many others.

(3
1:
.30)
15)

Firebirds

'•;.»

Selling Out All Merchandise In Our Store!

(1:1.)
(7:45)
7:15
is:36

(11:30:
(3:351

Bird on a

fund in his honor at Kentucky
Mountain Bible Institute.
Sunday at 10 a.m. a slide presentation, "50 years on the trail," will
be shown, followed by regular
preaching service at 11 Lm. Special music will be by Mr. Walker
of Milton with Buckley Walker and
Lanelle Usrey as musicians.
Rev. Carter and his wife, Irene,
have been married for 50 years.
They have one son, Gerald Carter
who is married to the former Mary
Ann Crawford, and two grandchildren, Phillip Carter and Leigh Ann
Carter, all of Murray.
The public is invited to attend
this special service on Sunday, a
church spokesperson said.

•
•

TONIGHT UNTIL 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY 9 A.M. TIL 5:30 P.M.
S.
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Civil War display to be shown at center Bagsby-Wyant vows to,be said une 23
PADUCAH - A portable display
to demonstrate the strategic importance of the exteme western theatre, in particular Paducah and western Kentucky, during the War
Between the States has been constructed by the Gen. Lloyd Tilghman Camp of the Sons of the Confederate Veterans_ .
The display dispels the premise
many people have that the American Civil War was fought only in
Virginia and Tennessee. It shows
that western Kentucky played a
significant role as a staging ground
for invading Union forces that later
went deep into the southern
Confederacy.
In 1861-62, the Confederate first
line of defense on the extreme
western front went right through
western Kentucky's back yard. The
Federal advance and the Confederate defense of its homeland
resulted in the battles of ColumbusBelmont in 1861, Fort Henry and
Fort Donelson in 1862, all of
which resulted in the bloody Battle
of Shiloh and the Vicksburg campaign and siege in 1863.
Union forces staged the entire
invasion and occupation of western
Kentucky. Tennessee and finally
Mississippi, from this region. In
1864, General Nathan Bedford Forrest. noted cavalryman, in a light-

ing raid on west Kentucky
advanced on Fort Anderson, resulting in the Baule of Paducah. Local
gardeners in lowertown Paducah
still find spent minieballs from the
hometown battle each spring while
planting flowers.
The narrated educational display
includes maps,- .reproductions - of
rare engravings of Paducah and the
area during the Civil War and a
realistic look at wh4t actually
happened.
The display will be available to
local historic and genealogical
societies, scout troops, school and
church groups and other interested
parties.
The premier showing the display
will be at Jaycee Civic Center,
Paducah, Saturday and Sunday,

Dr. Doran will speak at Cuba Church
The Cuba Church of Christ will
celebrate its 100th year anniversary
and homecoming on Sunday, June
3.
All day services will be conducted with the guest speaker being
Dr. Adron Doran of Lexington. A
native of the Cuba community, he
has served as a gospel preacher for
Churches of Christ for over half a
century.
The theme for the centennial
celebration will be the "Reforms-

Queen contestants wanted
Name
Date Of Birth

Age

Parents

Just 2 and 3 during the second
annual Civil War History
Weekend. The display will be set
up at the entrance of the Civil War
Show and Sale and can be viewed
by the public at no chrge.
The SCV Camp will also be selling raffle donations for a framed
asserust ofCivWW.r bullets and
projectiles and reproduction posters of Gram's Proclamption of Paducah when Federal forces took the
city in September 1861. All proceeds will benefit the general historical preservation fund of the
camp.
To schedule a program utilizing
the display and for further information contact Commander Philip
Phillips, GLT Camp, SCV, at
1-443-5369 after 5 p.m.

don and Restoration Movements in
West Kentucky and West
Tennessee."
Dr. Doran will speak at 10 a.m.,
11 a.m. and 3 p.m. services.
An old fashioned dinner on the
grounds will be served on the newly acquired church property at the
noon hour. Congregational singing
will be at 2 p.m. prior to the afternoon service.
All former members, friends and
supporters of the church are invited
to attend to help the church celebrate its 100 years of service.
Will McSweeney Jr. is presently
completing six years of service
with- Cuba church. Elders are Jimmy Baker, Robert Crosslin and
Garry Turbeville.

Mr. and Mrs. James Patrick
Bagsby of Dover, Tenn., announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Melanie
Beth, to Bradley Kent Wyant, son
of the-Rev.- -and
Dwight 1.
Wyant of Murray.
Miss Bagsby is the vanddaughter of the Rev. and Mrs. W.T. Scott
of Nashville, Tenn., and of Mrs.
Mary Baskins and the late James
A. Bagsby of Dover, Tam.
Mr. Wyant is the grandson of
Mr. and Mn. Jesse W. Chambliss
of Princeton, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Walbert L Wyant of Monroe
City, Ind.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Stewart County High School and a
1990 graduate of Murray State
University.
The groom-elect is a 1986 graduate of Murray High School and is
presently attending Murray State
University.
A double wedding with Miss
Bagsby's sister is planned for
Saturday, June 23, at 4 p.m. at First
Baptist Church, Dover, Term.
All relatives and friends of the
couple are are invited to attend the
wedding.

Address
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1 1 th
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Melanie Beth Bagsby,
fiancee of Bradley Kent Wyant

DATEBOOK

Telephone

Year Completing

r -7

Reading program to start Monday

12th

An individualized program of reading instruction designed for remedia
tion or enrichment of reading needs Or interest for students in Grades 1 to
12 will start Monday, June 4, and continue through July 2, at
Murray
State University. Sessions will be from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. each Monday
and Tuesday. Instructional areas will include word recognition, readines
s,
comprehension, reading in subject matter areas, study skills, rate of reading and fluency. The fee will be $45, however no child will be
denied
services for lack of ability to pay, according to Dr. James B. Carlin,
instruction supervisor. To enroll a child call 762-2446.

School Attending
Special Interests. Activities, and Hobbies

McDanie• l homecoming Sunday
McDaniel Cemetery, located east of Almo, will have its annual homecoming on Sunday, June 3. A basket dinner will be served at 12 noon.
Those unable to attend may mail their donations for the upkeep of
the
cemetery to Howard Coy, Rt. I, Box 238, Almo, or Patricia Lassiter, RL
1, Dexter.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Special clinic to start Monday

Future Plans

A Special Education (Learning and Developmental Disorders) Sumner
Basic Skills Remediation Clinic will start Monday, June 4, and continue
through July 2 at Special Education Department, Murray State University.
Sessions will be from 8:30 to 11:30 Lm., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday. Any student, first through 11th grade, already receiving special education services or any student havign extreme difficulties in
school is invited to attend, according to Greg Prater, Ph.D., clinic supervisor. For information call 762-2446.

P.,:ase accompany with picture.
The annual Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen Contest will
be Monday, Aug. 6, at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University.
This pageant is sponsored by Murray Woman's Club in cooperation
with Murray-Calloway County Jaycees. The winner will reign over
the 1990 Jaycee Fair. Brescia Huie is the 1989 Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Queen. Any girls desiring to enter the contest are
asked to complete the above form and return it with a picture to
Dana Stonecipher, 1700 College Farm Rd, Murray, Ky. 42071, by
Friday, June 1. For information call Mrs. Stonecipher at 753-0392.

IIXIXIIfl

1008 Chestnut
753-3314
iTHEATRES
For More
Information
753-8084

BE THERE FIRST.

Vaughan benefits scheduled
Two separate benefits to raise money for the David A.
Memorial Scholarship will be held. The first will be a Murray Vaughan
High
keasy by MHS Speech Team that David was a member on SaturdaSpeay and
Sunday, June 2 and 3, at 8 p.m. at Playhouse in Murray-Callow
ay County
Park. The second benefit will be a musical concert by various
Murray School System on Monday, June 4, at 8 p.m. Admissistudents of
$5 per person at both events and all proceeds will go to the on will be
scholarship
fund. Also donations to the scholarship may be given at
Peoples Bank and
Bank of Murray or mailed to Tom Thurman, 1203 Dogwood
Dr., Murray.

Fr. Sharkey will be honored
A farewell potluck supper for Fr. Pete Sharkey will
be Saturday, June
2, in the Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic Church.
This
event will be
held following the 6 p.m. Mass.

Christian Church plans luncheon
First Christian Church will have -a pot-faith luncheon in honor
of new
members on Sunday, June 3, following the 10:45 a.m.
worship. This will
be "New Friends" Sunday. Groups I, II, III and IV of
Christian Women's
Fellowship of the church have been assigned special duties
for this special
event on Sunday. Dr. David Roos, pastor, urges alLmembers
and friends
of the church to attend.

Youth car wash to be Saturday

TRACYON

WAY!

A SPECIAL

The Youth of First Baptist Church will have a car wash on
June 2, from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the parking lot next to Saturday,
the church
office.at South Fourth and Poplar Streets. The car wash will be by donation only. This will be the last car wash to raise money for the youth's
mission trip, according to R.P. Hodge, minister of youth/education of the
church.

Antique market will be Sunday

ADVANCE SHOWING
1111111,

FRIDAY, JUNE 15
1111

AT 12:01 A.M.

Antique and Collector's Market in Arena Building, Cape Girarde
au,
Mo., will be Sunday, June 3, from 9 Lm. to 4 p.m. Exhibitors from four
states will be offering antique glassware, jewelry, coins, comics, dolls,
baseball cards, furniture, primitives, paper Americana and various other
collectables. For information call or write Mike Newell, 2113 Nottingham, Cape Girardeau, Mo. 63701, phone 1-314-334-5153.

•

T-SHIRTS ON SALE AT THE BOX OFFICE NOW!
WEAR THE SHIRT. SEE THE MOVIE: ALL FOR ONLY $164
THIS SPECIALLY DESIGNED LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT IS
YOUR TICKET FOR A GUARANTEED SEAT.

Majestic' Ratter
901-644-0034
The Old Majestic Hotel - 808 Depot St., Paris, Tn.
A Family Restaurant Specializing In:

"Up Tciwn, Down-1.1ome„Cooking"
Breakfast.L.unch•Dinner—Served Daily
"We prepare the platters to please the people"

*ONLY THOSE PEOPLE WEARING THEIR
"TICKET T-SHIRT" WILL BE ADMITTED!!

Proprietors: Rev. Paul Tipton & Ellie Kendall-Tipton

Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.; .
Fri. Er Sat. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

1101•1

By Abigail
Van Buren

A

the
P.m

Mother's Ugly Story Has
Happy Ending in Her Son
DEAR ABBY: I have been reading your column for years and I trust
your judgment. I'm a 33-year-old
woman with a 17-year-old son. I am
very proud of him. He is an honor
student and has never given me any
trouble. We are very close.
My problem is that he wants to
know something about his father.
Who is he? Where is he? Will he ever
meet him? I have refused to answer
any of these questions — saying I
don't want to talk about it with him
or anybody else. Yet!realize that my
son deserves some kind of answer.
Abby, how does a mother tell her
17-year-old son that she was raped
when she was 15, and from then on,
she had such a low opinion ofherself,
she couldn't count the men in her
life? I would go on a drunk and sleep
with one guy after another. I honestly have no idea who my son's
father is.
When I found out I was pregnant,
I agreed to "put my baby up for adoption,but after he was born and I held
him in my arms, I couldn't give him
up. I decided to keep him and be the
best mother I could be.
I feel that I made the right decision. I couldn't ask for a better son.
I He's the only child I've ever had.)
How can I tell him the truth? It's
such an ugly story. I'm afraid he'll
hate me. Please help me, Abby.
KEEPING QUIET

will
Ap
Cir
Mu

than "hate" you, he has good
reason to love you all the more.
With all the odds against you,
you kept your son and raised
him to be a fine young man.
•* *

DEAR ABBY:Ijust read your column about inferior glue on postage
stamps. I would like to know: Since
the cost of postage may go up soon,
do people like me,whojust want our
mail delivered on time,subsidize the
cost of artwork done to change the
stamps so often? Most ofus would be
happy to look at the same picture
forever if we could keep the cost
down. Who pays for all these fancy
changes?
Also, it's especially distressing to
hear that they are considering putting Elvis Presley on a stamp when
the world is fighting drug addiction!
FLOORED IN FLORIDA

DEAR FLOORED: Who pays
for all the fancy changes in postagestamps?You and!,along with
the rest of the taxpayers. I was
not solicited for advice concerning whose picture should appear
on postage stamps, but had I
been, I would gladly have gone
along with the old familiar presidents and "Old Glory."
I know it costs a bundle to tool
up for a new postage stamp,and
DEAR KEEPING QUIET: I've I'll bet it would be enovgl
itofeed
had some letters that were diffi- our homeless for at
least a year.
cultto answer,butthis tops them
all.
•••
You're right. Your son deBeeves some kind ofanswer,and
DEAR ABBY:I received a form to
the only answer — ugly as you fill out in response
to having indithink it is — is the truth. Rather cated that I will attend
my high
school's 25th reunion.
There was a space for "spouse."
Abby, I have no spouse, but I have
been living with a person for several
years in a committed relationship,
Rhonda Darnell
and this person shall attend with
me. How should I fill in the blank? I
bride-elect of
can't very well put live-in," can I?
Eugene Barnes
GOING HOME

has made
her selection
!Ifni
Pier 1 's
Bridal Registry.

ieriimI orta.

12058 Chestnut • 753-1851
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DEAR GOING: No. But you
could write in "companion,"
"friend" or "significant other."
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•••

Is your social life in•slump?Get Abby's
booklet."How to Be Popular"— for people
ofallages.Toorder,send a long,businoossize, self-addressed envelope, plus cheek
or money orderfor$3.16($4.34in Canada)
to: Dear Abby, Popularity Booklet, P.O.
Boa447,Mount Morris.M.4141/4.(Postage
is isicluded.)
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Herndon students present re( Ucik,

Multiple sclerosis enigma is discussed

Piano students of Joyce Herndon were presented in recitals held Saturday, May 19, in Recital Hall Annex,
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray state University. Students performing in the first recital were, top photo,
from left, bottom row, Katie Alcott, Amy Travis, Tyler Williams, Jeremy Hunt, Janna Furches, Alecia
Robertson, Elizabeth Allen, middle row, Autumn Alcott, Leigh Haverstock, Courtney Christopher, Heather Van Volkinburg, Stale Richter, Julie Smotherman, Elle Arant, back row, Carroll Lane Christopher,
Paige Alcott, Sarah Richter, Michael Dale, Amanda Haneline, Lori Cook, Kelley Travis and Stephanie
Hill. Not pictured is Emily Allen. Students in the evening recital were, bottom photo, from left, bottom
row, Amanda Gallimore, Jenny Colson, Emily Cutini, Trey Green, middle row, Andrea Scott, Shea
Stonecipher, Danette Woods, Angie Colson, Jana Herndon, Gracian Alexander, Ashley Anderson, back
row, Neely Green, Kasey Wilson, Iris Sewell, Lisa Rickman, Dusty Wilson, Deidre Malinauskas, Elise
Anderson and Raina Anderson.

Friday, June 1

Saturday, June 2

Alford Chapter No. 445'-Order of
the Eastern Star will meet at 7:30
p.m. at lodge hall at Aurora.

Orr will have a reunion at Hazel
Community Center. Doors will
open at 11 a.m. and basket lunch
will be served at 1 p.m.

Pentecostal Fellowship meeting
will be at 7:30 p.m. at Lake-Land
Apostolic Church, 402 Sunbury
Circle off South Fourth Street,
Murray.
Spring benefit dar.ce for Shedd
Academy will be from 7 p.m. to 1
a.m. for persons 21 or older at
J.R.'s Executive Inn, Paducah.
Tickets are $7 per person.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building to go to Camden, Tenn. For information call
Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will be at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will start at Murray Country Club.
For reservations for catered dinner
at 7 p.m. call Debbie Williams,
753-8116.
Four-H Horse Camp of Pennyrile
and Purchase 4-H Horse Club and
Cooperative Extension Office of
Paducah will start at 6 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and
Exposition Center.
_
National Scouting Museum will
open for the season at 9 a.m. today.
Hours will be 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For
information call 762-3383.

Youth Car Wash will be from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. in parking lot
of First Baptist Church.
Gospel and Christian music by
Bethlehem Church will be from
7:30 to 9 p.m. in amphitheater at
Paris Landing State Park. Each one
should bring a lawn church.
Murray High School Speech
Team will present a Speakeasy for
benefit of David A. Vaughan
Memorial Scholarship at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park.
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 9 a.m. to 7
p.m. at Kenlake State Resort Park.
Paris-Henry County 9th Annual
Air Show will start at 9 a.m. at
Paris-Henry County Airport, Paris,
Tcnn.
Descendants of Dillard and Sarah Jane McCuiston Elkins will
have a reunion at Community
Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck luncheon will be
served at 12 noon.
Old fashioned pie supper and
gospel singing will start

Saturday, June 2
at Palestine United Methodist
Church.
Plant sale will be from 8 to 10
a.m. and 1 to 3 p.m. at Senior Citizens' Greenhouse, 1620 West Main
St.
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.
Couples Bridge with Hazel and
Max Beale as hosts will be at 7:30
p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
Dance will be from 8 p.m. to 12
midnight at Murray Moose Lodge.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion Building,
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
6 to 11 p.m. For information call
753-TEEN.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m., Eagles Up close at 2
p.m. and LBL Wildlife at 3:30 p.m.
at Woodlands Nature Center; Seven
Wonders of the Universe at 10
a.m., 12, 2 and 3 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitors Center; Moonshine
of LBL from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
and Wagon Rides at 1:30 and 2:30
p.m. at Empire Farm; Corn and
tobacco Cultivation from 10 a.m. to

By NYU MEDICAL CENTER
For AP Newsfeatures
Scientists are zeroing in on the
enigma of multiple sclerosis, a
leading cause of long-term disability in young adults. It affects some
250,000 people in the United
States.
.
An inherited susceptibility plus
some outside triggering factors are
the likely causes, said Dr. Herman
J. Weinreb, a neurologist at New
York University Medical Center.
"There is evidence in people
with this disorder of difficulty in
regulating the immune response
once it has been stimulated, he
said.
Research is ongoing to isolate
the gene or, more probably, several
genes responsible for susceptibilty
to multiple sclerosis. Attention is
focused on some abnormality in the
1-lymphocytes, one of the types of
white blood cells that fight infectious diseases.
Multiple sclerosis is a recurring
or slowly progressive disease of the
central nervous system. It is characterized by the destruction of
myelin, which sheaths nerve cells
the way insulation shields wire.
The degree and type of disability
caused by the disease depends on
the extent and location of the damage to the myelin sheath.
Symptoms usually appear
between the ages of 20 and 40.
They include tremor, clumsiness of
gait, fatigue, numbness, a tingling
sensation on the skin, blindness in
one eye, weakness or paralysis of a
limb, difficulties with bladder control and memory loss.
Symptoms usually occur in a
cycle of worsening and subsiding.
During periods of remission, symptoms may disappear completely.
The interval between episodes varies from days to weeks or months;
the duration of exacerbations is
usually several weeks to several
months.
"These cycles can create additional psychological stress for the
person with multiple sclerosis,"
Weinreb noted.
In the disease's chronic progressive form, a gradual deterioration

12 noon, Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. and Buttermaking at 3 p.m. at Homeplace-1850,
Drag Boat Races at Pisgah Bay.

Pair of shoes over
200 years old found
at St. Augustine
ST. AUGUSTINE, Fla. (AP) —
If you can tell a lot about people
by the shoes they wear, archaeologists in the nation's oldest city
hope to learn something about
whoever lost a pair in a well 200
years ago.
City archaeologist Carl D. Halbirt retrieved the shoes and other
valuable finds during the past
month from an underground well.
"It's kind of a rarity to find
leather shoes," Halbirt said Wednesday. "It doesn't happen all the
time, and I've got two of them."
The worn leather shoes are wet
but preserved. They have heels
with the cobbler nails still in them,
and an area on the front where
buckles would tit.
"The water in the well area is
slightly alkaline, which helped preserve everything," he said.
Lab work will be needed to
determine their exact age.

Show Your
Stars**.
in the
Galaxy
of Photos!

Saturday, June 2
The Rev. and Mrs. Charles
Anderson will be honored at a
reception in celebration of 25th
wedding anniversary from 2 to 4
p.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. The family and church
request that guests not bring gifts.
CCC Camp No. 1517 members
and spouses will have a covered
dish dinner and reunion at MurrayCalloway County Park.

Good through Fri., June 8th
Nat vshd grgh any ,ther specal

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. • Sit. 9 i.m.-7 p.m. • Nun I-S p.m.

Olympic Plaza

753-2380

(Coned from page 6)

Confederate service planned
Dr. Lonnie Maness, University of Tennessee, Martin, will be keynote
speaker at Confederate Memorial services on Sunday, June 3, at 4 p.m. at
Camp Beauregard Cemetery, east of Water Valley, by TilghmanBeauregard Sons of Confederate Veteran Camp. In the event of rain, services will be at Bayou De Cine Cumberland Presbyterian Church, located
near the cemetery. Dr. Cecil Fayard, camp chaplain, will deliver the eulogy. Bob Mahan of Fulton will be soloist. A detachment of the 4th Tennessee Regiment will participate ilIfthe service. Each one should come and
bring a lawn chair to join in remembering those who gave their lives during service as well as those who gave their lives to the epidemic that
happened at Camp Beauregard during the winter of 1861-62.

MWC Executive Board to meet
The Executive Board of Murray Woman's Club will meet Monday,
June 4, at 11:30 a.m. at the club house. Barbara Brandon, president, urges
all members to attend this meeting as a board meeting will not be held in
July. Plans for the upcoming Murray-Calloway County Jaycee Fair Queen
Contest for Aug. 6, sponsored by the club in cooperation with MurrayCalloway County Jaycees will be discussed.

Westside plans groundbreaking
Westside Baptist Church will have groundbreaking ceremonies at the
new site of the church on Johnny Robertson Road, just south of Highway
94 East, on Sunday, June 3, at 2 p.m., weather permitting. The church was
organized in 1981 and is now worshiping at 108-North 15th St., Murray.
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, invites the public to attend this service of
prayer of dediciation and Thanksgiving.

The King's Sons of Murray will sing Sunday, June 3, at Springhill Baptist Church in Henry County, Tenn. The group is composed of Tony
McClure, Roger Stubblefield, Gary McClure and Randy McClure. The
church will be celebrating its homecoming with Sunday at 10 a.m., worship at 11 a.m., fellowship meal at 12 noon, and singing at 1:30 p.m.,
according to the Rev. Kenny Smith, pastor.

THE
WAFFLE
CONE
SUNDAE.
YOU'LL
EAT IT UP.
A crunchy waffle cone
filled with creamy soft serve
covered with hot fudge
strawberry, butterscotch
or whatever

AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kcvil Center, South
10th Street Extended, layfield.
Your Photos Returned Already Bound In a Beautiful
Mini-Album

approaches include cyclosporine,
an immunosuppressant used as an
antirejection drug for organ transplant patients. "There is subtle evidence that it is of benefit in the
disease's chronic progressive form,
but its adverse side effects are very
Weinreb observed..
Other research involves colchicine, a drug used in the treatment
of gout. The antiviral agent interferon is also being stuaied. A drug
called Copolymer-1 has shown
some benefit in the disease's early
stages, but it is not effective in
advanced stages.

Saturday, June 2

Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Main Street Youth Center will be
open from 6 to 11 p.m. For information call 753-TEEN.

occurs, generally over the course of
years.
ure to a virus in early
chi
• has long been suspected
of switching on the immune-system
attack on the myelin sheaths that
the body is then unable to dampen.
The standard treatment aimed at
attacking the underlying disease
process uses steroids, antiinflammatory agents that sometimes bring about remission. They
do not, however, totally halt the
disease's progress, and they may
have undesirable side effects.
Experimental treatment

We are pleased to announce that Angela
Boyle, bride-elect 01
Chris
Dame/I,
has
selected her cookware
and household items
from our bridal registry.
Angela and Chris wih
be married June 29th.

MURRAY HOME
B AUTO
972 Chestnut St.

Then topped off with
nuts Its so delicious,
you II eat it up Available at participating
Dry Queen" stores
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MURRAY MOLD & DIE CO.
Specializing in Metal Stamping Dies.
Plastic & Die Cast Molds,
Precision Machining and Welding
506 Industrial Road
Murray, Ky. 42071

RUTHIE'S

Sanday School
Wembip
Church Trainees
Wmineselay

Open 6 a.m. - 8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
753-5782

J.H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
701 S. 3rd.

753-2411

CHARLIE'S
SAF - -DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate Charlie Adams, Pharmacist

CHARLIE"

Ask

733-4175

Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger &

Times)

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr. — 759-1400

Carroll ri,?-7,1
Tire Inc.
753-1489 • 1105 Pogue (Just behind Toyota of Murray)

Mar-Lane Ceramics
& Gift Shop

•Certified
Teacher
•Custom Orders

Hours: Tues. & Thur.
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 6:30 •.m. to 10 •.m.

•Supplies
Rt. 1, Murray

WALTMART
CENTRAL CENTER

759-9995
PARKER
FORD
LINCOLN
MERCURY

FORD

1=01
LI NCOLN
701 Moen St.

753-5273

COMPLIMENTS OF

TAYLOR SEED CO.
Lynn Grove Road

753-5742

Compliments Of

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller Rd.

MARTHA'S
RESTAURANT
Open Mon. - Sat. 5 A.M. - 9 P.M.
Sun. 6 A.M.-9 P.M.
Hwy. 641 N.
759-1648

HOLLAND DRUGS
Eastside Court Square • Downtown Murray
15*. Cosh Discount On Prescriptions

753-1462
Full Line • Full Service • Discount Prices

SHONE%

BAPTIST
BIAJOD HI'. ER
- Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 CO p m
CHERRY CORNER

Gulf UNIVEASITY GULF
Closed Sundays
Five Points
Murray

SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 9 15 a m
Worship
Sat II 00 a m

10 sm.
11 ILM. A 6 p.m.
5 pin
7 pan

CHESTNUT STREET
GENERAL
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
11 .00 a.m
Evening Services
6 00 p to
COLDWATER BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
9 46 a.m
Morning Services
11 00 a.m
Evening Services
6 00 p.m
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday &try
6.30 p.m
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Worship Service
1100 a.m
Sunday Night
600 p.m
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
8 46p m
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
Il 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p m
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
FIRST BAPTIST
- - Sunday- School
9 30 a m
Worship
10 45 am &Tpm
Church Training
6 00 pm
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a m
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Singing Eve Worship 6 00 p to
EASTWOOD BAPTIST
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
11 00 a to
Evening Worship
6.00 p.m . Wednesday Evening
7:30 a.m.
HAZEL BAPTIST
Worship
11 -00 a.m
Sunday School
10'00 a m
Church Training
500 p. m
Evening Worship
6- 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p.m
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship Service
11.00 a.m
Evening Service
5 : 30 p.m
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Evening Worship
7.30 p to
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10.00 a.m
Preaching
1100am Sr
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
. 7:00 p.m
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100 am
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE 1s1 Sunday
2:00
3rd Sunday
2:00 p m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
1050 a.m
Evening Worship 6.00 p.to
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m
Worship
11 00 a m
NEW MT CARA4E1
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11 00 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 pm
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
11.00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 00 p. m
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10-00 a.m
Preaching Serv
1100 a.m
NRMUy Service
6:00 p.m
OAK GROVE
Worship
It a m. & 630 p m
Sunday School
10 a.m
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00
Preaching
11:00
Prayer Service
530
Chuith
6:00
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 am
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11 -00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 15 pl
.
"
scams GROVE
Worship Service
11 00 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p

IIINKING-Morning Worship
II 00* to
Evening Worship
7 30 p m
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 a r,
Evening Worship
6 45 p m
Training Unkin
6 00 p to
ST JOHN
Morning Worship
9 30 a to
Sunday School
10 45 a ni
SUGAR CREEK
Morning Worship
11 00 a to
Evening Woriddip
6 45 _p
- — ---UNFVERSITY BAPTIST
Sunday School
9 45 a to
Morning Worship
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p to
Wednesday Mid-Week
Service
7 00 p m
VICTORY EkAPTIST
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Morning Worship
11 00 am
Evening Worship
6 OD pm
WEST FORK
Morning Worship
11.00 a m
Sunday Evening
6 00 p m
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m.
WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:30 a.M.
Worship
10 30 • m & 6 pm.

CATHOLIC
ST HENRY S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday
5 00 p to
Sunday
9 00 a m
ST LEO'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Mass

6 p.m Sat.
8 and 10 am. Sunday

CHRISTIAN
FIRST CHRISTIAN
-Sunday School
9 30 a to
Worship
111'45 a to
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
Worship
10:30 am
Bible School
930 a.m
Evening Service
6 00 p m

CHRISTIAN

sauna

SIRVICES
Farmer Ave & 17th St . Murray
Sunday
i 00 a m
Sunday School
I 00 a m
2nd Wed_
790 p m
RR 30d Wed..
12:00-3:00 p.m

CHURCH OF CHRIST
.ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible School
9:00 a. m
Morning Worship
9:50 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
COLDWATER
Morning Worship
1050 a to
Evening Worship
6 00 p to
DEXTER
Morning Worship
10'50 a m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
10A00 a m
Morning Worship
11:00 a m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
10:00 a to
Morning Service
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6'00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
7 30 p.m
HAZEL CHURCH
OF CHRIST
Bible Study
10 00 a.m
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m
Evening Warship
6.00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30. a.m,
Evening_WorsbiD
6:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH
OF CITRIS7
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Morning Worship
10:50 a to
Evening Worship
7p m
!Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00a to
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m
Evening Worship
6-00 p m
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:50 cm. & 6 p.m.
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
9:50 a.m.
Evening Service
600 p.m
PLEASANT VALLEY
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p
SECOND STREET a..
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m
Evening Worship
6:00itim
GLENDALE ROAD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Study
10 a.m.
Evening Wcrship
6 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 p.m.

LAMB PLUMBING &
MECH. CONTR. INC.
501 N. 4th

753-6168

`,PAtIAA7S)

OF MURRAY

510 Main St. 753-2975

FRATERNAL ADVANTAGE
MURRAY MOOSE
LODGE #2011

900 Sycamore

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Roy McKenclree•Pharmacist
Olympic Plaza

753.2380

LOW/.•••

entucky Fried Chicken
Jack Marshall - Franchisee

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753.7101

D & W Auto Supply
JP
312 S. 12th

We Install Auto Gloss
Auto Point Moteriol
Try Our Cor Wash

733 4363

STOREY'S FOOD GIANT
BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

*War Sirca
Am Cordlike, Sinks
Rudy Loot - Craw
5 Poi* - 111135Ii

SERVICE CENTER
ANL

Pizip
-Hut

Pizza
Pasta • Sandwiches
12th & Chestnut • 759-4646

Worship
Sunday School
MT HEBRON
Worship
Sunday School

JOHN S EPISCOPAL
1620 W Main
Summer Schedule
Holy Eucharist
9 30 a m

INDEPENDENT

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:40 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship 8:00 p.m.

BETHEL CHAPEL
Sunday Seboot
10:40 a.m.
Worship
:4
:
9
7 m.
.
.6
it a.mio
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
11 a.m. 66:30 p.m.

DEXTER HOLINESS
CHURCH
Sunday School
10 am.
Worship
11 a.m.'& 6 p.m.
Saturday
7 p.m.
THE CHURCH OF JESUS
CHRIST-Mina Heights
Sunday School10:00 a.m.
Worship Servicell a.m. & 7 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
3206 Coldwater Rd.
Bun. ear
10.9.a.m.-7:00 pm:

JE110% Ali S WITNESS
Watchtower
10 30 a m
Bible Lecture
9 30 a to

LUTHERAN
,

0F
FIRSTpASSE MEtL
8,120
7 pDm
il aYm
R1130E
SundayJnitiy
:00 a.m.
S
iehool10
Worshi
PENTECOSTAL
00
Sa
aa ntu
r:
da Evr0.137a.m.7
hmy
5 7 0%17
MURRAY CHURCH OF GOD
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
II p.m.
Sunday School
CHRISTIAN CR
IO
Na.m
Mit
.
Worship

s8
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
9:00
Sunday School
9:45 DEXTERHARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am
Worship 11.00 sin .6:00 p.m.
FIRST METHODIST
Worship
10:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a:m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Church School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11'00 a to.
Evening Ser Wor
6 30 p m
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship
i0.00 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE LINITED
Sunday School
10:0p a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
10.00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Ncening Worship
6:00 p.m.
LYNN GROVE
Worship Service
945 a m
Church School
10.46 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
400 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.

Open 8 a.m.-4 30 p.m.

omo`004.;
Bridles to Britches
llowyOldralkorMorweledMoressawswedl.ofFnengs.

DwoomMaa • murray-calova Co Clamber a COWMEN • Waist Cad
Howe: Mon. thru Fn. 9:90-510 • Sal, 9:30-460
Hwy. 64E (1 ndle) • Murray, KY 42071 • (402) 759-4404

LYNN GROVE

FEED & SEED CO.
Seed Cleaning • Feed & Farm Supplies
435-4415

753-6656

804 Chestnut

"Let your light so shine before men, that
they may see your good works, and glorify

Matthew 5:16

FITTS BLOCK &
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
last Main Street
753-3540

71,11,1,E12.
FUNERAL n0741.ES
Murray
753-4612

Hazel
• 492-8758

FATTH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.

Col A 0A ATE It
10 a in

753-5719

your Father which is in heaven."

Worship

Laorship
Sunday Si hoot

Come Visit Our Showroom At
612 S 9th Street

PENTECOSTAL

JEHOVAH'S
WITNESSES

BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10:90 a.m
2nd & 4th Sun. Night 4:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
ist & 3rd Sun Night 7:00 p.m.

Thornton Tile and Marble

NAZAISEINI

CHRISTIAN
COMMUNITY CHURCH
Sunday School
9 30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10'30 a.m.
NORTHSIDE INDEPENDENT
McKinney Road, Dexter
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worshio
11:00 a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
408 Main Street
sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship
10:46 a.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
"Itie: NEW TESTAMENT
CHURCH nE MURRAY
Sunday School
KO a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & p.m.
Wednesday
7:15p.m
759-9862

METHODIST

loam
11 am

STOREY'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
1000 a m
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m
WAYMEN CHAPEL
AMR CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Service
11:00 *411.
Pastor William J. Pratt

EPISCOPAL

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday School &
Bible Class
9:30a m
Worship
10 30* to

II a m
11 a m

PALESTINE UNITEDSunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
11:46 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9 48 a.m
Morning Worship
10 46 a.m
Evening
6 00 p m

CHURCH
JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S 16th St
Sacrament Meet
10 am.
Sunday School
11:20 am.
Relief Society sod
Pi.eshood
1110 p.m

,TRIN
WorshrrY
ip
SundliTyRENSch
°711rila
ia

UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10:00•.m.
Worship Sere. 11:00-7:30 p.m.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Services
10:00 a.m
minoirTi
.m 1
0:00
m
6

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday School
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10:00 a.m
Worship Service
11:00 a.m
MOUNT PLEASANT
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
OAK GROVE
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Worship
Service 11:00 a.m & 7'00 p to

401 Olive

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLO WAY SERVICE

MURRAY NISSAN, INC.
411.
NISSAN Chrysler • Dodge •
• Plymouth • Dodge Truck *At
6045. 12th • Murray • 753-7114

CORVETTE LANES
Bowling •
Arcade • Pro Shop

Les & Pat Parrish — Owners

1415 W. Main

Bel-.Air
Center

753-2202

CABLE
"
7 .5"5

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
Worn., gnc
ceallmies401100.

Niurra

KN.

753-6800

West View Nursing Home
stemeeMaAnD

401 South 16th Street

P.O. Box '165
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
LOWELL K. BECK
TELEPHONE
ADMINISTRATOR
15021753-1304

MURRAY GULF

Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m.
Serving Lunch
10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

753-8841

PITTMAN WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

408 N. 4th

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440

Gulf

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

507 N. 12th

STOCKADE°

SIRLOIN

m17:
41°"
:
7 aap m.

MURRAY ELECTRIC
SYSTEM 753-5312

Chevron

Wierray Ledger & Times

MT CARMEL

CIIIIRCH Of MIMI
CHRIST Of LATTER
DAY SAINTS

753-5142

DISOUNT PHARMACY

MASON 8 CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10 00* m
Morning Worship
11 00• m

9 a.m
e 6 p.m.
730 p.m

Auto Body & Frame Work
Established 1945

ROY'S
1008 Chestnut
753-3314

Morning
Evening
Wednesday

BUCK'S BODY SHOP

11 Ir.'
,ty
TItEATRES

UNION GROVE
Morning Worstup
11:60 a m
Evening Worship
4 00 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Classes
9'00 a m
Worship
10 00* m
4 00 p m
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
6 00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL

753-6779

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

Only Full Service
Chevron Station'
Calvin Clerk — Owner
1417 Main
753-2593
'Your

Tabers Acoustic &
Drywall
Corner of 299 & 464
Robert Tabors, Owner
P.O. Box 6 Kirksey, Ky. 42054 489-212
6

PicicilY
OPEN MOIL-FFI. 24 MOORS A DAY; SAT. i Silt 1 All.41MIGHT
HWY. 641 SOUTH AT GLENDALE

FREE CAR WASH WITH FILL-UP
S. 12th & Glendale
753-9164

Attend The Church
Of Your Choke
759-4796

QUICKPRINT

Southside
Shopping
Center

of murray
"Modern Technology for Today's Printing Needs"

Jesus saith unto him, "1 am the
way, the truth, and the life: no
man cometh unto the Father,
but by me."
John 14:6

CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
AUDI-MAZDA, INC.
West Ky. Economy Car Center
800 Chestnut St.
753-8850

CA LLOWA Y
MONUMENT WORKS
Quality Monuments & Markers Since 1932
James Smothers — Owner

1707 W. Main

733-1962

6
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Speakers, music listed by churches for Sund

South Pleasant Grove
deacon of the week, and Mike Far- music with Jennifer Downey
as
Spring Creek Baptist
United Methodist
mer, minister of education and pianist. Sunday School will be
at
The Rev. Terry Powell, pastor,
The Rev. Jim Alford, minister, youth, will assist. Rick
will speak at 11 am and 7 p.m.
will speak about "Something Spe- minister of music, will Melson, 10 am.
direct the
Sinking Spring Baptist
services. Sunday School will be at
cial" with scripture from I Corint- music with Margaret Wilki
The Rev. Buron Richerson, inter- 10 am.
hians 11:23-34 at 10:45 a.m. ser- Tonya Simmons as accom ns and
im
panis
pastor, will speak at 11 am. and
ts.
vice when Holy Communion will
Lynn Grove
The
7
p.m.
Sanct
services. Michael Milby will
uary
Choir
will sing "My
be observed. The Choir, directed
United Methodist
The Rev. Coy Garrett, pastor,
by Doug Crafton, will present spe-- Hearts Desire" at morning hour. direct the music with Rhonda Lamb
cial music. Kathy Erwin and Vicki -Bitildeti Sharp will sing at even- and Laura Paschall as accompan- will speak at 9:30 a.m. service.
ists. Mrs. Paschall will sing "The Judy Kelso
Crafton will be accompanists. ing hour.
will
King
Is Coming" at morning hour. day School will be organist. SunGlend
ale
Road
Greeters will be Dennis and Ruby
be at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday School will be at 10 am.
Church of Christ
Kelly. Also assisting will be CharSt. John's Episcopal
John Dale, minister, will speak
New Life
The Feast of Pentecost will be
les Nesbitt, Steve Gordon, Gary
about "A Desirable Office" with
Christian Center
celebrated with the Holy Eucharist
Cooper and Kenny Erwin. Ronnie
scripture from I Timothy 3:1-7 at
The Mark Welch, pastor, will at 9:30 a.m.
Guthrie will lead the worship serFr. Andre Trevathan
9 a.m. service and about "Attitudes speak at 10:45 a.m. service. The will
vice at 6 p.m. Sunday School will Which
be
celebr
ant and preacher,
Rev.
be at 9:45 a.m., UMYF at 6 p.m. ture Promote Unity" with scrip- music Karen Welch will direct the assisted by Frank Blodgett, Rose
from Ephesians 4:1-6 at 6 p.m.
. Men's prayer breakfast will Bogal
and Choir Practice at 7 p.m.
service. Jerry Bolls will direct the be at 8 a.m. and Sunday School at Johns -Allbritten and Randy
on.
Poplar Spring Baptist
song service. Assisting will be Jer- 9:30 a.m.
The Rev. Dennis Norvel, pastor, ry Ainley
First Christian
Palestine United Methodist
Dr. David Roos, pastor, will
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. Martin , Rick McKenzie, Alan
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, speak about
services. Mark Hardison will direct Jon , Allen McKeel, Bill Nix, will
"Pentecost At Any
Rose, Johnny Bohannon, Wilspeak at 11 a.m. service. Stan- Cost"
the music. Sunday School will be liam
with
script
ure from Acts
ley Duncan and Mary Conner will 1:6-11
at 10 a.m. and Church Training at 6 HowarGargus, Bill Looney, Ted direct
at
10:45
a.m.
service. The
d, Rudy Tripp, Bill Ed Henthe song service with Faye
p.m.
don, Dudley Burton and Bobby Childress as pianist. Sunday School Chancel Choir, directed by Lee
Kern, will sing an anthem, "In This
Westside Baptist
Galloway. Bible classes will be at with Jimmy Burkeen as director
Very Room." The Handbell Choir
The Rev. Glynn Orr, pastor, will
10 a.m.
will be at 10 a.m.
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. serwill play "Trumpet Tune." AssistMurray Church of God
Grace Baptist
vices. Tommy Scott will direct the
The Rev. Robert N. Johnson,
Dale Robison, pastor, will speak ing will be Melanie Dawson, Andy
music with Patsy Neale and Susie pastor, will speak
at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at McKeel, Aaron Perkins, Sarah Van
Scott as accompanists. The Adult 6 p.m. services. at 10:50 a.m. and building
Meter, Maurine Loftin, Barbara
at Sycamore and South
His evening topic
Choir will sing "Softly and Tender- will "The
Pursle
y, Blanche Titsworth, Doug
Christian And His..." 15th Streets. Sunday School will be
ly" and Annita Peeler will sing a James Rose
Vander Molen, Mike Ridley, Bob
will be deacon of the at 10 a.m.
solo, "Driving Nails" at evening week. Kevin
Boeschel, Ron Cella, Tom Know Rudicil will direct the
Martin's Chapel
land, Charlie Williams,. Ann
hour. Sunday School will be at 10 music. Dwane
United Methodist
Jones and Susan
a.m.
Jones will be accompanists. Ann
The Rev. Thomas E. Cary Jr., McKeel, Judy Eldredge ahd MariFlint Baptist
Rudicil will sing
pastor, will speak at 9:30 a.m. ser- lyn Stickler. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m., Pot-faith luncheon at
,The Rev. Lester Butler, pastor, and Faye Stevens at morning hour vice. Ralph
at morning hour.
Robertson will direct 12 noon,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m.
and High School Youth at
St. Leo's Catholic
the music with Carmaleta Eldridge
services. Sunday School will be at
5:30
p.m.
Masses will be at 6 p.m. Satur- as pianist. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m.
West Fork Baptist
day and 8 and 10 a.m. Sunday with 10:30 a.m.
University
The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor,
the Fr. Pete Sharkey S.J. as minisGood Shepherd
Church of Christ
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
ter. Assisting will be Nathan Reed,
United Methodist
Charley Bazzell, minister, will Tom Auer, Joel
services. Alvin Usrey will direct
Reed, Mary Reed,
The Rev. Thomas E.
speak about "The Discipline of Louis Charette,
Rob Mattingly, pastor, will speak at 11 Cary Jr., the music with Janet Arnold and
Prayer" at both 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. Dick Fotsch,
a.m. ser- Mary Geurin as accompanists. SunLorraine Maggard, vice. Diana Tatlock will
services. Ernie Bailey will direct Paul Magga
direct
the day School will be at 10 a.m.
rd,
the song service. Assisting will be Shaffer, Anne John Young, Bill music with Margaret Kennedy and
First Baptist
Correll, Julia Mad- Betty Poole as accompanists.
Richard Smith, Ron Nelson, Jack dox, Don
SunDr. Greg Earwood, pastor, will
Burke
,
Teres
a
Burke
,
day School will be at 10 a.m. and speak
Wilson, Galry Darnell, Jim Dar- Dick
at 10:45 a.m. and 7 p.m. serMaddox and Carol Doyle.
UMYF at 5 p.m.
nell, Gearl Suitcr, Kennie Colson,
vices. His morning topic will be
Immanuel Lutheran
Kirksey Baptist
Dan Davis, Roy Starks, Gene Rick.
"Serving
The Rev. Clare
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, scripture While Suffering" with
man, Andy Rickman, Cecil Like, tor, will speak nce Helmich, pasfrom II Corinthians 1:3-7.
about "Come...Fill will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30
Co
Martin, Steve McCuiston, Our Heart"-withp.m.
Don
Hernd
on, deacon of the week,
ac caanahan and Billy Pritch- 2:28-29 at 10:30seripture-from Joel- services. Sunday School will be at will assist. Joetta Kelly, minister of
a.m.
service. Holy 10 a.m.
ard. Bible classes will be at 9 a.m. Communio
children/activities, will have a
n will be celebrated.
Ferguson Springs Baptist
Elm Grove Baptist
children's story at morning hour.
Alice Witte will be organist. The
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, Steve Little
The Rev. David Brasher, pastor, Choir will
field, minister of music,
sing
Eastwood Baptist
"Spiri
t
of
God
will
speak at 11 a.m. and
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:45 p.m. Desce
nd Upon My Heart and services. Bobby Beal will 6 p.m. will direct the music with Joyce
Dr. Lynn MayaII, pastor, will servic
lead
speak about "When God. Sets Your Donales. Music will be directed by Savior Again To Thy Dear Name music with Fran Beal as accom the Herndon and Tamara Outland as
d
pan- accompanists. The Sanctuary Choir
Smith
with
Glenda Rowlett
Field on Fire" at 11 a.m. service and
Teresa Suiter as accompanists. We Raise." Assisting will be Mel ist. Sunday School will be at 10 will sing "This I Know" at morning
and about "The Gates of Hell" at 6 Special
Witte, Joe Johannsen, Fred Mohr a_111.
music
hour. The Family Choir will sing
p.m. service. Greg Maya11 will the Men's will be presented by and Arnold Ronna. Sunday School
Coldwater Baptist
Quart
et
compo
sed
"A
Christian Home" and Al and
of
direct the music with April Mack Eddie Clyde
and Adult Bible Class will be at
The Rev. George Culp, pastor, Jane Chapm
an will sing "We're
and Susan Reynolds as accompan- son, Don Hale, Dwayne Fulker- 9:30 a.m.
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Rowlett and Donald
ists. Special music at both morning Smith
Oak
Grove
Baptist
services. Bobby Manning will
. Sunday School will be at 10
and evening services will be by
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor, direct the music with Marge West
a.m.
and
Churc
h Training and
The Kingsmen. Assisting will be
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. and Jennifer Culp as accompanis
ts.
the Rev. Steve Todd, the Rev. Ran- Junior Choir at 6 p.m.
services. Jimmy Key will direct the Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Memor
ial
Bapti
st
dolph Allen, Rick Beam, Brent
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor,
Evans, Calvin Todd, Max Dowdy,
will
speak at 10:50 a.m. service.
John Brittain, Anthony Manning,
Mason
Billington and J.D. Outland
Bob Tanner, David Lee and
will
give
testimonies of mission
Michael Cutini. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m., Choir Practice at 5 trip at 7 p.m. service when the
p.m. and Junior Church at 11 a.m. ordinance of The Lord's Supper
will be observed. John Richardson,

FROM THE
PLATTER
PARSON'S
SCRAPBOOK

SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON

By James H. Cain

By H.C. CHILES

It is important that we understand
that real and abiding happiness is not
dependent upon what we have in our
hands, but upon what we have in our
hearts.
The Way Of The Godly —
Psalm 1:1-3
The godly man does not walk in the
counsel of the self-willed. To seek the
advice of those who ignore God and
walk in the counsel of those who live
apart from His will are sure to miss
happiness, success and prosperity.
That manner of life is sure to end in
disappointment, misery and regret.
Neither does the godly man sit in the
seat of the scornful. Cynicism chills
the soul and blights the life. It makes
one bitter and resentful, critical and
caustic, morose and morbid.
The godly man shuns bad company. He delights in the Word of God.
He reads it gladly, frequently,
thoughtfully, prayerfully, submissively and profitably. In it he finds
enrichment for his mind,cheer for his
heart, and God's message for his soul.
The godly man also flourishes perennially. An informed and loyal Christian has three qualities that a tree does:
firmness "He shall be like a tree
planted by the rivers of water"; fruitfulness — That bringeth forth his
fruit in his season"; and freshness —
"His leaf also shall not wither." A

godly person has an interest in and a
zest for doing the will of God until old
age or the end of life.
Sin is always progressive. It is easy
to make the transition from a thought
to a practice, and from walking to
standing. But wise persons shun those
unglodly individuals who ridicule
those faithful Christians who fear,
love and serve the Lord
The Way Of The Ungodly —
Psalm 1:4-6
In contrast with the godly man, the
ungodly one has left God out of his
life; therefore, his character, conduct
and destiny are all that they ought not
to be.
The ungodly person is like chaff;
"The ungodly are not so: but are like
the less and powerless. The ungodly
will not be justified at the judgment;
"Therefore the ungodly shall not stand
in the judgment." Moreover, his companionship with the righteous will
terminate at his death — "Nor sinners
in the congragation of the righteous."
Furthermore, his end will be destruction. "For the Lord knoweth the way
of the righteous: but the way of the
ungodly shall perish."
If you would be blessed,successful
and useful, you must receive Christ as
Saviour and live within the circle of
the will of God for you. If you would
enjoy real happiness, you must give
yourself to Christ in loving service.
The more helpful you are the happier
you will be.
••••••

Paying too much for
Auto Insurance?
a Our Rates...

ROSS INSURANCE
6th & Main

753-0489
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ay services

Various area churches have
released information concerning
their services on Sunday, June 3, to
the Murray Ledger & Times as
follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham,
minister, will speak about "God's
Self-Giving" with scripture from
Acts 2:1-21 and John 20:19-23 at
8:30 and 10:50 a.m. services. Communion will be celebrated at both
services. Susan Blackford will sing
a solo, "Holy Ground," while
accompanying herself on the guitar
at 8:30 service. The Chancel Choir
will sing an anthem,"Like A River
Glorious," with "Kim Black as
director and Joan Bowker as organist at 10:45 service when baptism
and confirmation will be held.
Acolytes will be Elizabeth Blackford and Carroll Lane Christopher.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Susan AllsopAtkinson, pastor, will speak at 11
a.m. service with Dale Parker as
lay assistant. Acolytes will be Eric
Villaflor and Jamie Miller. Children's Church will be directed by
Katherine Ray. The Choir will be
directed by Robbie Cochrum with
Pat Brunn as organist and Donna
Parker as pianisi Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. James Garland, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m.
services. Gene Orr Miller will
direct the music with Oneida White
and Roger Hutson as accompanists.
Helen Jones will sing a solo at
morning service. Sunday School
will be at 9:45 a.m. and Church
Training at 5:30 p.m.
First Presbyterian
The Rev. Thomas Schellingerhout, pastor, will speak about "From
Behind Closed Doors" with scripture from Acts 1:13a, 8 at 10 a.m.
service. Persons are asked to note
the change in time for the summer.
The Chancel Choir will sing an
anthem, "0 My Soul, Bless God
the Father" with Richard Gray as
--doh director and Pat Bomba as
organist. Church School will start
at 9 a.m.

THE TWO WAYS
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Building Temples" at evening hour.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Bob Dotson, pastor,
will speak about "Our Relationship
With God" with scripture from 1
John 12. Holy Communion will be
celebrated. Ron Pace will direct the
music with Clarice Norsworthy and
Janice Hayes as accompanists.
Assisting will be Keith Norsworth
and Phil McCallon. Sunday School
will be at 10 a.m. and Choir Practice. at 5:30 p.m.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. Charles Anderson, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School will
be at 10 a.m. and Church Training
at 5 p.m.
Russell Chapel
United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor,
will speak at 9:45 a.m. service with
Red Woods as song leader and
Dorothy Brown as pianist. Sunday
School will be at 10:45 a.m.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Sammy Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6
p.m. services. Sunday School with
Russell Moss as superintendent
will be at 10 a.m.
Christian Science
, Christian Science Society at
1640 Farmer Ave. will have services at 11 a.m. Sunday and 7:30
p.m. each second Wednesday.
New Concord
Church of Christ
Paul Wayne Garrison, Charles
Edwin Stubblefield and W.T. Patterson will be guest speakers in
absence of Bob Haley, minister, at
9:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Assisting will be Danny Pittman,
Shea Sykes, Ike- Allbritten, Rudy
Brawner, Derwood Edwards, Steve
Phillips, Larry Martin and Kenneth
Geurin. Bible classes will be at 9
a.m. and 5:30 p.m.
Hardin Baptist •
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham,
pastor, will speak at 8:30 and 10:30
arm and 6 p.m. services Max
Lawrence will be song leader with
Martha Lou Lawrence and Sheila
Clark as accompanists. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain will
present the first in a series of 13
lessons on the book of Revelations
in the 10 a.m. preaching/teaching
session. Evangelistic service will
be at 6 p.m.
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1. Quiet people aren't the only ones who don't say much.
2. Achievements are like trousers, they become threadbare if
you rest on them.
3. These days, if you see a housewife down on her hands and
knees, it probably just means she's lost a contact lens.
4. If you sleep in a chair you have nothing to lose; but a nap at
the wheel can mean a permanent snooze.
5. A yawn may be bad manners but, you'll have to admit, it's
certainly an honest opinion.
6. Nothing improves the reception of a joke more than a purchasing agent telling it to a supplier.
7. It is good to remember that the teakettle, although up to its
neck in hot water, continues to sing.
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Crab Legs, Frog Legs. Fried Shnmp. Fried
Oysters, Fresh Shrimp, Fresh Oysters, Crab Meat In $
Ho( Butter, Crab Boas. Clam Stnps Fried Scallops
,
Catfish Strips, Shrunp Creole & Rice. Egg Roth,
Baked Cajun Pollack, Salad Bar, Vegetables, Large

99

Vanety Daunt Bar

SATURDAY BREAKFAST BAR

6 A.M.-11 P.M.
Country Ham, Bacon, Sausage, White &
Redeye Gravy, Fried Potatoes, Eggs, French $350
Toast Sticks, Homemade Biscuits, Fruit &
Juice Bar

SUNDAY BUFFET 11 A.M.4:30 P.M.
Turkey, Cornbread, Dressing, Southern Fried
Chicken, Bar-B-Q Ribs, Country Ham, Country
Fned Steak & Gravy, Cream Can, Green Beans,
Broccoli & Cheese, Cauliflower & Cheese, Mashed
Potatoes, Baked Apples, Lams Beans, 30 Ilan Salad
Bar, Debciotal Dessert Bar With Wide Variet

$599

SATURDAY LUNCH 11 A.M.-4 P.M. $499
CATFISH BUFFET
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Power Cord
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Dries to a brilliant non-yellowing,
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SPORTS
Best Bud?
Harrelson will try to be like
Hodges as he takes over Mets
By HAL

BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer

NEW YORK — Bud Harrelson moved into
the manager's office at Shea Stadium Thursday
amid speculation that his predecessor, Davey
Johnson, might be moving in across town.

-u

f".

_

With the last-place New York Yankees bending under the burden of a five-game losing streak and saddled with the next-toworst record in baseball, manager Bucky Dent's job looked everso-shakey.
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner, who has the quickest firing finger around, might not be able to resist making a theatrical move such as hiring Johnson after the Mets dumped him
earlier this week.
Certainly Johnson did nothing to discourage that when he said
he would like to return as a manager this season. Asked about
the Yankees, Johnson said, "I wouldn't discount that. I don't
want to say anything against Bucky. I hope he's successful. But
I would have interest."
Dent sai he met with Steinbrenner on Wednesday and came
away encouraged. "George was great," he said. "He was super.
I don't want to say what was discussed, but he was
supportive."
Meanwhile, Harrelson settled in at Shea, the new regime
punctuated by a new name on the manager's door. On his desk
was a proof version of a new book, "Gil Hodges, The Quiet
Man."
"It came to my house Tuesday," Harrelson said.
That was the day Johnson was fired and he was hired to
manage a talented but struggling team.
Was it an omen?
"Might be," he said with a smile.
Harrelson was the scrappy shortstop when Hodges managed
the Mets to their first world championship in 1969. "1 have a
lot of affection for Gil," he said. "If there's somebody I'd like
to be like as a manager, it's him. Gil was way ahead of his
time for psychology, for dealing with players.. He was stern yet
quiet, friendly yet scary. You feared him.
"Gil was a player's manager. I want to be supportive of
players. I want communication with the players."
Hodges is remembered for walking from the dugout to left
field to remove Cleon Jones from a game when Jones appeared
to loaf on a ball. Could Harrelson do that, say with Darryl
Strawberry?
"He might deck me," the manager said.
Strawberry was one of 15 players who showed up for an
optional workout Thursday, the team's second straight day off.
He did not suit up, however, and never went on the field. The
only regulars who missed the workout were left fielder Kevin
McReynolds, who openly criticized the dismissal of Johnson, and
shortstop Kevin Elster.
Third baseman Howard Johnson said he thought the manager- ial change would be a good thing for the team. "I'm pleased
it's happened," he said. "It was becoming a distraction. Davey
was the same the whole time. Always the same. In some areas,
he had to change. He never did.
"We don't need a drill sergeant. That's not the problem. But
we don't want to get comfortable losing. Maybe Davey's attitude was almost comfortable when we lost."
Harrelson said he thought the team, drifting along at 20-23,
wasn't far away from turning things around. "I think it's
close," he said. "Every time we'd win, we'd think we're ready
to go. We'd win three and then lose four.
"The players are the ones who will turn it around in the
long run. Turn it and keep it turned."
Harrelson said he would not rush into any changes. "There
are not many decisions I can make with this roster," he said.
The Mets will make one move Friday, recalling catcher Orlando Mercado from the minors. They returned catcher Todd Hundley to their Class AA affiliate at Jackson, Miss., on Wednesday.
Harrelson said his first order of business would be to enforce
rules that haven't been followed lately — no golf on game
days; no card playing in the clubhouse once batting practice
starts. There is also a curfew of 2 12 hours after games when
the team is on the road.
"It's a matter of rules and abuse of rules, of stretching them
and how far before the rubber band breaks," he said. "I'm a
reasonable man. These are the same rules that have been here.
"I want to be the manager I wanted to play for."
One like Gil Hodges.

Baseball card pioneer dies
NEW YORK (AP) — It began in Brooklyn,
N.Y., the brainchild of four brothers who loved
the Dodgers and recognized the American public's hankering for a good chaw.
Thus, in 1938, the Topps Co. Inc. was born and, in 50
years, would become the world's largest manufacturer of bubble
gum and baseball cards with record sales of $246 million last
year.
On Friday, funeral services will be held for the last survivor
of the four brothers, Abram Shorin, who died Monday in Miami
at age 91.
"They were marketing geniuses and they became giants in the
industry," Topps spokesman Kenneth Liss said.
Along with brothers Joseph, Ira and Philip, Abram Shorin
gave American consumers such tradition-worn stalwarts as Bazooka Joe and Mon, and Mickey Mantle on cardboard. It was
-Abram Shorin who was credited with putting the mysterious
patch on Bazooka Joe's eye, and one Of his two sons, Robert,
said Abram's love of the Dodgers brought bubble gum and
baseball cards together.
"Ebbets Field was in his heart, and this was a way of celebrating baseball," Robert Shorin said.
Topps began as a chewing gum company, Liss said. "At first,
they weren't involved in baseball cards or Bazooka bubble gum,
just gum."
In 1947, Topps began marketing Bazooka bubble gum, but
without the comic strip character. The baseball cards, packaged
with the bubble gum, came along in 1951.
"Baseball cards had been around for a long time, since the
1880's," Liu said, "but most of them were packaged with
cigarettes."
Two years later, Bazooka Joe, in his blue baseball cap and
_unexplained black eye. patch. was invented to accompany those
liisW equate" chunks of pink bubble gum that took about a half
how to soften up. The comic stri%.on waxed paper, was
always three panels long with a Bazooka fortune along the
beam., Collett enough, and win a prize.
Liss said the Bulge' bubble gum currently is sold in 55'
cowries with the comic grip gimIged Into S-10 languages.

Kilroy Ledger & Times

Lady Tigers take sixth at state tourney
From Staff, AP Reports
Lodger 4 TIMM Sports
The Murray High Lady Tigers
maintained their position while
individual qualifier Todd Sims
couldn't stay in the hunt on the
final day of the state golf tournament Thursday.
The young Lady Tigers pleased
MHS coach Judy Muehlman with
their sixth-place team finish, a
ranking consistent with Murray's
recent faring on the state level.
Muehleman noted that the young
Lady Tigers — with two sophomores as the "elder" players in the
foursome — held onto the position
they had claimed in Wednesday's
first-round action, finishing the
state tournament with a score of
814 at the Elizabethtown Country
Club.
"They maintained their sixth
place; I was pleased with that,"
said Muehleman, who had to
shuttle between the Elizabethtown
course for girls' action to nearby
Vine Grove for boys' play.
There, Sims had entered the final
day at Lincoln Trail Country Club
with a 78, trailing the leader by
just five strokes. Sims fired an 88
in second-day action, however, and
fell to the middle of the pack.
Despite the second-day slide,
Muehleman was pleased with
Sims' performance in the tournament. "He did fine," Muehleman
said. "Just playing in the state tournament is something in itself; I

'
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Murray High's Todd Sims lines up a shot at the state golf tournament in Vine Grove. Sims shot an 88 on
the final day of the tournament to finish in the middle of the pack. •
Photo by Richard Todd
know he went in with a real positive attitude."
For the Lady Tigers, Jennifer
Howe was the top individual
finishers, shooting a consistent
95-95-190. Connie Steely
dropped 10 strokes off her firstround score with a 91 on Thursday

tors. "It's a course with a lot more
for a 192 total.
water than what they're used to,
Joy Roach shot 92-103-195 and
Amy Perrrin shot a 121-116-237 it's longer," Muehleman said.
"And, there's a certain amount of
for the tournament.
Muehleman noted that she was pressure in playing in the state
"really pleased" with the Lady tournament."
In boys' team action, Louisville
Tigers' finish, considering the
team's overall youth and other fac- (Cont'd on page II)

NBA playoffs

Portland blazes trail to final
PHOENIX (AP) — The Portland Trail Blazers
are going to the NBA Finals for the first time in
13 years, and Phoenix's unlucky break — Kevin
Johnson's hamstring injury — is one of the big
reasons.
Portland's 112-109 victory over the Suns on
Thursday night snapped a five-game losing
streak on the road for the Trail Blazers, who are
9-0 at home in this year's playoffs but just 2-5
away from Memorial Coliseum.
But even the Blazers were' willing to admit
that the win in Game 6 might not have been
achieved without Johnson missing the entire second half with a pulled hamstring.
"Well, without a doubt the break went for
us," said Terry Porter, who scored 23 points for
the Trail Blazers.
"You know Cotton (Fitzsimmons) is going to
say that losing Kevin Johnson cost them the
game," Porter said of the Phoenix coach. "And
you kind of have to agree with him, but then
nobody gave us anything when we had two centers hurt in the San Antonio series."
The Trail Blazers had to silence plenty of
doubts that surfaced after several mediocre road
performances in the playoffs.
"I think we showed the rest of the country

that we are able to win on the road and it
couldn't have come at a better time," said Clyde
Drexler, who also scored 23 points in Game 6.
"Hopefully, our road confidence is back to stay
and we'll be ready for the championship
series."
Portland will face either the Chicago Bulls or
the defending NBA champion Detroit Pistons in
the finals. Detroit leads the best-of-7 series for
the Eastern Conference crown 3-2 heading into
Game 6 tonight in Chicago.
"If we have to go to Detroit, we feel we can
win there. If Chicago comes to us, we feel we
can win there, too," said Trail Blazers center
Kevin Duckworth, who had 18 points. "We feel
we can win on either of their courts. We proved
to ourselves that we can win on the road. This is
a momentum win."
It'll be the second appearance in the NBA
Finals in the franchise's 20-year history. Portland first made it in 1977 and went on to beat
Philadelphia in six games for the title.
"We just want to keep it going and stay
focused," Trail Blazers coach Rick Adelman
said. "We have six new players on this team
from last season. For us to come together like
this is a tribute to them."

Published report links
Duke coach to Celtics
DURHAM, N.C.(AP) — Duke basketball
coach Mike Krzyzewski has declined further
comment on a published report that quoted
him as saying he would be interested in the
Boston Celtics coaching job if it was
offered.
Krzyzewski was in his basketball office
briefly Thursday morning before going out
of town. He could • not be reached for
comment.
USA Today reported in Thursday's editions that Krzyzewski and Dave Gavitt, Boston's new head of basketball operations, had
spoken in the last two weeks.
"Dave hasn't approached me about the
job," Krzyzewski was quoted as saying.
"But if it happened, I would look into it.
The Celtics are one of the marquee franchises in America. Every kid growing up on
the East Coast knows about 'Havlicek stole
the ball."
Krzyzewski, whose Blue Devils lost to
Nevada-Las Vegas last April in the NCAA
championship game, is the coach for the Pan
Am and Goodwill Games. He is considered
a candidate to coach the 1992 U.S. Olympic
basketball team.
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In the majors

Weirdness goes A's way in win over Royals
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — In a game that had just about everything,
hardly anything went right for the Kansas City Royals.
"Enough of the weirdness didn't go our way," Kansas city outfielder
Jim Eisenreich said after a 6-4 loss to the Oakland Athletics in one of two
AL games Thursday night.
In the other, Minnesota beat Chicago 3-2. In the National League, Los
Angeles defeated Cincinnati 2-1, San Diego edged Atlanta, also 2-1, and
Houston got past San Francisco 5-3.
The first of a four-game series between the Royals and Oakland A's
included balks, an inside-the-park home run and plenty of controversy.
Rickey Henderson, the American League's all-time stolen base king,
had a home run as well as a stolen base.
Mark McGwire, with a sore leg, drove in four runs on a double, a
single and a bases-loaded walk.
And Royals Manager John Wathan was ejected in the eighth inning as
the A's held on for a victory that boosted their West Division lead to
three games over second-place Chicago and 12 over next-to-last Kansas
City.
The victory also snapped a five-game winning streak the Royals had
nurtured coming into a big series for them.
The A's put 11 runners on base in the first four innings and took a 4-0
lead on an RBI double by McGwire, a fielder's choice and McGwire's
two-run single.
Henderson's eighth home run gave the A's and Bob Welch (7-2) a 5-0

lead over Tom Gordon (2-3) in the sixth.
Then, after the Royals scored three in the bottom of the sixth, including
Bo Jackson's two-run inside-the-park homer, things got frantic in the
eighth.
The A's loaded the bases on an error by third baseman Kevin Seltzer, a
single by Henderson and an intentional walk to Jose Canseco.
With two out, McGwire drew a walk, bringing in Oakland's sixth run
and triggering an outburst from the Royals' dugout that prompted an
angry warning from home plate umpire Mike Reilly.
Then, with George Brett on first in the bottom of the eighth and Jackson at bat, things got even stranger.
All in one motion, Jackson grounded to third baseman Carney Lansford
and umpire Steve Palermo signaled a balk against reliever Rick
Honeycutt.
Jackson ran to first as Lansford threw to first.. And as everybody stood..
around in momentary confusion, Wathan ran out for what would be his
loudest, but not his last argument of the night.
Finally, Brett went to second, Jackson returned to the batter's box and
Wathan went back to the dugout. But two pitches later, LaRussa emerged
and pointed to the scoreboard, which had the count at 3-2. Reilly then
signaled a 2-2 count and Wathan came barrelling toward him.
A few minutes later, Wathan had his third ejection in three seasons.
Dennis Eckerslev pitched one and one-third innings for his 15th save in
(Cont'd on page 11)

French Open

Seles survives but defending champ defeated
Thursday.
finally dedicate herself to proles- seeds, Stefan Edberg and Boris
"My game from the baseline sior.al tennis was the key to beating Becker, plus its women's titleAssesisted Press Sports Writer
wasn't working well. I knew that 1 the fourth seed — and her longtime holder, all within three days.
PARIS — Thanks to a shot that couldn't win just by getting the doubles partner.
Sanchez Vicario was one of two
most players her age have only ball back," the Florida-based
"This year, I started working on Spanish seeds eliminated on Day 4
heard of, Monica Seles will grunt Yugoslav said. "If I hit hard, she tennis really hard," Paz said. "My of the two-week event. Men's 12th
and giggle her way through at least hit it back even harder, so I tried to goal was to be ready for the French seed Juan Aguilera lost to Thierry
one more match at the French change things up a little by hitting
Champion of Rance 3-6, 6-3, 6-3,
Open."
drop shots and making her come
Twenty pounds lighter and 48 6-2. Also beaten was women's
openThanks to a newly found work up.
places higher in the computer rank- 14th-seeded Raffaella Reggi of Itaethic by a millionaire's daughter,
Sanchez Vicario, the 18-year-old • ings than she was at the beginning ly, losing to Kirrily Sharpe of AusArantxa Sanchez Vicario won't be Spaniard who shocked Steffi Graf • of the season, Paz added to the list tralia 6-4, 6-2.
adding a second Grand Slam in-last year's women's final here, of history making upets that have
The top two men in action both
championship to her collection.
ran into an old friend on the wrong
pierced the clay-court tournament, wort in straight sets. No. 4 Andres
Sties, the I6-year-old second side of the net and lost to Mercedes
leaving it without some of its big- Gomez of Ecuador beat Marcelo
seed, deserted her two-fisted power Paz 7-5, 3-6, 6-1 in another
gest players after just two rounds. Filippini of Uruguay 7-6, 6-2, 6-1
game for a series 'of delicate drop second-round match.
No other defending women's and No. 5 Aaron Krickstein of
shots on key• points-u-.he -held off
Pair whose father -ow= one -of----chimpion in Pug had dropped her Grosse Pointe, Mich., beat SteHelen Kelesi 4-6, 6-4, 64, in a the. bluest sugar plantations in
crown so early the next year. Now phane Grenier of France 6-3, 6-4,
tension-filled two-hour Match Argentina, said her decision to
the French has lost its top men's (Coned on page II)
By LARRY SIDDONS
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Team members of the 1990 Calloway County Laker tennis team included (front,
left
to right) Brian Eells, Ray Roberts, Roger Hutson and Joey Baust; (back) Jason
Carroll, John Jackson, Chad Gray, coach Peter O'Rourke, Peter F. O'Rourke III,
Jay Newton and Michael Dale. The team finished fifth in the regional tournament
.

4
.

Team members of the 1990 Calloway County Lady Laker tennis team included
(left
to right) Julie Yoo, Leah Baust, Bonnie Turner, Anne Paul, Susan Lax,
Tracy Walters, Julie Pittman, Dania Mitchell and coach Sue Outland. The team finished
fifth
in the regional tournament.

The Annual George Hart Memorial
Goff Tournament tabs held at the Murray Country Club on Wednesday, June 6,
with a shotgun start to the scrambleformat tournament
This year's field is made up of 69
teams (138 players), including defending
champions Wanda Brown and Mary Bain
The lineup.
1 - Wanda Brown and Mary Bain; Mary
Jane Park 8 partner; Joanna Gibbs and
Data Stonecipher
1A - Karen Puckett and Mary Ann Scott,
Judy Latimer and Mary Bogard; Leta
Taylor and Vicki Singleton.
3- Ethelene McCallon and Tonja Fike:
Betty Owen and Matilda Cain; Tillie Talmage and Marilyn Hopson.
3A - Liz Brady and Gwen Canter; Carolyn Howard and Marcia Pritchett; Teresa
Garland and Carolyn Caldwell.
4 - Betty Jo Purdom and Carol Hibbard,
Frances Hulse and Jerlene Sullivan;
Nancy Fandrich and Anna Mary Adams.
5 - lnus Orr and Betty Stewart; Evelyn
Jones and Veneta Sexton; Mary Anderson and Betty Lowry.
5A - Connie Lampkin and Donna Wear,
Jean Thompson and Rene Allen; Margaret Shuffett and Diana Villanova.
6 - Burlene Brewer and Laura Parker;
Grace James and Sue Lamb; Jennifer
Crouse and Jeannie Morgan.
7 - Pat Smiddy and Robbie Danner;
Janet Graham and Waldean Siegfried;
Carole Edwards and Ve Sevens.
8-Sue Brown and Betty Hinton; Eva Jo
Henderson and Peggy Crews; Billie Hargrove and Kaye Cansler.

9- Margaret Schmidt and Lynda Sandusky; Gloria Kaehler and Pol=an;
Kay Lopanski and Donna
9A - Linda Stroder and Ruth Spuriodi,
Toni Hopson and Jessie lAeurn, Kathy
Noland and Paulette Smith.
10 - Sue Wells and Polly Seale, Marty
Hulen and Ginny Swift; Della Miller and
partner
12 - Catheryn Brooks and Jeannie
Brien, Eulene Holland and Jane Bradley,
Janice Johnson and Melva Hatcher.
13 - Chris Umbach and Ella LaValfte;
Lorraine Kail and Jessie Dunn; Hazel Hill
and Joanne Honetanger.
14- Lula Bingham and Betty Scott; Valera Brooks and Lisa Jarrett; Carita Boggess and Suzanne Oakley.
14A - Martha Farmer and Beverly Solomon; Hilda Jackson and Virginia Howard;
Kitty Long and Sherri Cope.
15 - Sandy Morrison and Debbie Hart;
Rowena Cullom and Frances Richey;
Nancy Haverstock and Edith Garrison.
15A - Mabel Rogers and IsabeN Parks;
Murrelle Walker and Peggy Noel; Martha
Sue Ryan and Louise Lamb.
16 - Billie Cohoon and Sherri Gibbs;
Peggy Shoemaker and Freda Steely; B-lie Wilson and Doris Rose.
16A - Mary Lou Chambers and Ruth
Dunn; Donna Tucker and Mary Cunningham; Verenda Johnson and Betty Farris.
17- Barbara Sloan and Marlene Stone;
Sue Nickerson and Jane Larnpkins; Connie McManus and Sandra Lyles.
18 - Ada Roberts and Shelba Barnett:
Irene Woods and Sue Stone; Myrtle
Sawyer and Mary Lou Marghiero.

Girls' softball
In opening night action from Upper Division play, Martha's
Murray Moose Lodge 12-11 and Cain's Jeep beat AllisonRestaurant defeated the
Photography 4-2. No
details were kept.

Dennison-Hunt edged Mountain Valley Water 17-16 while Mr. Gatti's got by Faye's,
8-5, in Thursday's Kentucky League action. For Dennison-Hunt, John Eric Yezerski
picked up the win while adding a single and double and Mark Stockton doubled.
Jake Thurmond had two doubles and Charles Taylor three singles for Mountain
Valley Water; Russell Hargrove added two hits and Adam Kaugh doubled.
• • •
Robbie Naulty pitched the win for Mr. Gatti's and had a single and double while
Markenny Foster smacked two triples. For Faye's Terry Billington doubled.

Pony League

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."

Mike Morgan got the Los Angeles Dodgers
through eight innings. catcher Mike Scloscia
threw out his third straight baserunner to end
the ninth and Kai Daniels homered to end it in
the 101h.
The Dodgers remained in a virtual secondplace tie with San Diego in the National League
West. eight games behind the first-place Reds
The setback was the first for the Reds''Nasty Boys" bullpen crew of Randy Myers, Rob
Dibble and Charlton. They are a combined 7-1.
It was only the Reds' sixth loss in 23 road
games

Park League
Kroger moved its record to 3-2 with a 19-18 win over Murray Mold and
Die. Kroger
was led by Glen Timmons and Ryan Norsworthy, who each singled
twice and
doubled, while John Gorrel singled and tripled and Seth Cunningha
ter and Brady Harris each had two hits. For 14k4D, Derrick Wilkersonm, Martez Fosdoubled with
two singles, Jeremaine Scott tripled and singled, Shane Smith
and Billy Noted, Clint Burkeen and Robert White each haddoubled and singled
two singles.

Seles
ond set, Kelesi had saved a break
point and had a point to hold for
4-3 when Seles floated a dropshot
over for deuce. She then got the
crucial break on two Kelesi errors
and finished the set with another
dropshot winner.
It was one set later when the
hard-hitting Seles again turned to
touch to break Kelesi. At 15-40,
Seles stepped up on a soft second
serve and hit a dropshot return to
clinch the break she needed.
On match point, Kelesi tried to
use the same trick. She dumped a
dropshot, but Seles ran it down and
scooped it back. Kelesi had an
open court to send the game to
deuce, but netted the backhand volley and Seles had won.

(Cont'd from page 10)
Trinity caught the Mayfield Cardinals, shooting the lowest team
score ever at Lincoln Trail to win
the boys' tournament by 19
strokes.
Trinity fired a 300 on the final
18 holes, giving the Shamrocks a
618 total and their second state title
in three years. Kent Diehlman, who
finished in a three-way tie for second in the individual race, led the
way with a 73.
Louisville St. Xavier was second
at 637, while Mayfield, which led
after a 313 in the first round, finished third at 640.
Darren Hillis of Mayfield shot a
76 on Thursday to win the individual title with a two-day total of
150. Diehlman, Chris Bell of Paducah Tilghman and first-round leader Dan Utley of Lexington Tates
Creek, tied for second at 151.
North Hardin captured the girls'
team title and Karla Hopper of
Madison Central took individual
honors.
North Hardin, led by individual
runner-up Tressa Carlisle, finished
with a two-day total of 695. Casey
County was second at 707. Carlisle
shot an 81 on Thursday for a 163
total, seven strokes behind Hopper,
who shot another 78 to finish at
156.
Amor
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Cincinnati
San Dago
Los Angoos
Housaon
San F'arctic°
Atlanta
z <Senores first gams was a van

Thursday's Gem's
San Nap 2. Anent. 1
Houston 5, San Francisco 3
Los Angels* 2, Cincinnati I 10 innings
Only games unique('
Friday's Games
Now York (Yoh. 7-21 at Philadelphia (Combs 2 51.
6 35 p.m
Montreal (K Gross 6-31 at Plasburgh (Drabsk 7.11,
6 35 p.m
Chicago(G Maddux 4-4) at St Louis (DeLeon 4-3).
7 35 pm
Atlanta (Smotz 3-4) it San Dago (Dunne 0-1).
905 pin
Cinonnall (D.Jackson 0-1) at Los Angeles man.Lind kU pm

GB 110 Streak Home Awry
6-4 Won 5
15-8 14-11
a 5-S Lost 4
10.10 14-10
a-7-3 Whoa 3
14-8 11-12
4.8 Lost 2
14-11 6-12
3-7 Lost 2
8-15 13.11
3-7 Lost
9.15 11-12
GB 110 Streak Homo Away
7-6-I LOU 1
13-6 174
a 73 Won 4
13-12 11-10
6-4 Won 1
14-10 11-13
a-7-3 Won 2
11-14 9-13
44 Lost 1
6-16 13-13
z-44 Lost 3
10-13 7-14

40uson ii-rorfugai I 5) at San Francisco (Wilson

00) 915 pm

Saturday's Games
Houston at San Francisco 235 pm
Nos York at Philadelphia 605 pm
Montreal at Pittsburgh 6 05 p m
Chicago at St Lome 7.05 pm
Cinonnau at toe Angeles, 906 r71
Atlanta at San
Sunday's Grua
Now York at Phladolphia. '235 p m
Montreal at Masburgh '2.35 pm
Chicago at St Louie 1 15 p.m
Houston at San Francisco. 2.35 p m
Cincinnati at Los Anginas 305 pm
Atlanta at San Diego 305 pm

•

Diego, 06 pm

Oakland
Chicago
Minnesota .
Calfomia
Seattle
Kansas City
Texas
zOsnoras first game was a van

the

GB Lb0 Streak Home Away
5-5 Lost 1
14-13 12
,
0
2-8 lost 1
124 11-13
74-6 Lost 1
13-9 10-13
3-7 Won 1
12-8 10-15
5-5 Lost I
9-12 12-14
z-3-7 Lora 5
9-15 11.14
3.7 lost 5
9-12 8-15
GB L10 Streak Home Away
z-8-2 Won 2
154 17-6
7-3 Lost 1
16-7 10-9
7-3 Won 2
14-7 14-12
7-6-2 Lori 1
13-13 10-12
7.44 Won 1
10-15 13-11
z7-3 Lost 1
12-13 8-13
3-7 Won 1
10-15 9-13

Saturday. Carnes
Maraukeit at Toronto. 12 35 pm
lannuota at Chicago, 605 pm
Boston at Cleveland. 605 pm
[Ultimo at New York 630 pm
Oakiand at Kansas City. 705 17) rn
Cahlornia at Taus, 715 p m
Divot at Seattle 905 pm
Sunday's Games
Barna* at New York, 12 30 pm
Boston at Chowland. 12 35 pm
Wilivaukes at Toronto. 12 35 pm
Oakland at Kansas City, 1 35 p rn
Detroit an
3 35 p rr
Minnesota at Chicago, 705 p
Caldornia a! texas 705 pm

Seams

FASTBALLS
SCOREBOARD
Montreal at Pittsburgh (635 pm. CDT) Doug Drabek takes a 7-1 record into the
gams *gained'. Expos'
Kann Gross 16-31 Both pitchers have hit home runs ths season
STATS
Chicago catcher Carlton Flea threw out two runners rumpling to sisal Thursday
Toias was 8 •9 .1, May
their worst record for a single month since July 1983
STREAKS
Mfeaukes has extra-bass hits in 22 straight games
Oakland beat Kansas Ch
7"-ursCay to snap ths
Royals' the-gams yenning streak
SWINGS
The Minnesota Twins were 7-12 in April, but 21-7 in May
SLUGGERS
Kansas City s Bo Jackson hit his first motor league inside Ms park horror in ihursday $ gam" against
Oakland
SLUMPS
Caktorrya ish.hander Mark Langston (3-5) fated to ptch a complete game Wednesday night for the
consecutive start dating to last season Its the longest such drought of has career Langston went 11 starts 12Th
without a
complete ganw list Apnl 14.June 7
San Francisco's 53 loss to Houston on Thursday was its lath straight
toms defeat The Gents arm 6-16 at Candlestick Park, ths worst horns nsoord
It,. romors

ECHO ECHO ECHO

ECHO
HAS
GUTS!

•1
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Thursday's Gamma
hoirrnesota 3. Chicago 2
Oakland 6. Kansas City 4
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Baltimore (Ballard 1-5) at New York (LaPont 3-4),
6 30 p m
Boston (Boddicker 6-3) at Cleveland (Swindell 2-4).
635 ups
145 ke. (Wegman 2-2) at Toronto (Statismyrs
4-51. 6 35 p in
hannesota (Tapers 6-3) at Chicago (M Perez 4 4),
705 pm
Oakland (Sanderson 5-21 at Kansas Crty (Sipper
1-01 735 pm
Caalorna (131y5vsn 3-31 at Texas(B Ws 2-6). 7-35
pm
Dstront (Morris 2-7) at Seattle IBank head 0 1), 915

Astros 5, Glants 3

Quality is built
into every ECHO
trimmer. What you
don't see makes
an ECHO run
smooth and last
year after
year. Get
the Best
ta
Eitefri
on
GT1100A

East Divests'
W L Pet
26 23 531 23 21 523
23 22 511
1
2223 489
2
21 26 447
4
20 29 408
6
17 27 196
6'.5
West Division
W L Pet
32 14 696 16 636
3
2$ 19 596 41.4
23 25 479 10
23 26 469 10'h
20 26 435 12
19 28 404
13'4

Toronto
falwaukso
Boston
Cisysland
Baltimore
Detron
New York

Bill Doran's second RBI single snapped a 2-2
tie and Crag Biggio added a two-run single in a
lour-run sixth inning. Winning pitcher Jim
Deshaies (3-2) gave up two runs and tour hits
in five innings and Danny Darwin went 2 1-3
innings for his first save. Ernest Riles homered
off Darwin in the ninth.
Trailing 2-1 in the sixth,
Astros' rally
began when Giants third baseman Matt MI,
iiams dropped Ken Camintti's pop fly near the
MourCi. Louie Meadows singled and one oui
later loser Scott Garrets (1-6) walked pinch,
hitter Eric Anthony arid Enc Voiding to force in
the tying run Mark Thurmond relieved and
gave up the singles to Doran and Biggio

'Lady ...

The Kiwanis scored four times in the bottom of the seventh to edge Calvert City
11-10, with Clay Bolin picking up three hits, including a double, while Jay 81
Paul
Herndon doubled and singled, Casey Williams had two hits and Robert Weatherly
doubled. Herndon worked four innings before Rob Carpenter got the win in relief.

Earl Malaise
VI L Pa
29 17 630 24 20 546
4
21 543
4
. TO 23 466
21 26 447
8'4
20 27 426
9!4
West Divisioa
W L Pet
30 12 714 24 22 522
•
25 23 521
I
20 27 426 124
19 29 396 14
17 27 316 14

Finstm rgh
PeriaOMpha
Montreal
New Yoh
Chcago
St Louis

(4-4) walked Mike Pagliarulo
start the
seventn. Pagliarulo went to third on Phil Stephenson's hit-and-run single, with Stephenson
taking second when the ball got away from left
fielder Lonnie Smith for an error.
Pinch-runner Shawn Abner scored the frog
run when right fielder Dale Murphy made a sliding catch of Garry Templefen's dnve. Lynn then
batted for winning pitcher Dennis Rasmussen
arid ripped his game-winning single off the
fence

Pinch-hitter Fred Lynn singled off the rightfield fence to dnve in the second of two
seventh-inning runs as San Diego rallied for its
lounh consecutive victory Loser Pete Smith

• • •

•

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Dodgers 2, Reds I

753-8355

NATIONAL LEAGUE

to

Chicago, Kirby Puckett and Gary Gast!, hit
RBI doubles as Minnesota stopped Chicago's
five-game winning streak.
The Twins ended their best May ever at 21,7
They have had only seven 20-victory months in
their history and none since 1970.
Mark Guthrie (2-0) allowed two runs on eight
hits in five innings and Juan Berenguer. John
Candelaria and Rick Aguilera finished with
scoreless relief. Aguilera worked two perfect
innings for his 14th save in 16 tries.
Puckett and Gaetti
run-scoring doubles
in the first inning against rookie Jerry Kutzler
(2-1).

901 Sycamore

David King

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Padres 2, Braves 1

Hawaiian Tropic defeated Calvert City 82 7-2 as Mitchell McClain and Sean Waller
eh collected two hits and Corey England doubled. McClain recorded the win
with
Jason Grogan getting the save.
• • •
People's Bank trounced Lyon County 82 11-1 with Wesley Cogdell going 3-forwith a double and Raymond Duvall adding a double. Eric Baker recorded the win,3
with relief help from Shane Schroeder.

(Cont'd from page 10)
7-5Other seeds advancing to Round
3 were No. 10 Martin Jaite and No.
14 Magnus Gustafsson in the men's
field, and No. 6 Manuela Maleeva,
No. 7 Mary Joe Fernandez, No. 10
Natalia Zvereva, No. 12 Judith
Wiesner and No. 16 Laura Glidemeister of Peru.
Gildemeister was the last player
to take a set from Seles before the
hottest player in tennis started a
winning streak 21/2 months ago.
The set-shutout ended when Kelesi,
wtio missed being seeded by one
spot on the rankings, won the
opening set, and the 26-match winning streak teetered until literally
the last point.
The drop shot seems so out of
place in the big-hitting repertoire
that produces a grunt from every
Seles shot. But four of these feathery placements - three by Seles,
one by Kelesi - proved decisive.
In the seventh game of the sec-

•••
AROUND THE HORN
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Twins 3, White Sox 2

had

Kentucky league

PAGE 11

The Insurance Center
of Murray

(Cont'd from page 10)
15 opportunities.
Welch, who started the game with a 1.86 ERA, second in the league
only to teammate Dave Stewart's 1.79, gave up three runs in 5 2-3 innings
and saw his ERA climb to 2.07. He was relieved by Gene Nelson in the
sixth.
"In the sixth, I just wasn't as aggressive and (didn't have) good concentration," Welch said. "You have to stay aggressive and concentrate
no matter what the situation is. There was a chance of giving up a real big
inning."
"It was a tough game on both sides, a game that showed that men are
not machines," LaRussa said.

In
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SCOREBOARD

Weirdness ...
Ski

FRIDAY,

STARTERS

Brut Knackist. 20. on Wednesday became the second youngest pitcher to any start for Seanie On Apnl 18
1982. 18-year-old Edwin Nunez 'UMW against Oakland for do Manners
STOPPERS
Cinanna0 roisvor Norm Chariton was the low in the Reds 2-1 loss at Los Angeles on Thursday the firs ioss
at the season for Cincinnati's "Nasty Boys" bullpen Charlton Randy Myers and Rrito Dibbis alma combined 7 •
with 16 saves
Rick Agialera ol the Minnesota Tons has 14 saves in 16 oopoqurrhee
STARS
Mark MoGiers doubled, singled and dro.• in four runs Thursday night heading the Oakland
Athletics over
Kansas City 6-4
STATUS
•Outfolder Kirk Gibson has returned to Los Angelis and oil continuo' his rehabilabon program at Dodger
Stadium Gibson. who's recovenng horn surgery performed list Aug 29 to repair a torn lot hamstnng rnigi• three
stars in pinto' lied and two as a Osagnalad titter tor Claus AM Albuquerque
.The Reds on Thursday activated inkaidor Manano Duncan who had bun Dr, rho disabled hat sncs May
14 with
an abdonynat muscle strain in his might wee

_r
•

SIDELINED

San

anhrosropc

Francisco Giants outfielder Kann Bass who underwent
surgery on his lett knee Wednesday,
is es:meted to mu three months The surgery performed at the Palo Alto 1.441 Choc by Dr Gordon
Campbell. revealed fractured cartilage Giants offidais sad Bass oil not be able to start rehabilnason of the knee Ica
an
lasst two month, and wont play any baseball tor three menthe
SCOUTING
Brad Berkey reds home run and two doubles to Wad lows (Cubs1 loan 84 y, 7tory over Buffed
lPfrafeel on
Thursday night in an American Assouason gams

scared

GRASS
TRIMMER

'1 thougM there was no tomorrow. only today May
SPbe
EAIKisss
ING
It eras Do rt now because mobs If,.. 11.1 I I
be no crance lams Ti'. worm .1 PON norchahint. no ready not paparsd I think it happens to a lol
of
players You need loot concentration on irrery pert, or the tastball is by you
Now Yoh Mots manager aud
Harrebon
SEASONS

Sale Priced

43999

1923-The New York Giants scored in every innort7.
beat the PhiladelPhia Philde•Si. Bator Bowl 224
ol
Hone Gra, Ross Youngs, and Jon" °Connell each collected five tins and 0 Cornell had the game's
only
1925-Lcs Gering batted for Pee Wee Wanninger in the eighth and ropiaced Wally Rog at first base to start
his streak ot 2.130 consecutive games The Washington Senators but the Now York Yankees 5-3
1937-Bil Ostrich al the Chicago While Sok pinched a no-latter against the St Louis Browns for an at win
1951-Cleveland' Bdo Faller tossed his third craw no haw twang the °soot Tigers 2
1055-Duke Snider of the Brooktr
etDooms hit three horns runs and drove in six runs agars thelialwaukes
Bravos for an 11-8 victory at E
s Flit!
1975-Noian Ryan of the Co9l0Mal Anodes retched he icurth carer, nohne tying Sandy Koufax's career
record Ryan struck out nine in beating the Etaiornore Orioles 1-0 tor his tooth Tip! Wipe VitlOry
1977-Seatial
Jones honored oft Ctsvetand's Donne Eckanisy in the Nth inning to snap Edisto
lry's no-hit lamp of 22 1-3 innings, lust two oiAs shod al Cy Young's moor-Magus record The Indians won 7-1
1987-Cleveland's Phsi Nlekro pitched the Indians 10 a 9-6 victory our the Orlon Tigers giving
terse and
he brother Jos a maprteague record 530 combos:I octonos surpassing brothers Gaylord and Jrn Perry

$25 OFF

/IIIECND

1

Rumen

MURRAY HOME
& AUTOCenter

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Northside Shopping
753-2571

901 So. SYCAMORE

ECHO RI-Jo EC110

753-8355

OPEN HOUSE
Kopperud Realty
Sunday, June 3rd

2-4 p.m.

V 0"

.1mm-ew-n.

Quality ConcreteOn Time

SAT. ONLY
Bar-B-0 Plate
& Med. Drink
I Nesi

C.C. Leavy Md., Murray
75.1-3355

Speciai GoOd 1iiru

Piaci, Ain't Fancy

•

•

s395

Federal Materials Co.

Concrete Block Masonry Item

Large Hamburger,
Fries & Med.
Clink

t.

but Sho lo good Food.

TJ's BaiAr;Q-at Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0045

1542 Mockingbird Dr.
Spiidess. like new home in Martin Heights. Features
custom drapes and fireplace - 3 BR.2 bath, living roorn
family room & utility. Reduced to S90's.

„
_
1315 olive Blvd.
Great Itx:ation. 3 bedrount. 2 bath, featuring den with
fireplace. Lots of built-ins spacious ioome,large
S40's.

For further information call or come by . .

753-1222 • 711 Main
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FRIDAY,

OUTDOOR LIFE

Mrray Ledger & Times

Big truck causing big battle

tor•

Explore:

§eedeco

• •

Monday, June 4 through Sunday, June 10
Deer Up Close- Woodlands Nature Center 9 15 am Join us for a comriansron of LBL's two
kinds of deer, fallow and white-tailed
Iron Industry- The Horneplace. 10 30 sin and 1 30 p.m A 12-minute audiovisual presentation
about Stewart County's rich but often overlooked oast
Corn and Tobacco Cultivation- The Hornepiace. 10 am to noon Homepiace interpreters will
use horse drawn implements as well as field hoes to control weeds in they crops Weatherpermitting
Woodlands Nature Center Orientation- Woodlands Nature Center I 30 p m An all new and
exciting onentat,on torn auout the Woodlands Nature Center
Monday, June 4
Clothes Washing- The Homeolace 9-11 am
Controversial Coyote- Woodlands Nature Center 2 pm
Tuasday. June 5
Turtles of LBL- Woodlands Nature Center 2 p.m.
&rids of Prey- Woodlands Nature Center 3-30 p.m.
Wednesday, Juno 6 through Sunday, June 10
Seven Wonders of the Universe- Garden Pond Planetanum Shown daily at 10, 12, 2 and 3.
See a 20-minute show that includes a total eclipse of the sun. the Grand Canyon of Mars, the
rings of Saturn. the ice cliffs of Mirana. the dynamic atmosphere of Jupiter: the volcanoes of lc).
and the earth in all its natural beauty Following 'as 15-minuie star show about what there is to
see that night over Ea Fee: Adults $1 50. students. 75 cents, and children under six free.
Wednesday, June 6
Goodness Snakes- Woodlands Nature Center 2 p rir
Woodworking- The Horneplac.e. 1-4 p m
Thursday, June 7 and Saturday, Juno 9
Eagles Up Close- Woodlands Nature C-enter 2 p m,
Friday, Juno 11 through Sunday, June 10
Founh Annual Musioteastif lea Market- Piney Campground. 10 am, to 5 p.m. A weekend of
events including a nature walk, hospitality tent, flea market, magic show and music country arid
gospel groups. Open to the public Saturday and Sunday free
Friday, June
Summer Fishing Opportunities, Woodlands Nature Center. 2 p in Join us to discuss example of
me best fishing techniques
Saturday, June 9 and Sunday, June 10 •
The Four Rivers Folk Festiva- The Homepiace IC am to 8 p m on Saturday and 11 am to 5
n) on Sunday Fee CeleOrate the rich heritage of the Cumberland, Tennessee, Ohio and
Mississep4 Rivers The nvo-day event Includes lolk and bluegrass musicians, storytellers, 19itt
century trades in programs and demonstrations, ox-cart rides, and 19th century foods.
Wagon Rides- Empire Farm 1 30 • and 2.30 p.m
Sunday. June 10
Lakeiand Open and 3-D Animal Shoot- Open Feld Archery Shoot (Feld Archery Range). 9 a.rn
Attracting Hummingbirds and Butterflies- Woodlands Nature Center 2 p_rn
Birds of Prey- Woodlands Nature Center 3 30 p m

•
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"ter101te Farm, The Homeplate, and Woodlands Nature Center are open daily, 9 a in. to 5 p m.
(Homeplace farmstead hours are 9 a m. to 4 15 p m )
To register for a program. call 924-5602, extension 238 Office hours are 7 a/1.-310 p m.,
Monday through Friday
For LBL's weekly recorded fishing report. 924-5602, extension 440.
For LBL's weekly record program information . 924-5602, extension 437
TIENNPS.312.
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lot

Burnette Ferguson, Debbie Darnell and Debbie Griffin, all members
of the Kentucky/Barkley Bass'n Gals stock catfish for LBL Family
Fishing Day.

Pittman Wheel
Alignment

Family Fishing Day
set for this weekend

Tires, Wheels & Aecessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

\

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
BIGFOOT is a big hit among monster truck racing fans. But the organizers of the nation's premier
crusher events don't care too much
for the 4x4's latest incarnation.
TNT Motorsports of Louisville
has banned BIGFOOT 8 from it8
events. And Si Louis-based BIGFOOT 4x4 Inc. is planning a court
injunction to have the truck declared eligible to compete.
The dispute is over the truck's
"radical suspension," said Dan
Hartlage, a spokesman for TNT,
which developed the nation's first
monster truck racing series three
years ago.
"Their suspension is 24 inches,
and the rest of the trucks on the
circuit range anywhere from 12 to
18 inches," Hartlage said
Wednesday.
Hartlage said BIGFOOT 8 would
have an unfair advantage over the
other vehicles. While trucks with
smaller suspensions are bouncing
high off the first set of crushed cars
or dirt mounds, he said, BIGFOOT
8 would actually be propelled
further horizontally with the new
technology.
TNT founder and owner Billy
Joe Miles of Owensboro said he
imposed the ban through July 14 in
order to give other competitors
time to match BIGFOOT's
modifications.
"All sports have restrictions that
keep everything equal," Miles
said. "It would be similar to having a wrestling match and letting a
heavyweight fight against a
middleweight."
But Bob Chandler, who designed
BIGFOOT, said his truck is the
way things ought to be. And he's

410 N. 4th
753-8346-753-6779

759-1596
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GRANGE LIFE INSURANCE
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It looks as if we are going to
have several more days of high
water to fish.
If the rainfall stops, the rivers
will crest and we can start letting
some water out. It hasn't been too
By Jerry Maupin
bad on the anglers however. The
bluegill, shellcrackers, and catfish
Columnist
have been feeding hard each day,
moving through out the timber and
entertain so they did some serious
bushes.
They seem to be staying in good bass fishing.
McGee had been by the station
size schools so you can catch one if
before
with a good string so I know
you work the area thoroughly.
Two, three and even four feet they knew what to do.
Several good strings of white
deeep should keep you in touch
bass
have come out of the Blood
with them. Watch for surface feeding activity and then move in if River area this weeke. They are
you don't know a good starting roaming the bars and ledges looking for the young shad fry. Some
point.
The bass anglers are enjoying are pretty skinny, but not all of
this extra cover to cast and flip them.
Willie and Stewart did some
around. We see it done on the TV
one afternoon and found a
fishing
shows but don't have much chance
variety.,
They had about 60 bluegill,
of doing it ourselves. Pig and jig
combos, plastic worms and dozens 5-6 catfish and one rockfish (stripof noisy topwater lures will usually. er). The 16-inch striper struck a
get you some action. Chris Miller buzzbait for Stewart. Lots of good angling to come so
and Rick McGee found some good
get out there.
fish over the weekend.
Happy Fishing
They had some buddies down to

FISHING
LINE

401..

Holland Tire Co.
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Mike Outland would welcome the opportunity to assist you
with all your life insurance needs

:"Your Full Service
•
•
Tire Dealer"
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•

•

Feature • Name Brand Tires
•
Comowerized Balancing
•
•
W1') e Yu wait
•
•
• • Tne Performer With Road Hazard Warranty
•
• E. Main & Industrial Rd_ Murray
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Winners from the Murray Bass Club May tournament: (from left)—
Tom Loke, third and big bass; Jerry McConnell, second; and Terry
Tatlock, first place.

St. Jude Benefit Bass Tourney
The 10th annual St. Jude Children's Hospital Benefit Bass tournament
is set for June 9, out of the Kenlake Boat Doack.
The tournament, which benefits the Si Jude's Children's Research
Hospital in Memphis, is a buddy tournament sponsored by the Kentucky
Lake Bass Club. The entry fee of $75 per boat includes a big bass pot,
and there is a guarantee of $1,000 for first place.
Entries may be mailed to St. Jude's Benefit Bass Tournament, Clifford
Penn, Valley Road, Benton, KY 42025. For more information contact
Penn at 527-9158.

American Scholarship Foundation
The Volunteer Division of the American Scholarship Foundation will
host its third tournament of the year on June 17 at the Birdsong Marina
and Resort. Postmark deadline is June 5.
Registration is set for 4-6 p.m. Saturday, June 16 at the Birdsong Marina. Entry fee is S150, with a $20 late fee after postmark deadline of June
5.
There is a guarantee of $2,000 for first place, and an 80 percent payback to 15 percent of the field.
The American Scholarship Foundation is a non-profit, tax-exempt organization that raises money for college scholarships.
For more information, contact Walt Herrmann, (615) 647-6916, after
8:30 p.m. daily.
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High water has hurt
but good fish remain

ker

•

Chandler said TNT sent out a
memo about his nitrogen-shock
suspension in October but did not
make a decision about whether to
allow it until April 5, the middle of
the season.
"Nobody in the meantime knew
about the suspension," Chandler
said. "If they had allowed the suspension to run immediately when it
came out, everybody would be
using it now."
Miles said the technology was
too expensive and complicated for
the average competitor to duplicate
easily. But Chandler said all of the
components were readily available
and .that he would even 'allow
truckers to copy his design.
"He don't have enough faith in
his own people," Chandler said.

•

L-ocally owned & operated by
Barry G Weatherford
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1 AM the Competitionf
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We Hand Wash
And Wax.

302 North 12th St
247-2582
A lull service agency.
Dale • Home • Life • Business

Cars-Boats-Campers
Pick-Up & Delivery
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Tournament tidbits

Land Between the Lakes, the Kentucky/Barkley Bass'n Gals and Lady
Bass of Murray will host the Family Fishing Day at 9 a.m., Saturday,
June 2, at the pond adjacent to the Golden Pond Visitor Center in conjunction with National Fishing Week,
The Kentucky Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources has waived
the requirement for a fishing license statewide on June 2 and 3, and the
Bass'n Gals financed stocking the pond with catfish and will be present to
assist those needing help. There will be a limit of four catfish per individual. The best baits are worms or crickets; no minnows allowed.
Participants are encouraged to bring their own fishing tackle. A limited
number of fishing poles will be available on a first-come, first-served
basis for those who do not have their own equipment.

Them All.
Large or Small, I Can Handle
-

accusing Miles of halting the
sport's progress.
"It's easier on the driver, it's
safer for the sport, it's safer for the
spectators," Chandler said Wednesday. "It's the way we've got to
go ... We can't go backwards,
because this sport is too fast."
Miles said he allowed the new
truck to race on a trial basis last
year to see how it would affect
competition.
"It was competitive," Miles
said, "but it wasn't any better than
the other ones. But what they were
actually doing, they were holding it
back."
Chandler said Miles was "full of
beans."
"I didn't hold back at all," he
said. "The truck was new, and
we're learning. I don't have the
guts to tell my driver to hold back.
I'm an American and I like to
win."
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Makidg Money with Math

FRIDAY,

JUNE I, OM

The Coin Beat

Pictured above are first and second-graders at Robertson Center who
participated in the St. Jude Children's Hospital Math-a-Thon. These
students earned more than $3,200 by securing sponsors and completing individual math booklets.

These students distinguished themselves by earning at least $100 each
for the Math-a-Thon. Back row, from left are Reid Johnson, Ryan
Seay, Chris Faughn, Samantha Gibbs, Ashlee Guin; front row, from
left Alissa Volp, Jenna Kline and Tara Bogard. Faculty sponsor at
Robertson was Tonda Thomas who was assisted by Debbie Miller.

by Dr. Jot Fuhrmann
This is your hobby and you should
When summer comes, parents
enjoy it as you wish.
begin thinking about activities for
Go to friendly merchants and
their children. May I recommend
bank tellers, ask them if they took
coin collecting — a respected hobin any foreign coins by mistake.
by for people of all ages?
Do they have any interesting U.S.
Of course, I'm a coin dealer —
coins Or currency? Ask them LO
so I'm biased. On the other hand, save unusual items and check back
my purpose is to tell you how to
with them regularly.
get started without spending money .
Ask collectors ittheyhave coins
with coin dealers. The cheapest —-Theywirigive you or trade for the
ways to get coins may also give
duplicates you acquire. Many colyou the most fun.
lectors are delighted to help a new
And I must stress the importance
collector.
of coin collecting. It's clear why
Tell relatives and family friends
the hobby is popular. Money is valof your new hobby and ask them if
uable, we all learn to respect it as
they have coins they will share
we grow up. Money is also beautiwith you. Grandpa Ed or aunt Sarful, it shows the artistic values and
ah might be your best coin supphilosophical outlook of the peoplier. They could have some really
ples who produce it.
valuable coins and bills in an old
The currencies of the U.S.A., shoe box. They might be worrying
Mexico and France, for example, over what to do with this hoard —
celebrate liberty; coins of Great
and your interest might come at
Britain and her dominions praise
just the right time. It never hurts to
monarchy by dipicting the king or
ask!
queen; Canadian and many African
Finally, I suggest you search
issues feature wild life and nature
rolls of coins from the bank. Penscenes. Coins and paper bills tell us
nies are a good starting series for
much about the people who use
young collectors. A single roll of
them.
Collectors of coins and paper
money find the hobby is fun and
educational. You know your collection. is valuable, and, as you learn By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
more, you develop the knack of
buying coins and bills which will oldDEAR DR. GOTT: I'M an 81-yearfemale with sinus trouble. I suffer
rise in value as time goes by. Many from postnasa
l drip, and my eyes get
hobbies do not have this invest- itchy. What can I do to prevent this?
ment potential.
DEAR READER: When the sinuses
It is also rewarding to show your and the lining of the nose are irritatcoins and banknotes to other col- ed, these tissues swell, become congested and produce excess mucus.
lectors, and to see what they have. These
changes cause difficulty
Coin collecting brings generations breathing and postnasa
l drip, a distogether. Your collection may start charge of mucus down the back of the
with coins which belonged to your throat. Also, the eyes may become
parents and grandparents — and itchy and secrete more tears.
From the limited information you
your coins, in turn, may be of
supply. I'd guess that you are experiinterest to your children and grand- encing
an allergic reaction, such as
children. I treasure coins I got from hay fever. This could
be due to dust,
my father. I love the coins and the pollen, animal dander, air pollution
coin holders my son Christopher (tobacco smoke) or a host of other inlabelled in his child's handwriting haled irritants in the air you breathe.
I suggest you make an appointment
when he was nine years old.
with an allergist, if you haven't alParents and children share good ready
seen one.
waiting for
times and great memories with this your appointment,While
you could control
hobby.
your symptoms with one of the many
Now the big question: Where do
beginners get coins?
I suggest you start with pocket
change. - Study the coins which
come your way, pick out whatever
strikes you. Don't worry if your
selections are "right" or "wrong."

50 pennics will contain a nice variety of dates and mint marks. Nickel
rolls contain the oldest coins; a roll
I searched recently yield a 1940
Jefferson nickel + 2 or 3 in the
'50s. Dimes and quarters also have
their followings.
Half-dollar rolls bring the greatest rewards. Fifty-cent pieces don't
circulate much anymore, but they
are available in rolls of 20 from the
bank. Most of the coins in such
rolls will be the copper-nickel Kennedy half-dollar minted from 1971
through the present — which is
fine, they are handsome and quite
collectible. Occasionally you'll
find silver Kennedies dating from
the '60s; sometimes the Ben Franklin half-dollar even turns up. I once
found two 1943 Walking Liberty
half-dollars in a single roll.
All in all, I recommend penny
and half-dollar rolls as the best
place for a young collector to start.
But I suggest you spend the coins
you get from the bank. Bank tellers
are friendly people; they're also
busy, and they must be reluctant to
count and re-roll loose coins.

My next column addresses questions beginning collectors often
ask. In the meantime, I hope you
enjoy coin collecting!

Bell rates drop
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)...—
South central Bell Telephone Co.
will cut certain charges by S2.5
million because its earnings were
higher than expected, the Kentucky
Public Service Commission said
Thursday.
The reduction was to be effective today on zone charges for customers living outside an
exchange's basic rate area.
The basic rate area generally
corresponds to city limits, a commission news release said.
Rate reductions will vary from
zone to zone, the release said.
South Central Bell's rates have
been regulated since October 1988
under an experimental plan. It
involves a schedule of permissible
earnings, with rates raised or lowered as earnings change.

See an allergist for sinus trouble
antihistamines available without
prescription.
I've found that many elderly patients respond to Actifed, an antihistamine that doesn't cause sedation or
elevate high blood pressure. Remsmber that this treatment is only temporary; you'll have more permanent results by determining what is causing
your symptoms and dealing directly
with these factors.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Help I — Physical Illness."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 with their name and
address to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland.
OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you explainwhat costochondritis is? Why do I
have the condition?
DEAR READER: Costochondritis
is inflammation of the cartilage connecting the ribs to the breastbone
(sternum). The cause of the affliction
is unknown but may be related to inju-

ry or virus infection
The pain of costochondritis is often
described as a "gnawing ache" that is
worse at night and bears no relation
to respiratory movement of the ribs.
The cartilage itself is always tender;
this fact serves to differentiate costochondritis from other more serious
causes of chest pain,such as angina or
neuritis.
Treatment consists of aspirin or aspirin-substitutes; the discomfort usually subsides with time.
© 1990 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

PETER
GOTT, MD

MWN & GARDEN SALE.
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12 HP/38" Cut
to Coast
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TO FIT YOUR BED

Electric start Briggs &
Stratton 1/C engine. 38"
7 speed transaxle
drive. High-vacuum deck.
Adjustable steering column. 12 volt alternator/
starter. 5 height positions.
Combination
clutch/
brake. 14 amp battery.
Spring mounted cushioned
seat. In carton. 2 Year Engine Warranty. 1481 22511
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Full
Size
Set

..

5 HP Garden
Tiller

,

Tilling width adjusts from 13 to 26". Convepient
throttle and clutch controls. Briggs & Stratton
engine. 3-step belt-to-chain drive. 13" steel selfsharpening tines. 9" poly wheels. 26" tilling
width. Tilling depth adjusts to 7". In carton
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Your Choice
Tube or Heated Mattress
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• WE SERVICE POWER EQUIPMENT
• WE DELIVER

"West Kentucky. Northwest Tennessee and
Southern Illinois' Waterbed Sleep Shop."
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Mon.-Sat. 10-8
Wed. 10-8

America's Locally-Owned, Nationally-Known MAL HARDWARE
Store.

Central Shopping Center

Mon.-Sat.
8:30-9
12:00-6:
00:00

753-8604
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PSI officers

Officers for the Murray chapter of Professional Secretaries International are recognized at a recent PSI meeting. Pictured from left are
Rhonda Rogers, corresponding secretary; Amanda Pulley, treasurer;
Lisa Hill, president-elect; Shirley Reamer, president; and Sharion
Bailey, vice president. Not pictured is Gela Edwards, recording
secretary.

Tne Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International was
well represented at the 38th Annual
Meeting of the Kentucky Division
Professional Secretaries International. The Division meeting was
held on May 18-19 at the Gault
House in Louisville.
Patricia Hutson, administrative
secretary at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, served as the
chapter's delegate to the meeting.
Hutson is the president of the Murray chapter. In her capacity as delegated she represented the chapter in
all voting and presented a report
summarizing chapter activities for
the 1989-90 fiscal year.
Shirley Reamer, department secretary in the Department of Industrial Education and Technology at
Murray State University, serves as
alternate delegate to the meeting.
She is president-elect of the Mur-

..And Purdom's issome
kind of store! Stop and
see for yourself. We've
got the lowest prices in
the area!!!
Savings at 10eic-50e't Off!

Velvet
Swivel Rocker

Volunteer host families from the
West Kentucky area are needed to
share their homes the weekend of
July 14-15 with eight young people
from Europe who will be participating in an international workcamp at Wickliffe Mounds
Research Center.

Coffee and
End Tables

Both male and female students
from a variety of nationalities and
backgrounds will stay with families
from Saturday morning, July 14, to
Sunday afternoon, July 15. All
speak English.

Great Selection

Wall Mirrors
and Pictures
PRICED TO SELL!
As Low As

PURDOM FURNITURE

202 S. 5th St. - Court Square, Murray
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Members of the Murray chapter of PSI attended the 38th Annual
Meeting of the Kentucky Division of PSI May 18-19.
dence, organized thinking, sharper
observation and improved interpersonal skills.
Eileen Lyness, international
president, Professional Secretaries
International, was the keynote
speaker for the Saturday events.
Nancye M. Combs, president of
Human Resources Enterprises, was
the guest speaker for Saturdays's
SOTY luncheon. Combs addressed

the challenges of manageing a
career and a family and suggested
things a professional woman could
do to be successful both in her
career and in her family.
The meeting was closed with
remarks from newly-installed President Dororthy L. Everly, CPS,
who challenged the membership of
PSI to pursue excellence in their
careers through PSI involvement.

International visitors need volunteer host families

$
9?
5
Available In Beige,
Blue, Mauve or Brown It

Sat 9 48 5
M"

ray chapter. Her term as president
offially begins June 1.
Jeanie Fleming and Marlene
Roberts, CPS were both recognized
as former Kentucky Division Secretaries of the year. Fleming is
president of Office Extras, Inc.,
and Roberts is employed as secretary to the superintendent of the
Murray Board of Education.
Other members of the Murray
chapter attending the Kentucky
Division meeting were Kay Dyer
and Marion Hale of Fisher Price;
Lisa Hill, loan computer operator,
Bank of Murray; Linda Lee Lester,
CPS. legal assistant/office manager
Overbey & Overbey; Jeanie Morgan, administrative secretary, Student Activities, MSU; Rhonda
Rogers, departmental secretary,
Department of Physics, MSU; Gale
Vison, secretary/bookkeeper, Curris Center, MSU; and Belinda
Woods, departmental secretary,
Department of Chemistry, MSU.
The theme of this year's annual
meeting was "PSI: Bridge To Success." The meeting began on Friday afternoon with a seminar presented by Cassie Fox of Citizens
Fidelity Corporation. The seminar
was entitled "Memories. . . Are
Made of This!" The seminar
emphasized that the benefits of a
good memory are increased confi-

Visa, MC,
Discover

753-4872

vation, according to Dr. Kit
Wester, director of Wickliffe
mounds. He said the project this
summer will focus on a platform
mound of the Mississippian culture, dating from 1000 to 1300
A.D.
Specific students this year have
not yet been identified, Wester

said, but in the past they have
come from Spain, France, Holland,
Italy, Denmark, Germany, Sweden
and Czechoslovakia.
Anyone wishing to obtain more
information or to volunteer as a
host family should call the Center
for International Programs at Murray State University at 762-4152.

Decision on Hickman prison put on hold

HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — The
decision whether to allow a private
prison to locate in Fulton County
Now in its fifth year, the work- will have to wait until fiscal court
camp at Wickliffe Mounds in July members return from a fact-finding
is sponsored by the Council for mission to a similar facility in
International Educational Texas.
Exchange. The weekend experience
Judge-Executive James Everett
with a host family is intended to said no action would be taken
give the visiting students a better before the county board's June 5
perspective of American family meeting. Everett and fiscal court
life.
members plan to fly to Crystal
Students in the workcamp gain City, Texas on Friday. He said they
experience in archaeological exca- plan and spend the weekend

inspecting a facility operated by
Diversified Municipal Services.
The Lebanon, Ind., investment
group wants to build a 336-bed
medium-security facility and lease
it to Fulton County.
"We want to study the issues
and not make a decision hastily,"
Everett said. "We know that it's
not something that any one of us
would have gone out knocking on
doors looking for. But the opportunity has presented itself and we
have to look at it thoroughly."

You Keep The Rebate
1990 Plymouth Sundance
siloletoo
List Price
$500 Below Invoice

#90243

Auto - A/C - AWFM
Two Tone - Alum Wheels
Remote Mirrors - Tilt
Air Bag

Fact. Reb
Peppers Reb

Sale Price

1990 Chrysler Imperial
50 50 Leather and Cloth Seats
3 3 V-6 - 4 Speed Auto
Security Alarrn
Auto -errip Controi
Power Antenna
Decx :_,c1 Pull Down
oowec Seats
Xr Bag

Inv

10,659.85
1,000.00
500.00

•E97-2$1371:10
22,842.15
1,000.00

Sale Price

21 9842.15

1990 Dodge Spirit
Auto - A/C
50/50 Bench Seat
Rear Defrost - Floor Mats
Tilt Cruise
Air Bag

List Price
Inv
Fact. Reb

1_12.8419:01:1
11,619.65
A 1.000.00

Sale Price 10,619.55

#90240

1990 Dodge Daytona
5 Speed
NC -AM/FM
Rear Spoiler
Power Mirrors
Floor Mats
Stripes
Air Bag

1447583-.IIC

List Price
Inv
Fact. Reb
Sale Price

1989 Plymouth Colt Wagon

10,602.70

750.00

Auto. - NC - AM/FM
Luggage Rack - Tinted Glass
Power Steering
Power Brakes

9,852.70

#90198

List Price
2.14,852017
Inv
10,138.55
Fact. Reb
1,000.00
Peppers Reb
143.55
Sale Price $8,995.00

1990 Dodge Monaco L.E.
$600 Below Invoice

1990 Dodge Ramcharger
V-8 - Auto - 2-Tone
Anti Spin Differential
A/C - 'Tinted Glass
AM/FM - Tilt - Cruise
Trak% Tow Package
6x9 Mirrors

List Price

Inv
Fact. Reb

17,866-0016,574.75
2,000,00

Sale Price 94,574.75

3O Liter V-6
4 Speed Auto
A/C AM/FM Cassette
Cloth Bucket Seats
Rear Defroster

!.16464700
Inv
14,556.65
Fact. Reb
1,000.00
Peppers Reb
60040
Sale Price 12,956.65
List Price

A.P.R.
On Select
Models
e L cns nd Doc Fee Dealer
. ax
Fic'd Back and any r3cry :0 Dea er incentives will be
'pt.) red by be dealer Anpliec_. to dealer stock only.

#90219

1990 Dodge Grand Caravan
3.3 Liter V-6
4 Speed Auto -A/C
Sunscreen Glass - Luggage
Rack - Tilt Cruise
Full Size Spare
Overhead Console

List Price
Inv. Sale
Price

js .13,264.10

16,475.75

Rebates As
Large As $2000.00
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car/truck desk;
2400 East Wood St., Paris, TN •642-5661 • 1-800-7484816
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space flights, to head the effort,
which will receive $4.5 million.
Engineers believe Columbia's
leak is in or near a 17-inch valve in
a pipe that carries fuel from the
external tank to the main engines.
- If the leak is*meted and repairs
can be made at the launch pad,
Columbia might be ready to lift off
by the middle of next week. But if
Columbia has to be returned to a
hangar, the delay would be about a
month, NASA officials said.
Columbia's astronomy mission,
with a $150 million observatory
called Astro, already had been
delayed two weeks because of
repairs to the shuttle's cooling system. The latest postponement will
mean even more changes to Astro's
observing schedule.
One of the prime targets, Comet
Austin, is speeding away from
Earth, making observations more
difficult with every passing day.
Halley's Comet was to have been
studied had the mission paceeded
as scheduled in March 1986, but
the Challenger explosion pushed
everything back.

As part of the Scbool-Badness Partnership program, Peoples Bank
and Murray High School students participated in the Kentucky Council on Economic Education Stock Market Game. The bank paid the
entrance fee for the game and students were allowed to "buy""and"
sell stocks to increase their investments. Betty Boston of Hilliard
Lyons told the students the 'basics of stock market trends. The
Accounting II class was divided into teams and researched stocks and
invested their initial $100,000. During the ten-week period, teams
could purchase additional stock or sell currently held stock. Each
week a summary of each team's standing was prepared by the Kentucky Council on Economic Education. John Williams, vice president
of Peoples Bank, presented each winning team member with a Liberty
Silver Dollar, an investment for the future. From left is Williams;
Melvina Urquhart; Jim Osborne; Rhonda Holland of the Murray
State University Center for Economic Education; Kent Dodd; Mike
Caldwell and Cyndi Cohoon, Gifted-Talented coordinator.

Sheriffs camp will bed down 150
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
More than 150 boys from across
the state will be bunking down at
camp in this western Kentucky
town this weekend. But it won't be
all swimming, fishing and archery.
"It's not just a camp per se. We
work on trying to make better citizens and Kentuckians out of our
campers," said Ray Stoess, executive director of the Kentucky Sheriffs' Association Boys and Girls
Ranch.

19011
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NOTICE OF ELECTION
The Farmers Home Administration(FmHA)county committee election this
year will be held tin jab 2.122g.The ballot below must be filled out,detached
and mailed and received or returned in person to fmHA.104 N-5th- Murray,
Li not later than hgy 2,. 1990. If you do not vote in person you should mail
your ballot inside a blank envelope marked ballot to ensure a secret ballot. This
blank envelope should be placed inside the envelope you use to mail your
ballot. Your name and address must be legible on the outer envelope. Failure to
provide this information will render your ballot invalid. Only one ballot may
be voted in person or by mail by any voter. Votes in envelopes containing mu
than one absentee ballot will not be counted, Ballots and envelopes may also
be obtained from your local FmHA office.
The slate of nominees for ralloway AL Marshall counties are listed in the
ballot below. The qualifications of persons voting are described in the "Voter
Certification Statement." For further information regarding voting and voter
eligibility, see the County Office listed above. FmHA elections are open to all
eligible voters without regard to race, color, religion, national origin, age,
political affiliation, marital status, sex, and/or handicap.
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION
BALLOT FOR COUNTY COMMITTEE MEMBER(S)
State (Name) Kennicty
County (Name) Callum/Ay-Marshall
*Candidate(s) Bill Futrell

The ranch — the only one of its
kind in the state — provides summer recreation for underprivileged
children in Kentucky.
"This camp is designed to teach
the kids that law enforcement is
their friend, to change their attitudes, teach them to cope with life
and teach them responsibilities,"
Stoess said. "I get so enthusiastic
about the kids being here, and I've
been doing this since 1978."
The program begins Sunday and

President pool
smaller as UK
begins search

continues through Aug. 10. Groups
of youngsters ages 9 to 13 attend
for a week at a time. A group of
boys will arrive Sunday, and a
group of girls will attend the following week.
Since 1978, Stoess has managed
to keep the ranch on its feet
through donations. The camp costs
$150 a week for each camper.
The children get instruction in
everything from arts and crafts to
prayer and interpersonal relations.

*ONLY VOTE FOR I CANDIDATE(S)
Please detach this notice before voting ballot
VOTER CERTIFICATION STATEMENT
Subpart W of Part 2054 ofTitle 7,Code of Federal Regulations requires that all
eligible voters for FmHA county or area committee elections meet' the
following eligibility requirements:(a) be farmeis or spouses of farmers; and
(b)have their principal farming operation within the county or area for which
the election is being held.
By submitting this ballot. I attest that I meet the criteria to vote.

By GARY LARSON
LOOK,MARCIE, I PA55E17!
I 60T A PASSING GRADE
IN EVERY SUBJECT!

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — University of Kentucky officials do not
appear alarmed that the pool of
candidates for university president
is less than half what it was four
years ago.
Only 91 people applied or, were
nominated for the post, which drew
more than 200 applicants and nominees when Otis Singletary -retired
in 1986. David Roselle was hired
in early 1987, but he resigned last
December to become president of
the University of Delaware.
Fourteen applicants or nominees
have declined to become candidates to replace Roselle, leaving 77
to be considered, said Foster Ockerman Sr., chairman of the university's board of trustees.
But Ockerman said Thursday
that the contenders were excellent
and that he was not worried about
the number of candidates.
"I think the quality is of greater
importance than the numbers, and I
think we have excellent quality and
a representative number," he said.
Ockerman said the presidential
search committee is likely to
reduce the pool of candidates to
about a dozen contenders at its
June 12 meeting. The board may be
ready to name a new president by
October, he said.
Interim President Charles
Wethington was the only applicant
identified Thursday during the
search committee's third meeting.
Ockerman, who also is chairman
of the committee, said he
announced that Wethington was
seeking the job "purely. because
Dr. Wethington has stated publicly
that when he made the decision it
would be a public matter."
Wethington, who was an unsuccessful finalist in the previous
search, received "a number of different nominations," Ockerman
said.

Pleasure boaters
warned of debris
in flooding Ohio

NNE I,

Watch Out Wall Street!

NASA discovers tiny leak
in craft but not main one
CAPE'CANAVERAL, Fla.(AP)
— NASA workers found a tiny
leak in Columbia's rear engine
compartment Thursday, but judged
it too small to have caused the
hydrogen leak that delayed, the
shuttif latInCh,
"The feeling is at this point
that's probably not what they're
looking for," said Bruce Buckingham, a spokesman for the National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration.
The search continued until late
afternoon, then was halted so Columbia's on-board fuel tanks could
be drained. Officials planned to
increase pressure on the shuttle's
external tank, which was filled
with nonflammable helium, to find
the main leak, Buckingham said.
At a news conference in
Washington, NASA administrator
Richard Truly said a special test —
using another gas chilled to a liquid state — might have to be run
"because the leak appeared only
when the temperature got so cold."
The external tank was being
filled with more than a half-million
gallons of super-cold liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen Tuesday
when the leak was detected. NASA
called off the launch, set for 12:38
a.m. EDT Wednesday, and drained
the explosive propellant. Truly called the news conference
to announce that NASA has
launched a program to solicit new
and innovative ideas to carry out
President Bush's call for establishing a manned base on the moon
and sending a human expedition to
Mars in the next 30 years.
He named retired Air Force Lt.
Gen. Thomas P. Stafford, a veteran
of two Gemini and two Apollo

FRIDAY,

'SLEEPING,DRINKING FOUNTAIN,
LUNal AND DAYDREAMING "
CONGRATULATIONS, SIR!

IT'S NOT POLITE M ONE OF
TO MAKE FUN YOUR 6REATE5T
OF PEOPLE,
ADMIRERS,
MARCIE..
SIR'
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NANCY
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Common desert animal tracks

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Rita —
4 Majority
8 Sheep cry
11 Muse of
history
12 Great Lake
13 Vase
14 XVII x III
15 Marry
17 Talked idly
19 Sum up
21 Young boy
23 Insect egg
24 Flesh
26 Cut branches
from tree
28 Clever
31 Derek,
Hopkins and
Jackson
33 Drink slowly
35 Regret
36 "Let it —"
38 Own
41 Sodium
Symbol
42 Sudsy brew
44 Hawaiian

wreath
45 Chicago's st.
47 Tolled
49 Damp
51 Twelve
months
54 George
Burns'
role
56 Quarrel
58 Mr. Vigoda
59 Declared
62 Conducted
64 Latin
conjunction
65 Pig
66 Cook in hot
water
68 Eye
amorously
70 Hurricane center
71 Actress
Harper
72 Pedal digit

1 Move gently
and smoothly

50,POC., HOW 15MCAT?
HE'LL LIVE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ABA SPOON APE
MIL CRANE DAY
ATE RETE LODE
CRASH PO
PL EPI SETTEE
RED EDUCATORS
OVID ELA ODAS
DESIGNERS SSE
SECRET ETA ED
TM SCRIM
PRAY MORO OWL
OUR OELOW SEE
TEE SUEWS TEA
2 Three-toed
sloth
3 Cut
4 Commemorative disk
5 Alternative

word
6 Drink slowly
7 Gull-like

bird
8 Bread spread
9 Metric
measure
10 In addition
11 Bivalve
mollusk
16 Spanish
- article
18 Succor
20 Bespatter
22 Detailed

althl CAV156

I

BEETLE BAILEY
SOME PAY
I'LL TELL
7HAT OLD

-17:D
TALK
TO YOU,
IR

BiDDY -OFF!
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•
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id la ill kil

id

III

NUU

SHE5 NOT
ON THE
PHONE

BLONDIE
MAT'S APRETTY BAD
COLO YOU NAVE,
MR RiumSTEAL)

report

COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
1
2
rain-swollen Ohio River has
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
created a potentially dangerous
12
13
situation for boaters because of 11
driftwood and caused costly disrup- 14
15 lid
17
tions to construction along the
19
20
banks.
21
23
"I would not recommend that
26
26
pleasure boaters go out on the river 24U25
kil
Mil
because of the debris until at least
34
35
the weekend of June 9-10," said
'U
iiIIU
Chief Peuy Officer Jeff Gradel of viai
111
41
the U.S. Coast Guard in Cincinnati.
3a•
44
45
Flooding has idled construction 42
ill
II
workers -building the park for the 47
II
49
WI
multimillion-dollar Covington
i
ill.
Landing floating entertaimucut
comploi.
111111111
"The whole thing's under water.
--We're- very-Milted InIeWitie ciñ - as
iii
id
aid
do," said Pat Habel, who is in
charge of building concrete overlooks and pedestrian ramps.

HAND
ME
THE
PHONE

25 Cover
27 — a la mode
29 Merriment
30 Afternoon
social
32 The sun
34 Greek letter
36 Prohibit

.
."HE BOSS COULD'VI
GorrEN ALONG
wiTHOUT ADU
SNir
I KNOW
TkAr

37 Guido's high
note
39 Stitch
40 Stallone
nickname
43 Pledge;
involve
46 Meadow
48 Obtained
50 Fees
52 While poplar
53 Nerve
network
55 Amount owed
57"— Are the
World"
59 ili
vtawgzd

50',Cu SHOT HIM. IF NE PIED,
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MODER.HE W45 ONLY vi0t1CIfC7.
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Notice

Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, No. 89-CI-096. Calloway Circuit Court First
National Bank of Mayfield Plaintiff, versus Dan McDaniel et. al. defendant
NOT1CJE OF SALE
OideforM
1 e-ortNerilloway Circuit Cetittletidered- By virtue orijaagnignt atid.
at the April 27 Term thereof 1990,in the above cause, for the total sum of Thirteen
Thousand Five Hundred Sixty-Six And 23/100Dollars, with interest thereon at the
rate as indicated belowuntil paid and its cost therein!shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Court House door in the City of Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at
ipublic auction on the llth day of June, 1990, at 11:00 O'clock a.m. or thereabout,
upon a credit of 30 days, the following described property, to-wit:
One lotor parcelofland at907 Olive Street, Murray.Kentucky,and beginning atthe
Northwest corner of a lot conveyed by Vergie H. Stubblefield to Maggie Osbron;
thence South 200 feet: thence West 75 feet; thence North 200 feet; thence East 75
feet to the beginning, less 50 feet off the south end to Lonnie Shroat.
Being the same real estate conveyed to Dan McDaniel,a single person,by deed from
Rodney Eaker.dated February 29,1988,and recorded in Deed Book 171.page 2051
in the Calloway County Clerk's office.
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025
Personals
$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed! No credit check. No
deposit! Cash advances!
Also easy VISA/MC, no deposit! Free call.
1(800)234-6741, anytime.

THE PURCHASER IS REQUIRED TO ASSUME AND PAY ALL TAXES
ASSESSED AGAINST THIS PROPEKTY FOR THE YEAR 1989 AND ALL
SUBSEQUENT YEARS.
*S10,681.30 with interest at the rate of 10% per annum from 4/25/89 until date of
judgment and at the legal rate thereafter until paid plus plaintiffs cost herein
expended and attorneys fees.
$2,221.43 with interest thereon at the rate of 12% per iumum from 12/4/87 untilpaid
plus costs therein expended shown as Case No.89-C-I68 in the Calloway District
Court.
$663.60 with interest thereon at the rate of 21% per annum from October 25. 1988,
until paid in full and courtcosts previously expended in the amount of$49 shown as
Case No. 87-C-114 in the Calloway District Court.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and having the force
_ .and effect of a lodgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth of Kentucky. No. 89-CI-172, Calloway Circuit Court Bright
Mortgage Company plaintiff, versus Donald H. Snyder et. at. defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court rendered
at the February9Term thereof 1990,in the above cause,for the sum ofTwenty-Nine
Thousand Six Hundred Sixteen and 68/100($29,616.68)Dollars. with interest at the
rate of 11.5% per annum from April 1. 1988 until February 9, 1990,Twelve per cent
per annum from the 9th day of February 1990, until paid and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in the County of Calloway.
Kentucky to the highest bidder, at public auction on the llth day of June 1990. at
10:00 O'clock a.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of 2,500 cash with balance to be
paid in 60 days, the following described property, to-wit:
A 0.289 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray.
Kentucky, located at 213 South Eleventh Street in the,City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest comer of the herein described tract of land and the
Northwest corner of the Helen Hounshell Property,Deed Book 160,Card 1722,said
point being an existing iron pipe 20.00 feet East of the centerline of South Eleventh
Street and 262.50+/ feet North of the centerline of Vine Street; thence. North 1
degree 00'00" West. 87.52 feet with the East side of South Eleventh Street to an
existing.iron pipe at the.NorthwesLcomer_Of.the herirtAescribed trac.t_of land,.
thence, North 89 degrees 0701" East. 14169 feet with the _Marland Harris South
Property Line, Deed Book 161 Card 201 to a#4 re-bar set at the Northeast corner of
the herein described tract ofland;thence. South 1 degree 07'33" East 87.50 feet with
the Edward McKeel West Property Line, Deed Book 117, Page 602, to an existing
iron pipe at the southeast confer of the hereitudescribed tract of land; thence South
89 degrees 0627" West - 143.88 feet with the Helen Hounshell North Property Line,
Deed Book 160, Card 1722, to the point -of beginning.
Being the same property conveyed to Defendant, Donald H. Snyder by deed dated
June 14, 1985 and recorded on microfilm in Book 167, card 88 in the office of the
Clerk of County Court of Calloway County. Kentucky.
For the purchase price, the purchaser Must execute bond, with approved
securities, bearing legal interest from the day of sale, until paid,and having the force
and effect of a judgment. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly with these
terms.
Jean Miller
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
20
Public Notice
City of Hazel will
hold a Public Hearing
on Monday. June 4,
1990, at 7:00 p.m. in
the City Hall, Hazel,
on budget and use of
Road Aid and LGEA
Comments
Funds.
and suggestions welcome.

Notice

MRS. THERESA
Psychic, Reader and
AdsKor
Can help you
through all
problems & affairs.
Lose, Nlarriage.
Business or health
r all for appointment

554-7904
Located at: 3210
Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 4200f
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SON OR DAUGHTER
AGE 197
Unless still in School
College, theu
or
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates. For free information call:

Make
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753-1916

Lordy,
Lordy,
Look
Who's

40!
_.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance 753-4199

FOXHOUND, female
white, with few black spots,
was wearing identifying col
lar Lost on Kirby Jennings
Trail. Call 436-5526 or D B.
Grubbs.
LOST Golden Retriever,
male, reddish -brown,
wearing camoflage collar
but no ID, 94W Doran Rd
area Call 753-6308

ADDRESSERS wanted immediately! No experience
necessary. Excellent pay!
Work at home. Call tollfree: 1-800-395-3283.
DRIVE for more get more
miles get home every two
weeks get more benefits. If
you're good enough to
drive tractor/trailer over the
road for M.S. Carriers,
you're good enough to
drive the best equipment
out there and bring home
more money, more often.
You're good enough to
earn up to $45,000 a year
and get more respect from
the company that puts drivers first Get To A Phone
6 1 5 - 24 4 - 1 892 ,
800-231-5209 M.S Carriers Delivering Your
Future
HELP_ WANTED - . NUTRITIONISTS Be a member of
a new team in health and
nutrition services in-Western Kentucky! The Purchase District Health Department is seeking nutritionists to provide counseling
and educational services to
women and children. Most
clients also receive other
health services in Local
Health Centers throughout
the Purchase Area. Job duties also include inservice
education for staff and
other professionals. Attractive work hours and fringe
benefits. Automoble is required, with frequent localtravel and orra_sional overnight trips. Possible classifications include Nutritionists
with minimum salary range of $8.62-9 05/hr.,
depending on education,
experience, and level of
responsiilities. Minimum of
10% increase by the end of
the first year Written examination is required for
some classifications. Master's and/or RD eligible required by program standards. Applications may be
secured at PDHD Administrative Offices, 916 KY
Ave., in Paducah, or 320 N
7th Street in Mayfield, or
area Health Centers Call
(502) 444-9625 or
247-1490 for additional information EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER.
HELP wanted at The Hitching Post to work at gift shop
in Aurora. For interview call
474-2266

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expanding See our
coins, silver dollars, proof
sets and hobby supplies at
the Home Run Hobby
Shop, 603 S 4th St. We
also have a full selection of
coins at the Treasure
House (Murray), Ox-Yoke
(Hazel), Old Tobacco
PAINTERS - must have mi- Towne (Mayfield) and Mernimum 2 years experience cantile (Aurora). Blue Door
Steady work Apply at Antiques (Hazel) offers our
Black's Decorating 701 S foreign coins and paper
4th St or call 753 0839
money We appraise estates and actively buy
RECEPTIONIST, secret
ary, telephone operator, full coins. 753-4161.
time, established profes- COMPLETE set Wilson LT
sional firm. Reply to: PO golf clubs with bag ExcelBox 1040A, Murray, Ky. lent condition $175. Hi42071
tatchi AM/FM cassette
UP to $15 hour processing player with automatic remail weekly check guaran- verse and music search, 6
teed Free details, write, programmable memory
SD, 1057 W. Philadelphia, Excellent condition $200
Suite 230-TKY Ontario, Ca- 753-8133.
lif 91762.
ONE experienced waitress,
full time, day shift Experienced cook, full or part
time, one cook's helper
Top pay plus fringe benefits Ky Lake Lodge Restaurant, Hwy 68 in Aurora. Ky Apply in person at
restaurant

155
The Murray Independent School District is Currently accepting applications
for the following
position:
Secretary, MurrAy
Elementary School
Robertson Center.
Interested persons
should submit a letter
of application by
12:00 pm on Friday,
June 8, 1990 to:

Murray Board
of Education
814 Poplar Street
\-lurra, KY 42071

090
Situation
Wanted
DEPENDABLE lawn mowing and trimming
753-7639
WILL babysit. 753-6519.
WILL clean houses or offices. Hours flexible. Have
references. Call 436-5375
or 753-0249 after 5pm. Ask
for Pam.
WILL do house cleaning.
436-26497—
WILL stay with sick or elderly. Live in or out, full or
part-time. 753-0785.
WILL take care of elderly
sick, nights Call 753-4590
for information

L

mall.'
Cali
436-2263

ELECTROLUX: Genuine
Electrolux bags and service Have new, and some
old, vacuums 753-5568.
GAS stove 30in. white.
Made by Brown New Still
Linder warranty. Used only
3 mo $250 759-9935 after
5pm
ISO
Horn*
Furnishings
3 MOBILE homes full o
new and used furniture for
sale, 'cheap " Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal
3 PIECE LR suit, coffee
table, 2 end tables, 5 piece
oak dinette set, microwave,
waterbed All in excellent
condition 901-247-5542
after 5pm.
SPECIALS - Used living
room, den, and kitchen
chairs, priced $2 to $4 dollars each. Couches.
$10-$25 each. All beds reduced 20% The time is
right, the price is right. So
see us at 806 Coldwater
Rd. Phone 753-4669,
165
Antiques
ANTIQUES * COL-LEO-FABLES Market, Sunday,
June 3, Cape Girardeau's
Arena Building, 9am to
4pm, 314-334-5153.
190

100

EXCELLENT BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY Local
sub-yogurt shop Doing a
very good business and
lots of growth potential. Call
for
appointment
61'6-524-3388.
STEEL building systems
manufacturer awarding
dealership in select open
areas Starter advertising,
Dealer seminar, Design
and Engineering support
provided Purchase factory
direct at low dealer price
Call 303-759 3200 Extension 2408
VENDING ROUTE
LOCAL GREAT EXTRA
INCOME SELL CHEAP
1 800 950 9200

NTERNATIONAL B tractor
mounted cultivator with fertilizer attachments. John
Deere 2 row planter with
fertilizer attachment 2-12in
bottom plow, 3pt. hitch, 8
row sprayer with 200 gal.
fiberg las tank. All good condition. 753-0610.
MASSEY-FERGUSON 50.
Good condition. Call
492.;.8566 after 5pm.
PERFORMANCE TESTED
Simmental and MaineAnjou crossbred service
age Bulls and Heifers,
ready for breeding. Only
top performance animals
offered for sale. All animals
guaranteed to breed. Smith
Broadbent Farms Cadiz,
KY
42211
Day
(502)235-5182 Night
(502)235-5170.
PORTABLE elevator for
ear corn or hay. Briggs and
Stratton engine. Call
753-9700 after 5pm.

FOR sale or trade 1953
Mercedes, all original, good
upholstery, runs good,
needs paint Irvin Cobb Resort 436-5811

LOVING, Kind, Christian
'Nanny,' needed immedi•&cc I oc al cliwo.cr,
occ•
ately for church nursery for
all weekly services Con- ANTIQUES by the piece or
tact Sheila Nance, East- collections Call 753-9433
BAD Credit') Learn exactly wood Baptist Church, after 5pm
how to fix your credit report 759-1320
- get loans - credit cards.
BUYING aluminum cans,
etc Amazing recorded 13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- battery', scrap metal, copINGS. NEED a lob/ A per and sink cars. KG.1.1
message reveals details
GED? Hope for the future? Recycling 492-8183 days,
305-770-5307
You may quality if: You do 498-8785 nights
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are MOVING cleaning out
between the ages of 16 8 house or sheds, used or
21 We are an E 0 E This antique furniture, glass,
protect is funded by the tools, quilts One piece or
VIDEO DATING Paducah, Western Kentucky Private house :full 642-6290,
Industry Council- JTPA 492-8594 after 6pm
Murray, Benton, Mayfield
Call J.T.P A Out Of School
For comConfidential
SMALL lot in or near town
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
plete details send SASE
to build small home on
to P V S PO Box 1911, 8a m -11:30a m
After 6pm, 759 4151
Murray, Ky 42071
NEEDED LPN/RN 3-11
1 511
shift, excellent benefits, full
Atliclis
time position. Apply in perFor Salo
son 9-5 Mon-Fri at Haws
Memorial, Holiday Lane,
1989 WOODS cornmeraal
Fulton, Ky.
mower with 241 hours on it
NOW hiring Shoney's Inn Has Kubota diesel engine
Apply in person
and 61* mower deck
437-4171
WAITRESS needed at
TC431,2amily Restaurant. HOSPITAL bed with mat
Apply in person, 901 Col- tress, has monkey bars and
dwater Rd
full length hand rails $200,
$75-753-3889.
WENDY'S is now hiring day whaotehaa,
help Applyiff WIMys UNUSED 41n. belt virvder
Murray 2-4pm, Mon, Tue., on stand with motor, $75
Wed
753-2234

People who
would be
interested in
renting space

Appliances

Farm
Equipment
Business
Opportunity

-110

320
anions
For Salo

POOL SUPPLIES. From 2BR duplex in Northwood
chemicals to parts, sup- $285/mo. 759-4406
plies, and accessories.
APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
Above ground to m-ground 2 bedroom, near downpools, water testing avail- town. Lease required.
able llb shock $1 99, al753-4109
gaecide $7.95, pace sticks
Pool
&
9lbs $29.95. CJ's
Patio, 106 N 4th St Murray, 759-1911.
WE buy junk batteries 62
per automotive unit 87 No
3br, 1 bath, Stella area No
Main Benton, Ky
pets 753-6825, evenings
527-7122
NICE 2BR house and also
a 1BR apartment Both recently remodeled Lease
20
required 753-4109
Businsse
Services
•
380
PRIVATE Investigator with
Psis
22 years city and state inSupplies
vestigation experience.
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil AKC Cocker Spaniel pup'Personal or Corporate pies 1 male, 9 weeks, $75
'Missing Persons. Your 1-328-8715.
needs, our specialty. Call AKC puppies, various
Confidential Investigations,
breeds 901-746-5355
(502)753-2641.
AKC Registered Dashsund
and Dalmation puppies
901-352-2416 nights,
270
901-986-3693, days
Hobbs
Homes For Sale
BOXER bull puppies.
14010 MOBILE Home with 437-4442
urniture and appliances
FREE REWARD for good
Call 753-8262 after 5pm
students. Show me a report
1983 14x65 mobile home card with at least one'A'or
with 17 acres Call a "Er average and get a
kitten and box of Kitten
437-4418
Chow tree Call 489-2504
1989 CAVALIER trailer - evenings and be ready to
3br, 2 bath, set up in Fox fall in love with a beautiful
Meadows. Immediate pos- pet
session, $18,500 West
Kentucky Properties LARGE dog to be given to
good home in country,
759-1161
fenced place Is house
3BR, 2 bath double wide on trained also. Call 753-8938
1 acre. Decks, pool, satel- days, after 3pm 436-2617
lite, outbuilding, and much
more. $29,900 759-4778. Peg's Dog Grooming
753-2915
MUST Sell! 1982 14x60
2br, 2 bath mobile home WRINKLES GALORE!
and lot Newly decorated, Chinese Shar-Pei puppies CSPCA registered, sixnew well, near lake
$16,500 or best offer weeks-old, shots, wormed,
home-raised - pointed OFA
436-5358 after 5pm
sire on site - pets begin at
$250 - breeders begin at
280
$600- sold by contract only
- deposits being accepted
Mobile
now - terms available Homes For Rent
1-901-642-4681 or
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished 1-901-642-0610 (message
or unfurnished Some new only)
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned.
.110
Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Public
Sale
RENT or rent to own 2BR
OMB- in Getaway
al developRecreab
1710 Holiday Dr.
able to ren
rs
For information call
Sat. 7-6
753-2613, after 5 30pm
rained on
week
Last
753-0840
our day- we're trying
again- Rain or Shine.

Yard Sale

Kid's clothes - boys, OTT, girls, 0-6X, 25' per
piece or 50' per outfit

Business
Rentals
BUSINESS or office building next to University 309
N 16th St. Formerly the
University Barber Shop
Day 753-1953, night
753-0870.
SPACE suitable for small
office or apartment located
near MSU on Coldwater
Road. 753-9393.
STORAGE Building.
1850soft with a loading
dock and a double door.
Prime location. Call
753-8809.
320
Apartments
For Rent

New items added
this week.

Carport Sale
Sat., June 2nd
514 Beale Street
7 a.m.-12:00 noon
Rain or Shine
Clothes-all sizes, irons,
window screening (tin
used) glassware, beds
preads, baby stroller,
curtain rods, other Items

1&2 BR apartment fully
furnished. Heat and water
ncluded. 759-1743 after
5pm, 759-1999 days
1BR duplex, unfurnished,
new carpet, no pets References Lease and deposit
$250/mo 753-3913

2BR apartment near University No pets 753-5992
2BR brick duplex, carport
and storage, summer yard
care $450/mo Call
753-7618

PIANO For Sale - Wanted:
Responsible party to assume small monthly payments on piano. See locally Call credit manager
1-800-447-4266.
240
Idiscellaneous
2 ADULT interment spaces
in Garden of Everlasting
Life Murray Memorial Garden $1,000. Call FreedHardeman University
901-989-6009
LARGE,large, large,heuseelee.
bon of larger size s
buildings in stock, ready for
7i!1"71"
esde
txleri.
:,-:1D-le
reivieloini
ent
oivs
wen
74oFno
rviiti
ii

FURNISHED 2br basement apartment on lake
$200/mo, $100 deposit
Available June 15 No pets
Call 436-2402
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
NICE 2br apartment
'4 block from campus No
pets Deposit and lease
7519393
R hleudse.1 .b02
fa
urnis
th,
1.4
NICE9
7
3BR apartment 1-3BR
near MSU Days 753-6111,
entl
F15,317
Hik
6
137
beth:
°Pm3c
renv
after
VERnY
hio
n3ii:

Buildings, Mayfield, Ky
appliances furnished C41,247-7831
,, man R E 753-9898

3 Party

Yard Sale

Wang

From Murray Hwy. 94F.
about 11 mi. to Hwy. 1344
irigh“ led place on left,
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m..?
Lass af baby atm, pis 012
maatbs-braad BUILIC{Cakalcoodi
LICC -GO= Me*, Cl 51 0, •CIIIClik
Jades &

(isrp sues also),

clod= ranota oak clot

boy

pro,

door oFfers, bid% madam,
250R 3-alsoder, 12 p
chot guo telloader,calla maker, Ulf ailed Cl, much, comb mom

lam, 1981

4 Party

Garage Sale
& Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Rain or Shine
11 miles on 94E turn right
on 1346, follow signs.
Bedroom suite, dishes,
bedspreads,
linens,
innkets,
clothing-all
sues, lots of misc.

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
A little bit of everything plus wicker
chairs & table with 2
sets of cushions.

627 Broad Ext.

Imam

aura

Yard
Sale
Sat., June 2
8-?
307 Broach
Moved to smaller
place,
stuff
misc

to

much
Rattan,

PORCH
SALE
Sat., June 2
7-?
219 South 11th
St.
Antiques, comic
books, toys, dolls
collectables,
&
clothes

Bo
di:
tra
rric
lot

1BR furnished apartment
E -Z-GO Golf Carts, close to University and hosElectric Softball & baseball pital Some utilities paid.
batting cages now open
Cell 753-8756 or 753-4012.
North 16th St 753-1152, at
2BR,
2 bath apartment,
Sullivan's Par 3 golf course
central heat and air,
washer/dryer hook-up, no
210
pets References required.
753-3949
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

Pubk
Salo

Apertments
For Rent

Moving Sale
1521
Oxford Dr.
Canterbury
8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Saturday
June 2nd

Garage
Sale

'Sawa

(2 Party)
Sat. Only, June 2
6:30 a.m. till ?
1541 Canterbury
(Corner of Tabard)
Lots of misc.
items
Rain or Shine

Yard Sale

111.•••

3 Parties

Fri. & Sat.
Overby Rd.
Left off 121 S.

8 p.m.

?

41

Rain or Shine
Antiques, 2 sofas (I hidaway), many clothes
(M & W), toys, dishes,
100's
knick knacks

H)

NEW HOSPITAL INSURANCE
PLAN FOR 1990
We may be able to save you 30 to 40% on
your Major Medical Insurance premium. Our
ICH Company,Union Bankers, has designed a
Major Hospital Surgical Plan due to the rising
cost of all Major Medical plans on the market
today. If you are in good health, rarely go to the
doctor, have not been in the hospital in several
years and do not take any prescription medicine, this maybe the policy for you. It does not
pay for prescription medicine or officecalls but
does cover outpatient surgery and unlimited
hospital confinement benefits. Our most popular plan has a $250 deductible
i
and offers a
15% non-smoker discount. The current nonsmoker rate at age 60 is $90 per month per
person and even less at younger ages.
Fora price quote call Sharon McConnell at,

sh
in
Hi
M1

a.
on
PI

wi
cc
fu

rn
ioi
Sy
in
SO:

McConnell Insurance Agency
7)53-4199
•

Li
pa

Hopkinsville
Savings Building
7th at Main, Murray, Kentucky

•
aia b•
:
:. 12"

FRIDAY,

CLASSIFIEDS
.110

-110

410

sac

Garage
Sale
94 East to 497
turn 1/2 mile,
trailer on left.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.
Furniture, clothes,
knick knacks, etc.

yard
$ate
Fri, & Sat.
N. 641 to 1824,3
miles N.on right.
Baby, Children &
clothes,
adult
house
toys,
plants, hair bows,
motorcycle.

Big
- Yard Sale
Sat., June 2
8:00 till ?
1319 Poplar
Furniture, children's &
adult clothing, dishes,
linens, toys, lawn
mower & much more
NO EARLY SALES'

t130

2 Party

Yard
Sale
2220 Quail

Yard Sale
Saturday
7 a.m. - ?
Woodgate Estates
S/D off Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Piano, lots of sm. children's clothes & toys,
household items, stereo,
upnght chairs

4 Party
Yard Sale
Jnct. of
Hwy. 94 E & 280
East Y Subd.
Saturday
8 a.m.-?

Creek Drive

Carport
Sale
Rain or Shine
1608 Belmont Dr.
Sat., June 2
8 - 12
Antique drop leaf
kitchen table & 4
chairs,
boys
clothes, toys

=6

Yard Sale
Sat., June 2
8-?
16 Riviera Cts.
Fleetwood Circle off 641
Books, maternity clothes,
dishes, 4-wheeler, 2-wheel
trailer, push mowers, riding
mower, tools. tires &
wheels, washing machine,
lots & tots Of misc.

=6

Yard
Sale
1502 Parklane

Sat., June 2nd
9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Baby & children's
clothes, assorted
items.
Cancel if rain.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

=IP

Multiple Family
Yard Sale
Sat., June 2
1 block north of
Almo Post Office.
Household items,
lg. size women's
clothing, weed eater, truck tires,
and more.

Yard
Sale
Sat. Only
8 - 12
228 S. 15th
Albums, auto supplies, electronic
items, tools, misc.
Cancel if rain.

Si(.. June 2

8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.

— Big Discounts On
Saddles, Belts, Buckels,
iM11,
40-Weh4

•

mi from Murray)

759-4408

ATTENTION

The David A. Vaughan
Memorial Scholarship Info.
To raise money for the scholarship two separate benefits are being planned. The first is a Murray
High Speakeasy presented by the
MHS Speech Team that David was
a member of. Presentations will be
on June 2 & 3 at 8 p.m. at the
Playhouse in the Park. Admission
will be $5 per person and all proceeds will go to the scholarship
fund.
The second benefit is to be a
musical concert presented by various students of the Murray School
System. The concert will be given
in Murray State's Robert E. Johnson Theatre on June 4 at 8 p.m.
Likewise, admission will be $5 per
person and will go to the scholarship fund. _ _
The MHS Senior Class of 1990

:NO

Homes, Mobile Homes
New-Used-Singtes\ Doubles. Fleetwood, North
River,
Franklin
901-644-0012
or
1-800-748-9170 Hwy. 79E.
Paris, Tenn.
BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651,
489-2266
DOUBLE-WIDE by Fleetwood, sale priced $16,995.
Free delivery. 2br with
kitchen appliances_ Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 00 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79,
Pans, Tenn. Open 7 days.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753 1222, toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.
Over 4 million $irkrentory
14's-16's-20's & 28'"wides
beginning $9495. Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170 Pads,
Tenn Hwy 79E.
-USE deed lot niiCtigh dciwFs
payment We have a mobile home for you Single or
double, open 7 days Keith
Baker
Homes
9 0 1 -644-0012,
1-800-748-9170 Hwy 79E
Pads, Tenn_

•

ome e ers
Realty Reeds your
listing. We help
ou sell your home!
ur fee is payable only when
our property is sold
HERE
IS
N(
DVANCE FEE
35.000-539,900 51,50
40,000-549,9V9...$1,700
50,000-559,999 $1800
60,000-569,999...51,900
70,000-579.999 $2.260
80,000-589,999 $2550
90.000-599,999 $2,850

1 We place your hone
i•to Our marketisig systems
We advertise your hone
in the paper each week
3 We kelp buyers obtai•
fissiocisg.
We follow through o•
our sale Gehl it closes
5. We are paid only whe•
the bone sells.
We cam place your
property oil the Multiple
Listing Service.(for as
dditio•al fee)

HAT YOU DO
1. You show your home
(or we'll show it for a
additio•al fee.)
Call for FREE list
of PROPERTIES

21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o
tree tops (triangle bounded
by 3 roads) center of Marshall County. Look down on
Benton's lights! Deer and
wild turkey $62,500 Joe
W. Nanney, 753-9622.
2 lots each 150x200
759-1084
3 LOTS together, located in
East Y subdivision on
Westside Drive Call or see
Roger Hudson, 753-4545
or 753-6763.
LAKEFRONT lots, also lots
near lake and marina
436-5811

25 ACRES bottom land, 8
miles east of Hazel,$7500
492-8548

1513 London Dr. 3BR, 2
bath brick ranch Privacy
fence, deck, many extras.
$89,930. 753-5703.

SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home Double lot, gas heat,
owner financing $59,900.
1613 Farmer. 753-5703
SUPER nice 3br, 2 bath
home on 15 fenced acres.
30x40 shop with attached
shed. Many extras Anderson windows, ceiling fans,
heat pump,stone fireplace,
Jacuzzi, beautiful landscape, excellent neighborhood Southeast of Murray,
5 minutes from Ky. Lake.
436-2105

PRICE REDUCED'
Older home with 4+ bed
rooms, 2 modern baths
eat in kitchen, formal di
ring, sun porch and much
more Phone Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

1985 300ZX loaded, turbo,
dark blue, excellent condition See at 602 Main or call
753-7307
1985 '98 OLDSMOBILE
Regency Broughm. Needs
a little body work Loan
value $6000,asking $2200.
Call 753-7275.
1985 BUICK Regal loaded
901-247-5542 after 5pm
1985 TOYOTA MR2: blue
exterior, black interior, new
tires, sharp car. 70,000
miles, sunroof, reduced
$4800. See at 609 S. 4th or
call 753-9514.
1986 CHEVY Celebrity
Eurospod, local, 1 owner,
ps/pb, air, tilt, cruise.
489-2398 or 489-2351.
1986 OLDS Cutlass
Broughm, 1 owner, 50,000
miles. 1986 Ford Ranger
pickup 753-7634.
1986 TAURUS LX: digital
dash and door entry, all
equipment, 56,000 miles,
$5495 437-4723.

Inc

CARS* TRUCKS
VANS

1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
miles 1988 Taurus GL wa
gon, 46,000 miles. Both
loaded $7950- 41tCh.
437-4723

A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also tree estimates 35 years expen
ence Glen Joiner owner
753-0906

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Savesin those high heating
and cooling bolls Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding.
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

INTERIOR & Exterior
Painting Work guaranteed
Sheetrock repair Free esb
mates Call 436-2299

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
Of 753-6763

1989 OLDS Cutlass Supreme, ps/pb, pw, V-6, AM/
FM stereo and more
16,xxx miles
Call
753-6172 after 5pm
VERY nice 1982 Oldsmobile Cutlass station wagon
PS/pb, air, cruise, Sony
AMIFM cassette and more
354-6138 Hardin
son

Used
Trucks
1950 FORD pickup, no motor, $300, 360 Ford motor,
$100 753-0115
1969 BRONCO, $1500
1984 Ranger V-6, 5-speed,
$2200 489-2399 after
5pm
1972 FORD 750LN, 5
speed, 9ft gravel dump
Very good condition.
$4000 1-354-6433
1978 FORD 1 ton with or
without bed, rough
753-0467
1979 CASE extend-a-hoe
with cab and heater, 2200
hours Excellent condition
$15,000 1-354-6433
1982 FORD F150 short
wheel base truck, $2000
489-2627
1986 TAN Dodge Ram full
size pickup truck, V-8, fully
equipped, excellent condition, $7200 489-2699

YES
Everything
We Sell Is Under
Five Thousand Dollars
Price & Payment Displayed
On Each Vehicle

CARS

1979 yAMAHA 650 Special 1 owner, good condition, 5500 miles $900
753-9984
1981 YAMAHA Maxima
550 5,100 actual miles,
$900 OBO 753-3755.
1982 YAMAHA Virago 920
Garage kept, 7800 miles,
leather saddlebags, adult
driven. $1300 or best offer
492-8846
1984 HONDA Crvic, 4 door,
5 speed with air 435-4318.
1985 HONDA Goldwing
good shape 901-782-3286
after 5 30pm
1986 Virago 1100. 4700
miles, excellent condition.
753-6125.
1987 YAMAHA Warrior
4-wheeler, 350, electric
start, reverse 435-4318
485
Auto
Parts
FOR Sale. Dyer's 671V
blower, 2 Carter carbs, 2
belts, pulleys and linkage,
$1250. 502-247-9921
490
Used

Cars
Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

MUST SELL: 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT; Excellent
Condition, LW13, Blue &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl ,
Auto.; Bedliner; -Super
Nice Truck." 753-1916, Ask
for Greg.

Finonc,ng On The 5,xit

470

3500sq ft. 1 -story brick at
1990 Cavalier 4 Dr
1306 Doran Rd., liv,, din,
Loaded 5273.22 mo*
den wNault ceil & wd
Call Gene at 753-2617
burn tp . 3 full baths. 3
Plus Tax Title 8 License
bdrms &dress area, exercise 8 Jacuzzi rm 7 closets, 36 Mo Ciosed End Lease
Ig kit 8 breakfast area
w/pantry, laund rm Ig 2 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
car garage, ig attractive 88, extra clean Call
753-9832,
brick & quarry tile patio, ig
lot (150'x225') phone
1976 TOYOTA Celica, runs
753-0335 alter 6-00 P M
good, $450, 1974 EL Camino no motor, $300, 1971
BY OWNER: IMMACUMercury Marquis, runs
LATE 2 story, 3-4BR, home
good,
$300 492-8846
in Candlehte Estates 2
bath, 2 car garage, large
walk-in closets Also 2 adjoining lots available
$75,000 Call 753-0864
FOR Sale By Contractor 2
new, 3br, 2 bath houses
located in Martin Heights
Subdivision Buy now and
pock your carpet color Call
753-3903 or 753-3104

1980 MAZDA RX7, red
sunroof, AC stereo,$2750
1500 Canterbury,
753-9710

Services

1989 SILVERADO LWB
bedliner, 16,000 miles,
$11,800. 753-8778 after
5Pm

460
Homo
For Salo

1979 MONTE Carlo,
8&000 miles, $1800
489-2399 after 5pm

'88 Pont. 6000

'4987

'88 Dodge Aries Wgn '4987
'88 Ford Festiva L
'87 Ford Taurus V6

'4987

'87 Chevy Celebrity

'3987

'3987

'87 Plym Horizon

'3987

'86 Isuzu I Marl.'

'3,987

'86 Mustang LX
'86 Cavalier Wgn

'3487

'4987

16 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn.4487
'82 AMC Eagle

'2987

'81 Toyota

'1987

TRUCKS
'87 Dodge Ram

van

'4987

'86 Chevy. Astro Van _41987
'85 Ford Ranger

'4487

'84 Chevy S10

'4987

'84 Gig S15

'4987

'82 Ford Van ..........

'3987

'81 Ford 350

'3987

'81 Ford Van

'3987

'77 Cheri Van

'2487

530
Se rvkes
Offered

REDUCED' Nice 3br,
bath home 4 miles north of
Murray. Natural gas heat
and window A/C New sepbc 753-2703

1150
Finns
For Side

1979 FORD Mustang
hatchback V-6, AC, 73,000
miles, new Ores and battery, good condition
759-1414

510
Services
Offered

1989 FORD Tempo fully
loaded, blue with blue interior, one owner,6,000 miles
Call 901-584-4475 Camden, Tenn.

440
Lots
For Salo

1977 FORD T-Bird in good
condition $1250 or best
offer For more information
call 437-4931 after *30pm

530
Used
Can

6 room house, 1300sq . ft
newly remodeled, carport,
furnished. 3./i miles out 1987 PONTIAC Grand Am,
121 South Junction of 893, 4 door. 753-0489 or
489-2570
$19,000 759-1661.

Motorcycles

Shirts, and More.

Bridles to Britches

Hwy. -94E,

4BR Fleetwood. super
nice-with footers. A/C & appliances $37,995. Plywood
floors, tree delivery, Keith
Baker
Homes
90 1 - 6 4 4 - 0 0 1 2 ,
1-800-748-9170.

10 ACRE mini farm with 2
or 3 bedroom house, 20
miles west Just off 94W
Call 1-247-0469 after 5pm.

Porch Sale

753-0375
505 S. 12th St

WHAT WE DO

(Behind Gatesborough
Off Johnny Robertson
Rd.)
Sat., June 2nd , ASK about sepbc, electric
and water hookup. Keith
7 a.m.-12 Noon . Baker Homes. Mobile

Yard Sale
Saturday 7 a.m.
No Sales Before
7 a.m.
218 Brentwood
Between South 15 &
16 off of Poplar
Old cash register,
barber
chair,
Home
Interior,
clothes & lots of
misc. items.

Real
Estate

don

Used
Can

Homes
For Sale

HOMESELLERS
REALTY

24ft. CAMPER, sleeps 6,
$2100. 489-2399 after
5pm
520
Boats
,8 Motors
14f1 ENSIGN fiberglas
boat with 50hp Johnson
$11,400 489-2399 after
5pm
16tt RUNABOUT Glastron
with 85hp Evinrude, $1500
753-1493
1977 ASTRO Day Cruise
Jet boat, 21ft , 327 Berkley
Jet pump Must sell
1-382-2213
CHEETAH Runabout
1988, 19ft , 165hp I/O See
at Lee Marine
200hp Evinrude 77 model
for sale or trade or
85-115hp. 753-8731
PONTOON boat slips for
rent Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more informa
Don call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221

HIGH grass headaches Problems with weeds Call
us for help Bushhogging,
mowing, trimming and tree
removal 492 8254 for tree
estimates

Offered

Jim's Hauling 8 Sanitation
Service (city or county)
You call we haul 436-5574

ALPHA Builders- Carpentry, remodeling, porches, JOES Lawncare Residenroofing, concrete, drive- tial & Commercial Mowing
ways painting, mainte- and Trimming 345-2312
nance, etc Free estimates
KENNEY Travis Trucking
489-2303
gravel, dirt, fill sand and
APPLIANCE SERVICE
white rock Call 759-1039
Kenmore. Westinghouse. evenings
Whirlpool 30 years experience Used Appliances KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
grain formica, all colors
BACKHOE Service ROY Free estimates Wulffs ReHILL Junior Thorn, opera- covery, Murray 436-5560
tor 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways, LAKESHORE Construction
home remodeliog,
hauling foundations, etc
residential/commercial re759 4664
novaoon, plumbing, conBLOCK 8 brick 8 concrete crete, trim/frarne carpentry
finishing, Driveways, por- 436-5598
ches new foundations, and
LEE'S CARPET CLEANchimney and repair work
ING For all your carpet &
753-5476
upholstery cleaning For a
CONSTRUCTION New free estimate call
homes, framing, additions, 753-5827 Satisfied
garages, patios, decks, re- references
modeling, solar greenhouses 753-0563 Tripp LICENSED electrician
Williams, Twin Lakes James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
Builders.
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835

Give,

American Heart
Association
wFoE fGr,
^fr3 r-7's
,05-tJr-E
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing'? Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759 9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203
BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Wilhams 489 2663.

MASON with 3 years expenence seeks employ
ment Call 435-4161
tviOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668
PAINTING Paper Hanging Danny Robinson
753-0616

ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal, yard mowing
driveway sealing Call
436-5895, 753-7036
SHANE'S Quality Painting
and Wallpapering Service
Free estimates, reasonable
prices 753-8455
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower com
pefitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nit°, 753.5484
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 912, 1 5
Mon -Fr,, 753-0530
WE specialize in remodel
ing and roofing Call
474-8064 after 6pm
WILDEY'S Welding Port
able and Shop Hwy 12'
Coldwater 4.89-2125
WILL break and disk gar
den also landscape, level
driveway. bushhog Free
estimate 4.36-5430
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435-4169
WYATT Masonary brick
block, stone or concrete
will do any type of large or
small Jobs 753 2056

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

550
Feed
II Seed

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch 8 deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

300 BALES of orchid grass
hay 753 6864

RED gravel, dirt, sand,
mulch Call Of see Roger
Hudson 753-4545

Free
Column

560

FREE kittens 436-5866

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

•
CUSTOM IMCNEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

GENERAL Repair, plumbing roofing, tree work
436 2642

Custom Woodworking

GRASS getting away while
mechanics play'? Why wait
weeks'? We'll repair your
lawrvgarden equipment
quickly and expertly Midway Small Engine Repair.
492-8543

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop

by &

see

our showroom

GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and com
mercal continuous gutters
installed for your specifica
lions Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing Free estimates. 759-1683.
I HAUL away washing machines dryers, dishwashers tree limbs, etc
Reasonable Air conditioners hauled free I buy alumi
num batteries, copper
436-2374

*ON

This neat 3 bedroom home is for you! Maintenance
free vinyl siding and trim, partial basement, gas
heat for low utilities. $43,250

Kopperud Realty
711 Main

753-1222

Have You Been Turned
Down Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK

o

We sell dependable,
affordable cars to people
who want to establish or
re-establish their credit.
Low Weekly Payments
0111Or Locations:
Mayfield Paducah
See

(. I

n, Britshjw
.

1113 Sycamore
Murray
759-4999

Ugd"

Nov that we are enterin2 our "garage sale seasoll'.
VC want you to be inlormed on our policies.
We do work 2 days in advance to better serve
you. Deadlines are 31).M. Mon.-Fri. and InA.N1.
on Sat. Yard sales do have to be paid in advance
and are $7.50 per day.

IOW*
New three bedroom, two bath on large lot Appliances,
ciling fans, family room and garage Central heat & ww.
Sh4,900 00

S. 12th at Sycamore
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Treasury: Federal loans in danger

r•

.- .
•

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
aging of the Baby Boom generation, the end of rapidly accelerating
home prices and an economic slowdown threaten the health of the
nation's largest providers of mortgage financing, a government
report said Thursday.
. Both the Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae) and
:tie Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corp. (Freddie Mac) are vulnerable
to these trends, according to a
480-page report by the Treasury
Department.
Together, the two congressionally chartered, shareholder-owned
enterprises finance one in every
four of the nation's single-family
home purchases. They buy mortgages, hold some and repackage
most into securities for resale to
investors.
In last year's savings and loan
law, Congress ordered the Treasury
Department to evaluate the risks
posed to taxpayers from a default
by Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and
seven other government-sponsored
enterprises which back loans to
home-buyers, students and farmers.
The Treasury Department forwarded its recommendations for
improving federal oversight of the
enterprises to Congress two weeks
ago. but Thursday's report provided the first look at the Bush
administration's evaluation of indi-

vidual organizations.
"None of the (governmentsponsored enterprises) are in imminent danger, but obviously some
are stronger and some are weaker,Treasury Undersecretary Robert
Glauber said.
Two housing enterprises — Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac —
account for about three-quarters of
the $863 billion in governmentbacked debt outstanding at the end
of last year.
In general, Freddie Mac received
a more favorable evaluation. The
report said Fannie Mae needed a
bigger cushion of capital from its
shareholders to insulate taxpayers
from risk. It said the Treasury had
concerns in the long run with Freddie Mac because its capital standard does not discourage risktaking.
Three trends during the 1980s —
rapid inflation of housing prices, an
ample supply of first-time home
buyers from the Baby Boom generation and the fast growth in the
conversion of mortgages into tradeable securities — have effectively
insulated Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac from an economic downturn,
the study said.
However, all three trends are
ending, it said. For Fannie Mae, the
"biggest credit risk is a regional or
national economic slowdown." the
report added.

It said Fannie Mae was more
vulnerable to swings in interest
rates and said a change of 4 or 5
percentage points could wipe out
Fannie Mae's net worth if it were
forced to revalue its holdings periodically according to their market
values
Both enterprises maintain they
are well-positioned to withstand an
economic downturn, but the Treasury criticized the "stress tests" the
two devised. It said the tests,
intended to show how the enterprises would fare during a recession, depend too heavily on statistical assumptions that may not prove
true.
The Treasury also noted that
Fannie Mae has concentrated
slightly more than half of its activity in just five states — California,
New York, Florida, New Jersey
and Texas.
David Jeffers, Fannie Mae vice
president, said his organization has
already launched a program to bolster its capital, but he rejected the
notion that it needed to radically
change its operations. He said Fannie Mae was well-diversified
geographically.
"We have demonstrated our
ability to manage (our) business in
a prudent and profitable way. We
don't see any need to change the
course we're on," he said.

Pennsylvania court could give ammo
to efforts to bar use of phone devices
NEW YORK (AP) — A Pen,N,Aania court d..cision barring a
L company from installing
that alert customers to the
of incoming calls could
ammunition to those trying
the service elsewhere„
said Thursday.
Itie Caller ID service has been
7!:.
as an invasion of privacy
1
hut praised by supporters
to detect unwanted calls
the response of emergen,:,
Commonwealth
-i!ed Wednesday that Bell of
may not offer the ser.
the grounds that it is an
of privacy and violates
sate --haws on wiretapping and
phone-number tracing.
Bell of Pennsylvania said it
r:s.:izlit appeal to the state Supreme
Ccurt.
laniori Goldman, an attorney
th the American Civil Liberties
Union, said the decision "changes
the nature of the debate" over
Caller ID.
Most groups with concerns about
s.‘ania

Structure fire
out on arrival
A structure fire at 102 Williams
Street Thursday morning did little
damage, according to a report from
the Murray Fire Department.
According to the report. residents reported a fire in the kitchen
of the home around 11:54 a.m. The
blaze was out on arrival and fire/hen cleared smoke from the home
with exhaust fans, a spokesperson
said.

the service, such as the ACLU,
have said they will not oppose it if
the phone companies provide a way
for customers to block their numbers from appearing on Caller ID
screens when they place calls.
But the Pennsylvania court went
beyond such concerns in finding
that Caller ID as a concept violates
state laws, with or without the
number-blocking devices.
Ms. Goldman said the ruling, by
implication, could mean Caller ID
services are illegal in other states
that have similar wiretap and
number-tracing laws.
She said the ACLU is pressing
for Congress to enact federal legislation regulating Caller ID services.
Bills to do so are pending in the
House and Senate.
Bell of Pennsylvania does not
plan to provide blocking devices
for most customers, including those
with unlisted numbers. Such
devices would be provided only to
domestic-violence shelters and law
enforcement agencies.
The phone company argues that
blocking devices would negate the
usefulness of the service by allowing those who abuse the phone system, such as obscene callers, to
elude detection.
Rochelle Dreyfuss, a law professor at New York University and an
expert on privacy law, said the
decision could be used to bolster
lawsuits in other states seeking to
block or modify Caller ID services.
Edward Martone, executive
director of the ACLU's New Jersey
chapter, said the Pennsylvania
decision "helps us with our arguments here."
The New Jersey ACLU opposed
the Caller ID service offered by

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
'The object of psychology is to give
us a totally different idea of the things we know best.- Paul Valery.

It takes more than technical competence to make some games. At
these times. the cunning of the practical player gets better results than
any straightforward assault.
South ducks the first spade and
wins the second, not liking either of
his obvious options. If he establishes
his diamonds, he is sure to fall one
short. He wins five diamonds. two
spades and a heart while the defenders get five tricks. If he tries two
heart finesses, the result is even
worse lie will then lose three
spades. a heart, a diamond and a
club for two down.

NORTH 6-I-A
•3
A J 10 7
•7 5
•J 10 7 6 4 2
WEST
EAST
•J 10 9 4
•Q 8 7 5 2
Q632
V K 54
•J 3
•Q 10 2
4A 5 3
•
SOUTH
•A K 6
V98
•A K 9 8 6 4
•K 8
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding.
South West
North East
1•
Pass
1•
Pass
2 NT
Pass
3 NT
All pass
Opening lead: Spade jack

New Jersey Bell since late 1988.
Both the New Jersey and Pennsylvania phone companies are part of
Philadelphia-based Bell Atlantic
Corp.
The ACLU has no active case
against the state or the phone company seeking to block the service,
but Martone said it was considering
several options to return the issue
to public discussion.
Shelters fear battered women
would be afraid to call spouses if it
could give husbands their location.
Caller ED is already available or
is about to be introduced in other
states, including Maryland, Virginia, Tennessee and West Virginia.

Hog market
FookeraLaskes Parks( New Serstee Jess 1, LSOI Lenoir, Perstesse Arm lb( telerket Deport brisie 5 bur
lag Stations Itecdpla Act 473, LA 625 larreoa•Gib
Asady-,511 Pow, Sews weir szs dewy, nee sts
364.14 Weer.
US 1-2 726-44,
$62.91-63.54
US 1-2 1/472.L
2,96.164LW
US 2-3 726-2.91 Is
%LIKUD
US 34 256476 be
561.61421111
Sows
US 1-2 72414911 Is
151111-51.54
US 1-3 3114.1 Is
$5141/451-56
US 1.3 ISOM be
5,511.6144511
1-3 525 sad up
55L511143611
US 2-3 366.546 Is
$411.1111-5111
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Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM

Industrial Average
+12.42
Previous Close
.2876.66 )
Air Products
56% -%
A.T.C.-Class A ...--36% B 37A
AT&T.--.............--....... 41 -%
Bank of Murray _117% B 150A'
Bell South
56'A• +Y.
Briggs & Stratton..
33 -%
Cbrysier
1?/. +Y.
CSX Corp
33% +Y.
Dean Foods....-.............34% unc
Dollar Gen. Store10% B 10'/. A
Exxon
47% -%
Ford
46% +%I
, General Motors ........-48/
1
4 +Y. •
Goodrich
43% roc
Goodyear .........-_____35% -%
I.B.M.
119% -Y.
Ingersoll Rand
59 +%
Kniart................-.........35% +%
Kroger..........................14% +Y.
Ky. Utilities ......---19% +Y.
Lou. G & E .,..........39 unc
McDosaids
--35% +1/.'
JCPesoey ----.66 +Y.
Quaker Oats.-- 50% +Y.
Sears.....-...-....-..........36Y. unc
Snap-Os Tools.—.--36% sec
Texaco---.-----59 -Y.
Time-Warner
— 106% +1
UST
28% mac
Wal-Mart
56.
/. +%
Woolworth -------33% +Y.)

C.E.F. Yield.
BID WITH THE ACES

The bridge psychologist has the
6-I-B
best answer He knows from experi- South holds
•Q 8 7 5 2
ence that the threat of dummy's
V K 54
club suit will mesmerize most capa•Q 102
ble defenders. Accordingly he bangs
•Q9
down a confident club king after
winning his spade king. Any think- North South
•
ing West might refuse to win the 1+
3
•
king (It might be best even if West ANSWER: Four spades. Should
his the A-Q of clubs.) After the club make with ease, but South is
not
ing survives,the rest is easy. South strong enough to entertain thottghts
,woches attention to his long suit. of slam
and he makes off with five diamonds. two spades, one heart and Fond lonely soesOess 4. Tbe Mee. PO Bag
12363, Dallas. Naas 75225, with self-addremod,
one club. Not bad for a game that stamped
envelope for reply
has no legitimate play
Cnirvrtert 11110 Paned Fester, Syweltrove

c.

7.67

Additional Information Available
Upon Request.
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Mrs. Mary Jane Jones Owens
Mrs. Mary Jane Jones Owens,
84, of Mortons Gap, formerly of
Mayfield, died Wednesday at 7:45
p.m. at Regional Medical Center,
Madisonville.
The widow of Edward David
Owens, she was a member of New
Salem United Methodist Church,
Nortonville.
Born Oct. 16, 1905, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Dan Jones and Ader Ballard Jones. One son, Howard Tabers, also preceded her in death.
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs.
Rosa Lee Vaughn, Mayfield; one
son, William Tabers, Charleston,

S.C.; stepson, Herbert David
Owens, Mortons Gap; one sister,
Mrs. Elizabeth Suiter, Highland
Park, Mich.; one brother, George
B. Jones, Chicago, Ill.
Services will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Carey
Puckett will officiate.
Pallbearers will be William
Story, Jerry Vaughn, Randy Story,
Clayton Story, Bryan Story and
William Vaughn. Burial will follow
in Robbins Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today (Friday).

Heavy rainfall creates swarm
in area mosquito population
By CONNIE CASS
Associated Press Writer

he said. The disease can be fatal,
especially in children.
"That's the only really dangerous disease from mosquitoes we
have at the moment," he said.
Malaria, which once made the mosquito a scourge, has almost disappeared in the United States.
A type of mosquito accidentally
imported from the Orient is breeding rapidly in the United States, but
has not yet been linked to serious
diseases, he said. The Aedes, also
called the tiger mosquito, traveled
across the sea in old automobile
tires, he said.

Long sleeves and pants may
replace T-shirts and shorts when
Kentuckians venture outdoors at
night this summer because of a
projected explosion in the mosquito
population.
Heavy rainfall and flooding in
the Midwest and South this month
have created an abundance of
breeding spots for mosquitoes —
from puddles to old tires to tin
cans.
"Any old milk carton lying
along the side of the road in a little
"They're rather pretty," Young
bit of shade can turn out 100 mossaid.
"They have white bands and
quitoes," said Frank N. Young,
silvery
markings on the body. They
professor emeritus of biology at
look
like
little witches with white
Indiana University.
garters and silk stockings."
Mosquito bites are usually painBy contrast, the much less
less because the insects inject an
attractive
Psorophora mosquito can
anesthetic before they feast. But
grow almost an inch long. It selannoying itching begins once the
dom bites people, but often frightbloodsucker is gone.
ens them, Young said.
"They can be aggravating little
"They prefer to bite horses,
scraggers," said Scott Seiber, a
although
they have gotten me a
spokesman for Land Between the
couple
of
times," he said.
Lakes recreation area in western
The
Tennessee
Valley Authority,
Kentucky.
which operates Land Between the
Next to staying indoors, the best
way to protect against mosquito Lakes, uses helicopters to spray
insecticide on mosquito larvae in
bites is wearing long sleeves and
reservoirs,
said Joseph Cooney,
pants when outdoors.
manager of insect control for TVA
"A lot of area exposed is a lot
waterways.
of area you have to slap," Seiber
But those mosquitoes that breed
said. Many bug repellents also are
among
plants at the edges of lakes
effective, he said.
and rivers may actually be less of a
lthough mosquitoes are primar- problem this
year because tit the
ily an annoyance, Young said they
heavy
rains.
The aquatic plants
can be dangerous.
take
longer
to
reach the surface
Encephalitis, a group of serious
when water levels are high and
diseases that cause headaches and
water temperatures are cooler, he
high fever, is carried by the Culex
said.
mosquito, also called the house
But that doesn't mean there will
mosquito.
be no pests on TVA land. TVA
"That's the one that goes 'buzz,
will still hear complaints about the
buzz' and keeps you awake at
swarms
of mosquitoes that breed in
night," Young said. "They breed
trash
on
adjacent property and fly
in any kind of small pond or rain
onto
federal
land to pester campers
barrels."
In the 1950s, encephalitis
and hikers, he said.
epidemics were common along the
"Unfortunately, people don't
Ohio River. Now four or five peo- make a distinction between what's
ple per year usually become a TVA mosquito and what's a landinfected in states along the river, owner's mosquito," he said.

Death is forever.
Heart disease
doesn't have to be.

American Heart
Association
This space

tip

provided as a pubic service

Carl Keel
Carl Keel, 75, of Rt. 1, Hazel,
died Thursday at 3:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Story's Chapel
United Methodist Church, he was a
retired employee of Murray Division of Tappan Company and an
Army veteran of World War II.
Born Oct. 21, 1914, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Ira Keel and Ethel Cook Keel. One
brother, Bill Keel, preceded him in
death.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Bonnie Waldrop Keel, to whom he
was married on July 26, 1941; one
son, Michael Keel and wife, Georgia, Rt. 1, Hazel; three grandchildren, Stephanie Keel, Stephen Keel
and Stacey Keel; two sisters, Mrs.
Bronzie Easley, Rt. 1, Farmington,
and Mrs. Sue Britt, Murray; three
brothers, Fred Keel and Max Keel,
Rt. 1, Farmington, and Kenneth
Keel, Rt. 3, Murray.
The funeral will be Saturday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. The Rev. Marita
Burkeen will officiate.
Pallbearers will be David Waldrop, Kenneth Keel, Donny Keel,
Sonny Britt, Jimmy Keel and Jason
Rudolph. Burial will follow in
Story's Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Hubert
H. Dowdy
Final rites for Hubert H. Dowdy
are today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Dr. Greg Earwood is officiating.
Mrs. Oneida White is organist and
soloist.
Pallbearers are Joe Pat Ward,
Marvin Harris, James 0. Lamb,
Dale Barnett, Windsor Tripp and
Charles Hale. Burial will follow in
Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Dowdy, 87, of 506 South
Seventh St., Murray, died Wednesday at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. John (Jane) Clendenon, and
one sister, Mrs. Carmen Shelton,
Murray; four granddaughters, Mrs.
Lynette Rhulman, Mrs. Debbie
Ross, Mrs. Karen Lamb and Miss
Shelia Clendenon; seven greatgrandchildren.

Jackie Williams
Funeral rites for Jackie Williams
will be today at 4 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. John Dale will officiate and
Mrs. Oneida White will be organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Billy Robinson, Walter Robinson, James
Robinson, Larry Robinson, Lynn
Robinson and Edwin Robinson.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mr. Williams, 57, of 413 North
Fifth St., Murray, died Sunday,
May 23.

Group pushing ban on PAC contributions
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
group pushing for public financing
of congressional campaigns says it
is the only way to have election
reform.
Outlawing contributions from
political action committees and
imposing limits on campaign
spending are good, as far as they
go, said Joan Claybrook, president
of the public issue group Public
Citizen.
But Congress will remain the
captive of its money contributors,
Claybrook said Thursday.
She spoke at a news conference
to announce the start of an advertising campaign for public campaign financing. Its theme is "We
The People ... for public funding."
"The American people no longer
believe that Congress represents
them," said Claybrook, of
Washington, D.C. "They do
believe that Congress is unduly
influenced by wealthy people seeking favors."
Claybrook said Public Citizen is
banking that "citizens are disgusted watching Congress kowtow
to big money contributors."
"The issue is not ... ethics, for
ethics is a euphemism for the problem. Plain and simple, the issue is
corruption. Money has corrupted
Congress and voters resent it," she
said.
Kentucky was among states
targeted for the ads because its
U.S. senators — Republican Mitch
McConnell and Democrat Wendell
Ford — have been the opposing
point men in the Senate's debate of
campaign-reform legislation.

Ford is pushing a Democratic
bill for campaign spending limits
and some public financing.
McConnell, who is up for reelection, is floor manager of a
Republican bill that would eliminate PAC contributions, but impose
no spending cap.
Claybrook said the ad campaign
was not timed to hurt McConnell's
re-election bid. She also said she
did not know the position of
Harvey Sloane, McConnell's
Democratic opponent, on campaign
finance reform.

Sloane has endorsed the Democratic bill. He said the Republican
bill is fundamentally flawed without a cap on spending.
Claybrook's organization advocates expansion of the voluntary
income-tax "checkoff" now used
to partly fund presidential
campaigns.
Claybrook said it was estimated
that the Democratic Senate bill
would cost $60 million per year.
But that's a bargain when compared to the $500 billion it may
cost to bail out the savings and
loan industry, Claybrook said.
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2 Doors & 4 Doors
Auto, Air, AM/FM Radio
"0" Down + Tax & Tags
PMTS. $179 PER MO
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1307 S. 12th St.
-753-2817
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